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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the Internet of Things (IOT) Conference
2008, the first international conference of its kind. The conference took place in
Zurich, Switzerland, March 26–28, 2008. The term ‘Internet of Things’ has come
to describe a number of technologies and research disciplines that enable the In-
ternet to reach out into the real world of physical objects. Technologies such as
RFID, short-range wireless communications, real-time localization, and sensor
networks are becoming increasingly common, bringing the ‘Internet of Things’
into industrial, commercial, and domestic use. IOT 2008 brought together lead-
ing researchers and practitioners, from both academia and industry, to facilitate
the sharing of ideas, applications, and research results.

IOT 2008 attracted 92 high-quality submissions, from which the technical
program committee accepted 23 papers, resulting in a competitive 25% accep-
tance rate. In total, there were over 250 individual authors from 23 countries,
representing both academic and industrial organizations. Papers were selected
solely on the quality of their blind peer reviews. We were fortunate to draw on
the combined experience of our 59 program committee members, coming from
the most prestigious universities and research labs in Europe, North America,
Asia, and Australia. Program committee members were aided by no less than
63 external reviewers in this rigorous process, in which each committee member
wrote about 6 reviews. The total of 336 entered reviews resulted in an average
of 3.7 reviews per paper, or slightly more than 1000 words of feedback for each
paper submitted. To ensure that we had quality reviews as well as substantive
deliberation on each paper, a subsequent discussion phase generated 270 discus-
sion items. As a result, some 40 submissions were selected for discussion at the
meeting of the program chairs.

The term ‘Internet of Things’ describes an area with tremendous potential;
where new sensing and communication technologies, along with their associated
usage scenarios and applications, are driving many new research projects and
business models. Three major themes pervade the technical discussions collected
in this volume: novel sensing technologies to capture real-world phenomena; the
evaluation of novel applications using both new and existing technologies; and
the appropriate infrastructure to facilitate communication with (and the local-
ization of) billions of networked real-world objects. While all these technological
developments are exciting, they also bear profound challenges from a social, le-
gal, and economic perspective. The research areas covered at IOT 2008 were
thus not only technical in nature, but reflected the diverse angles from which to
approach this emerging research field.

The scientific papers presented at IOT 2008 were not its only highlight. In
addition to the technical sessions, the conference featured keynote speeches by
leading figures from industry and academia, such as Bob Iannucci (Nokia), Gerd
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Wolfram (Metro Group), Peter Zencke (SAP), and Haruhisa Ichikawa (UEC
Tokyo). IOT 2008 also included an industrial track where industry experts pre-
sented challenges and lessons learned from current technology deployments. The
conference offered a demo reception, as well as a full day of workshops and
tutorials.

Several organizations provided financial and logistical assistance in putting
IOT 2008 together, and we would like to acknowledge their support. We thank
ETH Zurich for the conference organization and for managing the local arrange-
ments. We very much appreciate the support of our Platinum Sponsor SAP, along
with the generous donations from Siemens, Metro Group, Google, ERCIM, and
IBM. We would also like to thank the keynote speakers and industrial experts
who provided a fascinating commercial perspective on current developments to-
wards an ‘Internet of Things’. Lastly, we would like to thank both the authors
who submitted their work to IOT 2008 and the program committee members
and our external reviewers, who spent many hours reviewing submissions, shep-
herding papers, and providing the feedback that resulted in the selection of the
papers featured in these proceedings.

March 2008 Christian Floerkemeier
Marc Langheinrich

Elgar Fleisch
Friedemann Mattern

Sanjay Sarma
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Multipolarity for the Object Naming Service

Sergei Evdokimov, Benjamin Fabian, and Oliver Günther

Institute of Information Systems
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Spandauer Str. 1, 10178 Berlin, Germany
{evdokim,bfabian,guenther}@wiwi.hu-berlin.de

Abstract. The Object Naming Service (ONS) is a central lookup ser-
vice of the EPCglobal Network. Its main function is the address retrieval
of manufacturer information services for a given Electronic Product Code
(EPC) identifier. This allows dynamic and globally distributed informa-
tion sharing for items equipped with RFID tags compatible to EPCglobal
standards. However, unlike in the DNS system, the ONS Root is unipo-
lar, i.e., it could be controlled or blocked by a single country. This could
constitute a major acceptance problem for the use of the EPCglobal Net-
work as a future global business infrastructure. In this article we propose
a modification to the ONS architecture called MONS, which offers mul-
tipolarity for ONS and corresponding authentication mechanisms.

The people who can destroy a thing, they control it

Dune
Frank Herbert

1 Introduction

One of the central applications of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is
efficient identification of physical objects. As compared to its predecessor, the
barcode, RFID provides extended reading range, does not require a line of sight
between a reader and an RFID tag, and allows for fine-grained identification
due to larger amounts of data that can be stored on a tag. However, since
most RFID tags still have very modest technical characteristics, it will often be
more efficient to let the tag itself only store an identification number. All the
data corresponding to this number is stored in a remotely accessible datastore.
By taking advantage of the Internet this approach renders such data globally
available and allows several parties all over the world to benefit from it.

The future global use of RFID and RFID-related data makes it pivotal to
provide common standards for data formats and communication protocols. Cur-
rently the primary provider of such standards is EPCglobal – a consortium of
companies and organizations set up to achieve worldwide standardization and

C. Floerkemeier et al. (Eds.): IOT 2008, LNCS 4952, pp. 1–18, 2008.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2008



2 S. Evdokimov, B. Fabian, and O. Günther

adoption of RFID. According to already developed standards [1], the global
availability of RFID related data is achieved by having the RFID tags store an
Electronic Product Code (EPC) identifier, while related data is stored in re-
mote datastores accessible via EPC Information Services (EPCIS). For locating
a manufacturer EPCIS that can provide data about a given EPC identifier, EPC-
global proposes the Object Naming Service (ONS) [2] that resolves this identifier
to the address of the corresponding EPCIS. Based on the same principles as the
Domain Name System (DNS), the ONS relies on a hierarchy of namespaces.
EPCglobal is delegating control of the root of this hierarchy to VeriSign [3] – a
U.S.-based company, also known as a major certification authority for SSL/TLS,
one of the DNS root operators, and maintainer of the very large .com domain.

Since RFID tags are foreseen by many to become ubiquitous and play a vital
role in supply chains worldwide, such concentration of power in hands of a single
entity can lead to mistrust in the ONS, and may involve the introduction of pro-
prietary services, increase in fixed costs, and loss of the benefits that an open,
freely accessible, global system could bring. A similar trend can be observed for
Global Navigation Satellite Systems: In spite of the fact that the U.S.-operated
Global Positioning System (GPS) is globally available, free of charge, and even
though deployment and maintenance costs are extremely high, various nations
start or plan to introduce their own navigation systems. To prevent a similar
fragmentation scenario for the ONS, it seems reasonable to modify the initial
design to take the distribution of control between the participating parties into
account, and make the ONS multipolar – in contrast to the existing unipolar de-
sign. In this article we document the unipolar nature of ONS and propose several
modifications to allow for multipolarity without radically changing the existing
design (unlike e.g. [4]). In addition, we discuss approaches that could make the
proposed architecture more secure by ensuring integrity and authenticity of the
data delivered.

Our article is structured as follows. First we discuss the current ONS speci-
fication from the viewpoint of multipolarity in section 2. Next, in section 3 we
discuss DNS principles and procedures, which are also relevant for ONS oper-
ations, followed by a comparison of ONS Root vs. DNS Root multipolarity. In
section 4 we present MONS, our proposal for multipolar ONS, followed in section
5 by a corresponding outlook on multipolarity of ONSSEC, the use of DNSSEC
for ONS data authentication. In section 6 we give a conclusion and discuss future
research.

2 ONS – State of the Art

The Object Naming Service (ONS) is the central name service of the EPCglobal
Network [2], [1]. It is based on DNS to alleviate efforts required for ONS introduc-
tion and operation because DNS is the widely established protocol for name reso-
lution on the Internet [5]. In this section we describe briefly the specifics of ONS,
followed by a discussion of this protocol from the viewpoint of multipolarity.

.com
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Header
8 Bits

Company Prefix
20-40 Bits

Object Class 
4-24 Bits

Serial Number
38 Bits

Filter
3 Bits

Partition
3 Bits

00110000
"SGTIN-96" 200452 5742 5508265101

"24:20 Bits"
001

"Retail"

Fig. 1. Electronic Product Code (SGTIN-96 Example)

2.1 ONS Principles

The task of ONS is the retrieval of dynamic lists of Web addresses of (usually)
manufacturer EPC Information Services (EPCIS) [6] for specific EPC identifiers.
Those identifiers, e.g. the 96 bit SGTIN-96 variant in Fig. 1, uniquely identify
items and are stored on attached RFID tags compatible to the EPC standard
[7] (which we will call EPC tags in the following). The most important parts of
such an EPC are Company Prefix, which corresponds to an EAN.UCC Company
Prefix and identifies the owner of the prefix – the EPC Manger (usually the item
manufacturer), Object Class, which can be assigned by the manufacturer and
describes the item category, and Serial Number, which differentiates between
similar objects of the same category.

Besides SGTIN-96, the EPC standard also defines several other encoding
schemes: GID-96, SGTIN-198, SGLN-96 etc. The choice of a scheme may de-
pend on the application scenario and a company’s preferences. In the rest of
paper we will be referring to the SGTIN-96 scheme, however, due to the struc-
tural similarity of the EPC encoding schemes, proposed solutions are applicable
to all the schemes described in the EPC specification.

The ONS and the related, but not yet fully specified EPCIS Discovery Services
[1], allow for high flexibility in the linking of physical objects equipped with
simple EPC tags and the information about those objects. This information can
be stored in various internal or external databases, and can be shared over the
Internet using EPCIS, especially those offered by the object manufacturer or
by various stakeholders in the supply chain. The list of information sources can
easily be updated to include new EPCIS or to change addresses of existing ones,
without any change to the anticipated masses of EPC tags deployed in the field.

The inner workings of the ONS are described in [2], for an example query
procedure see Fig. 2. Since EPCglobal standards make use of general roles to
describe system functionality, we give a short specific example – the arrival of a
new RFID-tagged good in a shop. An RFID reader located in the delivery area
of the shop reads out the tag and receives an EPC identifier in binary form.
Then it forwards the EPC identifier to a local inventory system. This inventory
system needs to retrieve item information from the manufacturer’s database
on the Internet, e.g. to verify the item is fresh and genuine, and to enhance
smart advertisement throughout the shop. The system hands the EPC identifier
over to a specific software library, the local ONS resolver, which translates the
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Internet

Object with
EPC Tag

RFID Reader

EPC

ONS Hierarchy

EPCIS (company 200452)

EPCIS (third party)

ONS Root
(onsepc.com)

EPC Manager's ONS 
(company 200452)

(200452.sgtin.id.onsepc.com)

Application

EPC Discovery Services 
(to be specified)

VeriSign

Delegation

(logical
 separation)

ONS Resolver
ISP Resolving
ONS Server

?

Fig. 2. ONS Resolution

identifier into a domain name compatible with the Domain Name System (DNS,
for details of its working see Section 3), e.g. 5742.200452.sgtin.id.onsepc.com.
This name, which does not make use of the EPC Serial Number as of now, is an
element of the DNS domain onsepc.com that has been reserved for ONS and is
used for delegation purposes. The resolver queries the resolving ONS server of its
organization or Internet Service Provider (ISP). If the EPCIS address list is not
known yet (as in our example of a new item) or has been retrieved and cached be-
fore, but is now considered as potentially out-of-date, the ONS Root is contacted.
This ONS Root, a service run exclusively by the company VeriSign [3], recognizes
the Company Prefix part of the DNS-encoded EPC identifier, and delegates the
query to the EPC Manager’s ONS server, which has the authoritative address
of the manufacturer EPCIS stored in a DNS record called Naming Authority
Pointer (NAPTR). Once this address has been determined, the shop inventory
system can contact the manufacturer EPCIS directly, e.g. by the use of Web
services. To locate different EPCIS for additional information, the use of so-
called EPCIS Discovery Services is planned, which are not specified at the time
of this writing. However, as is indicated by [1], these search services will (at least
in part) be run by EPCglobal.

2.2 ONS and Multipolarity

The ONS Root will formally be under control of the international consortium
EPCglobal, but practically run by the U.S.-based company VeriSign. We abstract
from these particular circumstances to a more general scenario. Let the ONS
Root, as it is designed today, be controlled by a single company C belonging to
a nation or group of closely allied nations N . At any given time and state of
global politics, there exists the possibility for the government(s) of N to influence

5742.200452.sgtin.id.onsepc.com
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those actions of C that concern international relationships – this influence can be
exerted either directly via laws, or indirectly via political or economic pressure.
Attack Model: Unilateral ONS Blocking. The current design of the ONS would
allow N the following unilateral blocking attack against another nation F : The
ONS Root can be easily configured to formally deny any information to clients
originating in F (compliant to the ONS protocol), or simply ignore any query
from IP addresses belonging to F . An even more efficient way would be to drop
inbound ONS packets from F at border routers of N . The result of this attack
would be stalled information at all companies in F . Cached addresses of EPCIS
could still be used, but cannot be easily updated anymore. To recover, F may
consider building its own version of an ONS Root answering all local queries.
However, to feed this new root information from alternative external sources
would be tedious and probably very time-consuming. There would be serious
business drawbacks for companies in F during that time. Companies outside of
F , for example in N , would only (and in the worst case for N) be affected if
they heavily rely on business with F (due to retaliate blocking of EPCIS access
from N by F or stale data at the ONS Root) – this corresponds to a virtual
embargo situation. All other companies would not directly be affected, leading
to a comparatively low risk for N . In a highly connected global economy based
on the EPCglobal network this kind of attack, or even its threat, could be highly
effective and more efficient than a simple general disruption of the global system.
This should be prevented already by a design that spreads out the control of the
ONS Root more evenly.
Attack Model: Traffic Eavesdropping and Analysis. ONS queries and responses
are transmitted in plaintext and can easily be read by an adversary who is able
to intercept them [8]. The control over the ONS Root allows N to eavesdrop
on all ONS queries reaching the root nameservers and to gather global business
intelligence about location and movements of items tagged with EPC tags vir-
tually for free and without risk. Such attacks are relatively easy to launch, both
technically and legally1, and could force parties concerned with their privacy to
refuse ONS adoption and to look for alternative solutions.

Before we discuss our design proposals to mitigate these attacks in section 4,
we first have to take a deeper look at the origin and inner workings of DNS in
the next section.

3 ONS vs. DNS Root Control

3.1 DNS Principles

The basic application of the DNS is the resolution of human-memorizable, alpha-
numerical hostnames into the corresponding purely numerical Internet Protocol
1 According to a recently accepted amendment to Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act

(FISA), U.S. intelligence is allowed to intercept electronic communication between
U.S. and non-U.S. bodies if the communication passes across U.S.-based networks
(Protect America Act of 2007).
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(IP) addresses used for datagram routing. At an early stage of the Internet, the
ARPANET, name resolution was performed by referring to a flat text file that
stored mappings between the hostnames and the IP addresses. Obviously, main-
taining and synchronizing copies of the hosts files on all computers connected to
ARPANET was extremely inefficient. To address this issue, the name resolution
protocol was updated to introduce a central distribution of the master hosts
file via an online service maintained by the Network Information Center. This
architecture worked successfully for about a decade. However, the rapid growth
of the Internet rendered this centralized approach impractical. The increasing
number of changes introduced to the hosts file and its growing size required
hosts to regularly download large volumes of data and often led to propagation
of network-wide errors.

As a reaction, shortly after deployment of TCP/IP, the new Domain Name
System (DNS) was introduced (classical RFCs include 1034, 1035, see [9]). A
hostname now has a compound structure and consists of a number of labels
separated by dots, e.g. www.example.com. (the final dot is often omitted). The
labels specify corresponding domains: the empty string next to the rightmost dot
corresponds to the root domain, the next label to the left to the top-level domain
(TLD), followed by the second-level domain (SLD) and so forth. The resolution
of the hostname into the corresponding IP address is carried out by a tree-
like hierarchy of DNS nameservers. Each node of the hierarchy consists of DNS
nameservers that store a list of resource records (RRs) mapping domain names
into IP addresses of Internet sites belonging to a zone for which the DNS servers
are authoritative. Alternatively, in case of zone delegation, IP addresses of DNS
servers located at the lower levels of the hierarchy are returned. The resolution
of a hostname is performed by subsequently resolving domains of the hostname
from right to left, thereby traversing the hierarchy of the DNS nameservers until
the corresponding IP address is obtained.

In practice, not every resolution request has to traverse the whole hierarchy. To
reduce the load on the DNS, nameservers use a caching mechanism. For a limited
period of time called time to live (TTL), DNS resolvers and servers store results
of successful DNS queries in a local cache and, when possible, reuse those instead
of delegating or issuing queries to other DNS servers. The detailed coverage of
DNS mechanism and operations is out of scope of this paper. The interested
reader can consult the plethora of existing DNS-related RFCs compiled in [9]
and standard literature [5] for more details.

3.2 DNS and Multipolarity

As we outlined above, the DNS is a hierarchy of DNS nameservers, each respon-
sible for resolving hostnames of Internet sites belonging to its zone or point-
ing to another DNS nameserver if delegation takes place. DNS nameservers
authoritative for TLDs (e.g. .eu, .com) are operated by domain name reg-
istries – organizations responsible for managing and technical operation of the
TLDs. The root nameservers are operated by governmental agencies, commercial
and non-profit organizations. The root zone is maintained by the U.S.-based,

www.example.com.
.eu
.com
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non-profit Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).
ICANN was contracted for this purpose by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
which thereby holds de jure control over the root namespace. Currently the root
zone is served by only 13 logical root nameservers, whose number cannot be
increased easily due to technical limitations. However, many of those servers
are in fact replicated across multiple geographical locations and are reachable
via Anycast2. As a result, currently most of the physical root nameservers are
situated outside of the U.S. [10].

However, the concentration of de jure control over the root namespace in
hands of a single governmental entity is subject to constant criticism from the
Internet community. In theory, this entity has the power to introduce any changes
to the root zone file. However, due to the de facto dispersal and replication of
the root zone, such changes have to be propagated among all the other root
nameservers, many of which are beyond the authority of the entity controlling
the root zone. In case the entity decides to abuse its power and introduces
changes in the root zone by pursuing solely its own benefits, some of the root
nameservers may refuse to introduce the changes into their root zone files, which,
in the end, may lead to the uncontrolled and permanent fragmentation of the
Internet, undermining its basic principles and increasing business risk globally.

These consequences, as well as the fact that such changes have not occurred
until now, allow to assume that the Internet is not directly dependant on the
entity managing the root namespace, and that it is highly unlikely for this entity
to introduce any changes impeding fair and global Internet access. As a conse-
quence, the Blocking Attack is not realistic with DNS without severe risks to
the initiating country.

4 MONS – Multipolar ONS

In this section we propose modifications of the current ONS architecture that
would allow to distribute the control over the ONS root between several inde-
pendent parties, thus, solving the issue of unilateral root control.

4.1 Replicated MONS

One of the main reasons why the DNS was chosen for implementing the EPC
resolution is, probably, the alleviation of effort required to introduce the ONS
on a global scale: The DNS is considered by many practitioners as a mature and
time-proven architecture.3 Its choice allows to deploy the ONS using existing
DNS software and rely on best practices accumulated during decades of the
DNS being in use. As a result, the deployment of a local ONS nameserver can
be relatively easily performed by a system administrator with DNS experience
2 Anycast is a routing scheme that allows to set up one-to-many correspondence be-

tween an IP address and several Internet sites so that when an actual communication
takes place the optimal destination is chosen (for DNS use cf. RFC 3258).

3 For dissenting arguments, however, see e.g. [11], [8].
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using freely available software. Thus, if we want to modify the existing ONS
architecture, it makes sense to stay consistent with the DNS protocol.

The ONS root will run on six locally distributed server constellations, all
operated by VeriSign [3] (Fig. 3(a)). This strongly contrasts with the DNS ar-
chitecture, where the root nameservers are operated also by numerous other
entities [10]. A straightforward approach to avoid the unipolarity of the ONS is
to replicate the ONS root between a number of servers operated by independent
entities, and to synchronize the instances of the root zone file with a master copy
published by EPCglobal. To restrict the amounts of incoming queries, each root
nameserver could be configured to cover a certain area in the IP topology and
respond only to queries originating from there.

Such replicated ONS root nameservers could provide their services in parallel
with the global ONS root operated by VeriSign. The resolving ONS servers of or-
ganizations and Internet Service Providers (ISP) should be configured on the one
hand with the domain name or IP address of the global ONS root (onsepc.com),
or, more efficiently, the server responsible for SGTIN (sgtin.id.onsepc.com),
on the other hand also with the corresponding replicated ONS server (e.g.
sgtin.id.onsepc-replication.eu), potentially avoiding Anycast constructi-
ons like those used as later add-ons for DNS.

To evaluate the feasibility of this approach and the amount of data that has
to be replicated, we approximately calculate the size of the ONS root zone file
by estimating the number of RRs stored there, which define mappings between
Company Prefixes and domain names of the corresponding ONS nameservers.
Today, there are about one million registered Company Prefixes.4 We assume
that at a certain time in future most of them will have corresponding EPCIS
services. The ONS root zone file is a plain text file consisting of a number of NS
RRs. As an example, consider an EPC number 400453.1734.108265 that can
be resolved into one of two ONS nameservers:

1737.400453.sgtin.onsepc.com IN NS ons1.company.com
1737.400453.sgtin.onsepc.com IN NS ons2.company.com

IN stands for Internet, and NS indicates that the record defines a nameserver
authoritative for the domain. The number of nameservers responsible for the
same zone cannot exceed thirteen, and the DNS specification recommends having
at least two. In practice, however, their number usually varies from two to five.

Assuming the average number of ONS nameservers per company (N) as four,
the average length of an NS record (L) as 60 symbols, and that one symbol
takes one byte, and the number of registered Company Prefixes (P ) as one
million, we can roughly estimate the size of the ONS root zone file containing
the RRs for all currently registered EAN.UCC Company Prefixes as N ×L×P ,
which is slightly above 200 megabytes. By using compression a text file may be
reduced to 10-20% of its original size. Thus we conclude that the distribution
and regular renewal of the root file presents no technical difficulties. The master
root file can be shared between ONS roots by the means a simple file transfer or a
4 http://www.gs1.org/productssolutions/barcodes/implementation/ (09/2007).

onsepc.com
sgtin.id.onsepc.com
sgtin.id.onsepc-replication.eu
http://www.gs1.org/productssolutions/barcodes/implementation/
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Fig. 3. MONS Architectures

peer-to-peer file sharing protocol. The architecture is illustrated at Fig. 3(b) and
will be further referred to as Replicated MONS.

The key requirement of Replicated MONS is the public availability of the
ONS root file. As soon as the root file is published and regularly updated, the
replicated roots can be deployed independently from each other. In case those
new roots will be configured to cover only certain areas, locations beyond their
bounds will still be able to use VeriSign’s nameservers, remaining vulnerable to
the Blocking Attack.

4.2 Regional MONS

The architecture described in the previous section provides a solution which
allows any entity to maintain a copy of an ONS root nameserver, enhancing
the availability of the ONS. However, due to the necessity to cope with a high
load, such nameservers might not be accessible globally, potentially resulting in
a (from a global perspective) unstructured patchwork of areas with ONS root
redundancy. The high load on the root nameservers will be mainly caused by the
size and frequent updates of the root zone file. Compared to the DNS root zone
file, which contains RRs on about 1500 TLD nameservers and currently has a
size of about 68 kilobytes5, the ONS root zone file will contain RRs for all EPC
Managers’ ONS nameservers registered at EPCglobal. With RFID becoming
ubiquitous, their number is expected to grow rapidly, resulting in millions of
RRs. Also, due to a higher volatility of ONS root RRs, their TTL parameters
5 http://www.internic.net/zones/ (09/2007)

http://www.internic.net/zones/
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might be assigned lower values as compared to the RRs of the DNS root. As
a result, the ONS RRs will be cached for shorter periods of time and a larger
number of queries will be reaching the ONS root nameservers.

In this section we suggest a more radical alteration of the existing ONS archi-
tecture that will allow to reduce the size of the root zone file and the frequency
of its updates by splitting it between a number of regional root nameservers,
at the same time offering a structured way to achieve area coverage for redun-
dancy. A zone file of each regional nameserver contains RRs that correspond to
EPC Managers belonging to a region for which a nameserver is authoritative.
The membership to a region might be determined by a company’s registration
address, regional GS1 department that issued the Company Prefix, or other
properties.

The architecture is depicted in Fig. 3(c), while the resolution process is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. In case the resolving nameserver and the EPC Manager (who
corresponds to the EPC being resolved) belong to the same region (n = m),
the step 2 is omitted and the resolution process is almost identical to the
one depicted in Fig. 2: The regional root nameserver delegates the query to
the nameserver of the EPC Manager which returns the address of the EP-
CIS. However, if n �= m, the query is redirected to the regional root name-
server authoritative for the Region n (step 2), which in turn delegates it to the
nameserver of the EPC Manager. We will refer to this architecture as Regional
MONS.

Compared to the ONS resolution process described in Section 2.1, the case
of the delegation of a query from one regional ONS nameserver to another
(step 2) introduces an additional resolution step. Consequently, this requires
an extension of the EPC scheme and the introduction of a new prefix that will
be resolved at this step. Following the approach for constructing an EPC, a nat-
ural choice would be a regional prefix pointing to a country or a region of origin
for a given product. The introduction of this regional prefix requires an update of
the EPC encoding standards, which might result in a lengthy and costly process.
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However, the EPC encoding schemes defined in [7] already contain enough infor-
mation to unambiguously associate an EPC with a certain region. The first three
digits of the EAN.UCC Company Prefix identify the country of GS1 member-
ship for the company (e.g. codes 400-440 are reserved for Germany). Therefore,
an alternative to the introduction of a new regional prefix field would be to use
these digits for associating EPC identifiers with corresponding regions. Each re-
gional root nameserver will be responsible for one or several regional prefixes.

Note that a resolver still sees the Regional MONS architecture as a hierarchy:
The MONS root of its region is being perceived as the root of the whole hierarchy
(Fig. 5). We call such a structure a relative hierarchy. A regional nameserver
authoritative for a region from which the resolution takes place is called its
relative root. This allows to implement the Regional MONS within the DNS
framework, reflecting the approach described in the ONS specification.

In the following, we assume that the regional prefix is defined as the first three
digits of the Company Prefix. To access an EPCIS that could provide data about
a given EPC identifier, the identifier is again translated into a DNS-compatible
address, but now the first three digits of the Company Prefix have to be explicitly
separated by dots and placed to the right of the rest of the inverted EPC identi-
fier (e.g. 1734.453.400.sgtin.id.onsepc.com). Assume that the domain name
of the regional nameserver authoritative for zone 400.sgtin.id.onsepc.com is
ns1.mons.eu. An ONS client physically located at the same region is configured
to sends all its ONS queries to ns1.mons.eu (step 1 at Fig. 4), which it views
as the relative root of the Regional MONS. Correspondingly, a resolver that
belongs to a different region will be configured with the address of a different
regional root, also viewed as relative root. In this example we deliberately choose
the domain name of the regional root to have the TLD (.eu) corresponding to
the region of its authority. This avoids the dependency on entities administering
regional nameservers domains and excludes the possibility of a Blocking Attack
from their side. Note, that the resolution process described above does not re-
quire an EPC identifier to be translated to the domain name resolvable by the
DNS of the Internet. The only domains relevant to the ONS resolution are the
dot-separated EPC identifier and the domain pointing out in which format an

1734.453.400.sgtin.id.onsepc.com
400.sgtin.id.onsepc.com
ns1.mons.eu
ns1.mons.eu
.eu
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EPC number is stored. This makes the three rightmost domains abundant since
1734.453.400.sgtin is already sufficient for unambiguous ONS resolution.

By appointing specific nameservers to regions, Regional MONS naturally
shifts the load to nameservers authoritative for economically developed or indus-
trial countries, since regional prefixes of such regions will occur on the majority
of the EPC identifiers. Moreover, regions whose export values are too low, or who
are not interested in maintaining their own Regional MONS root nameservers
could delegate this responsibility to third parties, as it is sometimes done with
country code TLDs [10]. Once their situation changes, they can take back their
reserved share of the system by a minor change in the table of Regional MONS
Roots (MONS Root Zone).

4.3 Regional MONS Prototype

In this section we present a possible fragment of the Regional MONS architecture
implemented using BIND DNS Server software. BIND (Berkeley Internet Name
Domain) is the most common DNS server in the Internet and the de facto stan-
dard for Unix-based systems. ONS can be deployed using standard DNS software,
so it is very likely that a considerable portion of ONS nameservers will be using
BIND. In our sample scenario we consider two regions with regional codes 400
and 450 and two EPCISs, each providing information about one of the following
SGTIN formatted EPC identifiers: 400453.1734.108 and 450321.1235.304.

The main configuration file of a BIND server is the named.conf. RRs for
namespaces are stored in zone files often named namespace.db. Fig. 6 presents
a possible configuration of four ONS nameservers that constitute this fragment of
the Regional MONS hierarchy. The fragment includes two regional MONS root
nameservers authoritative for regional prefixes 400 and 450, correspondingly,
and two nameservers of EPC Managers.6 The regional roots are configured as
relative roots of the sgtin zone and as authorities for the respective regional
codes (400.sgtin and 450.sgtin, correspondingly). The sgtin.db file describes
the relative root zone (sgtin) by declaring the nameserver as the authority for
this zone and referring to the content of onsroots.db file, which represents the
MONS Root Zone. This file is the same for all regional roots and defines the
delegation of the zones (using the regional codes) to the regional roots. The RRs
of the 400.sgtin.db and 450.sgtin.db files introduce a further delegation step
by pointing to the nameservers of the respective EPC Managers that complete
the resolution process by returning the URI of the requested EPCIS via NAPTR
RR. To make the zone files less dependent on infrastructure changes in the
MONS hierarchy, they may contain only NS records without mentioning the
corresponding IP addresses in A records. So, if one or several nameservers has
its IP address changed the zone files still remain consistent. However, this can
prolong the resolution process, since ONS nameservers will have to query the
DNS to resolve domain names to IP addresses.

6 Note that all domain names, IP addresses and URIs in this example are fictional.

1734.453.400.sgtin
sgtin
400.sgtin
450.sgtin
sgtin
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···
400.sgtin.  IN   NS  ns1.ons.eu.
450.sgtin.  IN   NS  ns1.ons.jp
ns1.ons.eu.            IN A   169.257.50.3
ns1.ons.jp.             IN A   123.108.4.46

···

onsroots.db

···
zone "sgtin" {
type master;
file "/etc/bind/zones/sgtin.db";};

zone "400.sgtin" {
type master;
file "/etc/bind/zones/sgtin.400.db";};

···

named.conf

···
sgtin.             IN   NS   ns1.ons.eu.
ns1.ons.eu.   IN A     169.257.50.3

···
$INCLUDE /bind/zones/onsroots.db

sgtin.db

···
400.sgtin.                     IN   NS  ns1.ons.eu.
ns1.ons.eu.                  IN A    169.257.50.3

453                               IN  NS  ns1.manufact_a.com
ns1.manufact_a.com.   IN A    195.71.13.3

···

400.sgtin.db

···
zone "453.400.sgtin" {
type master;
file "/etc/bind/zones/453.400.sgtin.db";};

···

named.conf

···
1734  IN  NAPTR  0  0 "u"  "EPC+epcis"
                                            "!^.*$!http://manufact_a.com/epcis!"  . 

···

453.400.sgtin.db

···
zone "sgtin" {
type master;
file "/etc/bind/zones/sgtin.db";};

zone "450.sgtin" {
type master;
file "/etc/bind/zones/sgtin.450.db";};

···

named.conf

···
sgtin.            IN   NS   ns1.ons.jp.
ns1.ons.jp.   IN A     123.108.4.46

···
$INCLUDE /bind/zones/onsroots.db

sgtin.db

···
450.sgtin.                      IN   NS   ns1.ons.jp.
ns1.ons.jp.                    IN A     123.108.4.46

321                                IN   NS  ns1.manufact_b.com
ns1.manufact_b.com.    IN A     210.18.2.10

···

450.sgtin.db

···
zone "321.450.sgtin" {
type master;
file "/etc/bind/zones/321.450.sgtin.db";};

···

named.conf

···
1235  IN NAPTR  0  0  "u"  "EPC+epcis"
                                            "!^.*$!http://manufact_b.com/epcis!"  . 

···

321.450.sgtin.db

Regional MONS 
root nameserver

ns1.ons.eu
IP address: 169.257.50.3

Regional MONS 
root nameserver

ns1.ons.jp
IP address: 123.108.4.46

EPC Manager's 
nameserver

ns1.manufact_a.com
IP address: 195.71.13.3

EPC Manager's 
nameserver

ns1.manufact_b.com
IP address: 210.18.2.10

EPCIS
http://manufact_b.com/epcis

EPCIS
http://manufact_a.com/epcis

Fig. 6. Fragment of Regional MONS Hierarchy

4.4 Modularity

One further advantage of Regional MONS is that each region could implement
different resolution architectures for its own subsystem below the root zone. For
example (see Fig. 7), a region r could use the original ONS specification based on
the DNS, another region n could use a centralized search system, while yet other
regions, like m, could implement subsystems based on Distributed Hash Tables
(DHT), e.g. the OIDA system proposed in [4]. Delegation between MONS and
heterogeneous subsystems can be established by bridging nodes that are able
to use both protocols. In the DHT case for example, a DHT node queried by
external DNS clients uses the DNS protocol to answer. However, to communicate
with other DHT nodes, the specific overlay network communication is used, for
example as defined in Chord [12]. This combination of DNS and DHT has been
successfully implemented for general DNS use, for example in CoDoNS [11].
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5 MONS Data Authenticity

Today’s Internet has to be regarded as a highly insecure environment, a fact
that has been acknowledged not only by the security community, but also po-
litical institutions [13]. Surprisingly, security measures have not been considered
intrinsically from the beginning in the EPCglobal architecture standards [8], but
seem to be held as optional and mostly to be added later by its users [1]. Besides
availability and confidentiality risks of the EPCglobal Network and the ONS in
particular, a major concern is the lack of authentication methods in the cur-
rent ONS standard [2]. Without additional security measures, global business
systems depending on the ONS, as it has been designed in the standard so far,
could suffer from cache poisoning and man-in-the-middle attacks [14], leading to
spoofed EPCIS address information, and potentially also to forged EPC informa-
tion, or via additional vulnerabilities, malware infection initiated by malicious
servers. Adding countermeasures like DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) later,
however, will also have an impact on properties of the whole system, like per-
formance, security and privacy, as well as in our case, multipolarity.

In this section we first take a short look at the recent DNSSEC standards,
discuss how DNSSEC could be used in a straightforward way to secure ONS
data, leading to a substructure of DNSEC we propose to call ONSSEC. Finally
we suggest mechanisms to achieve multipolarity for ONSSEC, thereby enabling
its use for MONS (short for Regional MONS from now on).

5.1 DNSSEC

To address the lack of authentication in the DNS, a set of mechanisms called
DNSSEC (DNS Security Extensions) has been designed, the recent version being
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presented in [15] and related other RFCs. The DNSSEC provides data integrity
and authenticity for the delivered DNS information by using public-key cryp-
tography to sign sets of resource records (RRs). It uses four resource record
types: Resource Record Signature (RRSIG), DNS Public Key (DNSKEY), Del-
egation Signer (DS), and Next Secure (NSEC), the last one is used to provide
authenticated denial of existence of a zone entry, for details cf. [15]. Each DNS
zone maintainer is also responsible for providing a signature of those zone files.
These signatures are stored in an RRSIG record. The server’s public key could
be transferred out-of-band, or be stored and delivered via DNS itself using an
RR of type DNSKEY.

The use of separate zone-signing and key-signing keys enables easy resigning
of zone data without involving an administrator of the parent zone [5]. However,
having a signature and an apparently corresponding public key does not guaran-
tee authenticity of the data – the public key and identity must be securely linked
by a trusted entity, most practically, by the maintainer of the respective parent
zone. To be able to verify an arbitrary DNS public key in a scalable way, chains
of trust down from the (necessarily trusted) root of the DNS would be necessary,
where each parent DNS server signs the keys of its children, after having verified
its correspondence to the correct identity by some external means.

Even after a major redesign of the protocol (and its RRs) in 2005, cf. RFC
4033 [15] (which replaces RFC 2535 from 1999 that in turn obsoleted the original
RFC 2065 dating from 1997), DNSSEC is not yet widely established throughout
the Internet, though recent developments like the signing of some countries’ TLD
seem to indicate a brighter perspective for DNSSEC [16]. Reasons for the slow
DNSSEC adaption include, first of all, reluctance to major changes for critical
services like DNS, scalability problems of key management, the administrative
problem of building chains of trust between servers of many different organiza-
tions. There also is the problem of establishing a critical mass of DNSSEC users
with different incentives [17]. Despite these problems, the establishment of a new
global business architecture like the EPCglobal Network could be a major op-
portunity to launch ONSSEC, the adaption and restriction of DNSSEC to ONS
use. However, DNSSEC suffers from a major unipolarity problem: Who should
control the anchor of trust, the keys for the root zone? This problem must be
solved for a multipolar ONS, to avoid unwanted indirect unipolarity for MONS
introduced by its security extensions.

5.2 ONSSEC

DNSSEC can be applied to MONS as follows, cf. Fig. 8: Each Regional MONS
Root provider signs the key-signing keys of all EPC Managers in its region.
This is major administrative task and has to involve the verification of the EPC
Manager’s identity. This procedure is, however, less cumbersome then signing all
subdomain keys of a given TLD, rendering ONSSEC introduction more scalable
than general DNSSEC where probably also more delegation steps are involved.
The EPC Managers then are able to sign their own zone-signing keys and the ac-
tual zone data. They can repeat the latter procedure after each change in zone
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Fig. 8. Multipolar ONSSEC Trust Structure

data without contacting the regional root; they are also able to periodically
change their zone-signing keys for better long-term security. The EPC Man-
ager’s nameservers can now answer MONS queries by returning the actual zone
information in combination with the signature. This signature can be verified by
a client by retrieving the public key of the regional MONS root. Here another
(cf. section 4.3), bigger problem of using the flexible option of general DNS names
in (M)ONS resource records becomes apparent (e.g. in URIs of NAPTR records
for EPCIS, see Fig. 6): Without an established global trust structure and ubiq-
uitous use of DNSSEC, arbitrary DNS names and resolution steps would not
easily be covered by authentication measures. As long as this situation holds,
the tradeoff between flexibility vs. lack of authenticity needs to be constantly
evaluated.

With the described Regional MONS architecture, there would be multiple
roots of trust. This situation could be impractical, because clients who often
resolve EPCs of foreign regions would have to trust multiple public keys, those of
the local and all foreign regional MONS roots. With DNSSEC, it is often stated
as best practice that a single entity should control the root zone key signing
keys. It is, however, subject to current international debate, which organization
should represent this entity – for example, interest has been expressed by US
authorities like the Department of Homeland Security [18]. A similar problem
exists for the MONS root zone (the onsroots.db of the prototype in section
4.3). In the following section, we briefly discuss options for a solution.

5.3 Multipolarity for the ONSSEC Root

Multipolarity for the root key control of ONSSEC (that is DNS Security Exten-
sions applied to (M)ONS) could be achieved by multiple signatures (each regional
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MONS root would sign the root zone) [19], or more elegantly and scalably, by
the use of one virtual ONSSEC root by applying threshold cryptography. An
(n, t)-threshold cryptography scheme allows n parties to share the ability to per-
form a cryptographic operation (e.g., applying a digital signature), so that t
(t ≤ n) parties can perform this operation jointly, but at most t − 1 (malicious)
parties are not able to do so, even by collusion [20, pp. 525]. Famous thresh-
old secret sharing schemes include [21], using polynomial interpolation, and [22]
based on intersection of n-dimensional hyperplanes. Secret sharing could be used
to share the private key of the virtual ONSSEC root, but once used the whole
private key might become compromised.

More secure are threshold function sharing schemes, extensions of the basic
secret sharing, which allow for digital signatures without letting a single party
know the complete key during operations, see e.g. [23,24] for schemes with usable
performance properties. The signing of the regional root keys and the MONS
root zone should be quite a rare operation in comparison to the signing of actual
manufacturer zone data. Therefore, these schemes could be implemented without
major performance penalties on the whole system. In summary, using threshold
cryptography would enable the distributed and multipolar signing of the MONS
regional root keys (Fig. 8), as well as the MONS root zone that contains address
data of all Regional MONS Roots.

6 Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper we presented MONS, a practical architecture to achieve multipo-
larity in the ONS. We also showed how multipolarity in corresponding authen-
tication extensions can be achieved. To our knowledge, this is the first extensive
discussion and solution proposal of the multipolarity problem for ONS, which
in a future ”Internet of Things” may have even more detrimental consequences
than the analogous problem currently debated for DNS [19]. We focus so far on
a technical perspective, where our future work will include a sample implemen-
tation of distributed signing of the ONSSEC root zone, which may also become
relevant for DNSSEC. On the policy side, analysis of the practical political and
administrative challenges of distributing control over the ONS is an important
line for future research. Not last, there is urgent need to solve further multilat-
eral security problems of ONS and related systems like MONS, especially their
possible impact on corporate and individual privacy.
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Abstract. The EPCglobal Network, an emerging standard for RFID,
aims to raise visibility in supply chains by enabling interested parties to
query item-level data. To get there, however, a critical piece is yet miss-
ing: a Discovery Service to identify possibly unknown supply chain actors
holding relevant data for specific EPC numbers of individual products.
Unfortunately, the Discovery Service architecture as initially conceived
by EPCglobal needs revision as it either infringes the confidentiality of
participating companies or its use is limited to identifying only partici-
pants already known. Against this background, this paper first discuusses
the limitations of the architecture under consideration by EPCglobal
and presents an alternative, more adequate Discovery Service design.
Our concept encourages participation in the network while ensuring in-
formation provider confidentiality. Secondly, we present a roadmap for
extending the existing EPCglobal Network with two critical services: an
automated contract negotiation service and a billing service.

1 Introduction

Cost pressure in supply chain related processes has steadily been increasing over
the last years. Hence, companies put much effort into reducing inefficiencies in
the supply chain including incorrect demand and sales forecasting, low on-shelf
availability, and inaccurate inventory levels [13]. However, the relevant infor-
mation which can be used to overcome these problems is distributed among the
partners within a supply chain [19]. Against this background, being effective and
efficient in matching demand with supply requires a tight collaboration between
supply chain parties [12].

Although collaboration promises mutual benefits for the partners, those ben-
efits are rarely realized [20]. There are two critical issues to be overcome. First,
in today’s complex and dynamic supply networks, each company within the net-
work has only partial knowledge about the participation of other companies.
Hence, retrieving complete information regarding the flow of goods through the
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network requires high effort for locating all actors. Second, even if a company
was able to locate all relevant supply network participants, there might be a lack
of incentive to share sensitive operational data. Moreover, information sharing is
usually based on contracts. Selecting and negotiating contracts is a non-trivial
challenge for many companies and one common supply chain problem [25]. As
a consequence, gaining sufficient transparency within a supply network coordi-
nated by contracts cannot be established at acceptable costs and supply networks
are bound to be inefficient and ineffective.

The EPCglobal Network attempts to solve this issue by enabling an inter-
ested party to find data related to a specific EPC number and to request access
to these data. This infrastructure uses radio frequency identification (RFID)
technology and leverages the Internet to access large amounts of information
associated with Electronic Product Codes (EPC) [15]. A central component of
this network realizing the abovementioned functionality is the Discovery Service
which, according to EPCglobal, is to be mostly employed when it is “impractical
to follow the chain” because participants are not known in advance [16]. In their
current view, a client first contacts the Discovery Service with an EPC num-
ber. Then, the Discovery Service, based on the published records, replies with
the owner of the information so that the client can directly contact the infor-
mation owner for further details. Unless access rights accompany the published
data within the Discovery Service, this has a privacy implication for the identity
of the information owner is revealed irrespective of its decision to provide the
information or not. On the other hand, maintaining access rights on the Dis-
covery Service increases the software and management complexity. In addition,
since these access rights can be strictly defined for known partners, this solution
prohibits interaction with unknown organizations.

To counter this problem, our proposed new scheme makes the Discovery Ser-
vice act as a proxy to forward a client request to the information owner. This
solution, which we call the “Query Relay”, allows for full access control at each
organization. The information owner may reply with detailed information di-
rectly to the client or simply ignore the request, thus not revealing its identity.
Furthermore, since the client request is relayed to possibly previously unknown
partners, our complete solution envisages, besides the Discovery Service designed
as described above, two more components. The first is an automated contract ne-
gotiation service whose role is to establish a one-to-one contract between two
unknown companies stipulating the terms and conditions under which data can
be shared. The second is a pay-per-information pricing mechanism that is sup-
posed to give the information owner an incentive to provide its data, given it
is financially recompensated. Nevertheless, note that the focus of this paper is
on the architectural design of the EPC Discovery Service where we compare the
design currently under EPCglobal consideration to our newly introduced “Query
Relay”. The two additional components mentioned above are only presented on
a more conceptual level. In any case, the general emphasis is on the interaction
among companies with no a priori knowledge about each other [16].
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an
overview of existing discovery service concepts. We then present in Section 3 the
requirement analysis, followed by the actual design solution in Section 4. Here,
we compare the two Discovery Service design options – the original design as
suggested by the EPCglobal or by the related literature and our own proposed
design. Then, in Section 6, we describe how to enhance the EPCglobal infrastruc-
ture with an automated contract negotiation service and pay-per-information
pricing. Our paper closes with an outlook on further research and a summary of
our findings including managerial implications.

2 Related Work

A notable amount of research has been conducted in the area of discovery ser-
vices. Alternative terms in literature are ‘lookup service’, ‘directory service’ and
‘naming service’. In general, a discovery service provides a method for establish-
ing contact between a client and a resource. A number of different approaches
exist which vary according to the specific requirements they are designed to
meet. In the following, we show that the existing solutions are not suitable for
the EPC Discovery Service design.

The Domain Naming Service (DNS) is an essential component of the Inter-
net [22]. It performs global discovery of known services / domains by mapping
names to addresses. An assumption of this solution is that keys uniquely map to
services, and that these keys are the query terms. Furthermore, all resources are
publicly discoverable and access control is done at the application level rather
than on the discovery service level [8]. But in contrast to Internet where domain
addresses are freely available, EPC-related information needs to be protected
and only selectively shared. The Domain Name Service is therefore not a good
fit to build EPC Discovery Services.

Another example is the Service Location Protocol (SLP) which provides a
framework to allow networking applications to discover the existence, location,
and configuration of services in enterprise networks [23]. SLP eliminates the
need to know the names of network hosts; only the description of the service
is needed based on which the URL of the desired service is returned. However,
SLP is not a global resolution system for the entire Internet; rather it is intended
to serve enterprise networks with shared services, which makes it unsuitable for
EPC Discovery Services. Furthermore, no authentication of an entity looking
for appropriate services is provided. Finally, because access control is missing,
confidentiality of service information cannot be guaranteed [8].

Last, but probably closest, are the first implementations of a Discovery Ser-
vice in the context of supply chains done by IBM [6] and Afilias [2]. While the
IBM demo represents a good start, showcasing the feasibility and usefulness of
Discovery Services, there is no indication of a requirements-driven design. The
Afilias prototype is more mature and the first to illustrate how security within
the Discovery Service can be build. Nonetheless, they both follow the EPCglobal
concept whose limitations will be explicitly addressed later in the present work.
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3 Requirements Analysis

Based on interviews conducted with experts and end users, literature review and
project work, we identified several issues that are highly relevant for the design
of the Discovery Service and for the wide adoption of EPCglobal Network.

3.1 Data Ownership

From a technical standpoint, publishing data to the Discovery Service is readily
defensible, particularly, when taking into account recent developments in infor-
mation and telecommunication technologies. Technical considerations, however,
represent only part of a more complex story in which less tangible issues play
a critical role. That is, from an economic standpoint, data control aspects need
to be considered. Our investigations show, that at least some companies are
not willing to even share the EPC and the related EPCIS addresses with other
companies.

It seems that local control can be optimal even when there are no technical
barriers to a more centralized solution, like observed by Markus [21]. Key reason
for the importance of data ownership is self-interest, that is, owners have greater
interest in system success than non-owners. As a consequence, ignoring owner-
ship aspects for system development might be a possible explanation for failures
[26]. Based on this background, Davenport et al. state “No technology has yet
been invented to convince unwilling managers to share information...” [9]. Today,
some information is just too valuable to give it away. According to van Alstyne
et al., we define data ownership as the right to determine data usage privileges
to other companies and as the ability to track the actual usage [26].

Based on our findings, there are two requirements for the Discovery Service
design in regards to data ownership. These are:

Requirement 1. Companies shall be in complete control over their data includ-
ing EPCIS addresses, read events, business data as well as setting of detailed,
fine-grained access rights.

Requirement 2. Companies shall be able to track the usage or the requests
upon their data. Particularly, duplications of data at the Discovery Service level
should be avoided.

3.2 Security

Security has always been a critical issue in distributed systems. In our concrete
context, it becomes a decisive factor for the broad adoption of the EPCglobal
Network. At the heart of the network, enabling the detection of information
sources, the Discovery Service consequently demands for very strict security
measures that realistically justify inter-company collaborations and data sharing.

The notion of a secure system is linked in the literature to that of depend-
ability [18]. Simply put, a dependable system is one that we trust to deliver
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its services. More specifically, dependability comprises availability, reliability,
safety, confidentiality, integrity, and maintainability. Availability is defined as a
system’s immediate readiness for usage whereas reliability refers to the conti-
nuity of service over a prolonged period of time. Confidentiality expresses the
property of a system to disclose information only to authorized parties. Integrity
is the characteristic that prevents improper alterations to a systems assets. To
ensure security, one needs to associate integrity and availability with respect to
authorized access together with confidentiality [18]. While all of the above se-
curity features are essential, there are two requirements that stand out for the
architecture of the Discovery Service. These are:

Requirement 3. The confidentiality of both the publisher data and client query
shall be ensured by the Discovery Service design.

Requirement 4. The Discovery Service architecture shall ensure a high overall
system availability and reliability.

3.3 Business Relationship Independent Design

Nowadays, the business environment is dynamic. Different customer demands,
globalization, discovery of uncharted market opportunities, outsourcing, inno-
vation and competition, the continuously varying technological landscape are
just some of the major factors that determine significant partnering changes in
supply chains. To that end, in order to increase their own strategic flexibility,
many companies find changing supply chain partners simpler and also cheaper
than changing internal processes [7].

To protect its data from unauthorized access, a company must define and
maintain fine-grained, customized permissions for each of its partners. As soon
as a company modifies its set of trading partners or simply its existing collabo-
rations, it also needs to define access rights reflecting the new business relation-
ships. We learnt from our investigations that companies want to minimize the
access control maintenance effort. This leads to the establishment of an addi-
tional important requirement for the Discovery Service, that is:

Requirement 5. Changes in business relationships shall not affect the way in
which a company interacts with the Discovery Service.

3.4 Organic Growth

One key issue of the EPCglobal Network is organic growth, that is, over time
more and more companies will participate in the network and the data volume
will increase. In this context, Rogers [24] stated that adopters of any new idea or
innovation can be categorized as innovators (2.5%), early adopters (13.5%), early
majority (34%), late majority (34%) and laggards (16%). Hereby, an adopter’s
willingness and ability to adopt an innovation depends mainly on their awareness,
interest, evaluation results, and successfully performed trials.
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Based on these findings, we have to be aware of the fact that initially only a few
companies will be willing and able to adopt the EPCglobal Network. Over time,
more and more companies will join, leading to a massive increase in data volume.
Thus, supporting an organic growth is crucial for the design of the Discovery
Service. Furthermore, as we stated before, the more companies of a supply chain
or supply network take part in the EPCglobal Network, the more valuable it is.
By lowering the threshold for joining the network for less innovative companies,
we will be able to foster the adoption of the EPCglobal Network. Given the
aforementioned aspects, we draw another important requirement for the overall
Discovery Service solution.

Requirement 6. The Discovery Service architecture shall encourage participa-
tion in the EPCglobal Network.

3.5 Scalability

Another requirement is the scalability of the service. Scalability refers to the abil-
ity to handle large amounts of requests and data. Concretely, Discovery Services
need to be able to serve queries of potentially millions of clients. At the same,
time Discovery Services need to be able to store EPC numbers and links form
EPCISs at the rate of new instances of products being produced. We expect the
volume of EPC number updates to be several times the volume of client queries.

Requirement 7. The Discovery Service architecture shall be highly scalable,
able to handle the network traffic both in terms of data volume and number of
participants.

3.6 Quality of Service

The concept of fitness for use is widely adopted in quality literature. This con-
cept emphasizes the importance of taking a consumers viewpoint in regards
of quality [11]. When designing the Discovery Service, we need to consider the
querying party’s viewpoint of fitness for use, that is, return data that are suitable
for decision making. Following information systems literature, user satisfaction
and information quality are two major issues for the success of information sys-
tems [10]. In more detail, these two dimensions include specific concepts such as
accuracy, timeliness, completeness, precision and relevance, as well as accessibil-
ity and interpretability [4] [17] [28].

Based on the above findings, the Discovery Service needs to be designed in
a way that the companies that are requesting information about a certain EPC
receive data of an appropriate quality. Our findings indicate that a complete and
correct response are always relevant. This conduces to the following requirement:

Requirement 8. The query result shall be complete and correct, respecting
the client’s access rights defined separately by each information provider.
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4 EPC Discovery Service Solution Concept

The EPCglobal Network is a collection of interrelated standards for hardware,
software and data interfaces that aims at enhancing the supply chain through
the use of Electronic Product Code (EPC) - a globally unique and standardized
identifier contained in each RFID tag labeling a product. More specifically, the
components of the EPCglobal Network provide the functionality to capture and
share RFID information in today’s complex trading networks [16].

The network consists of three main components: the Object Name Service
(ONS), the EPC Information Services (EPCIS) and the EPC Discovery Service.
ONS is the authoritative directory of information sources available to describe
an EPC associated to a product - typically this is the manufacturer. EPC Infor-
mation Services are the actual repositories at each company’s site that store data
about unique items in the supply chain. The EPC Discovery Service component
is essentially a chain-of-custody registration service that enables companies to
find detailed, up-to-date data related to a specific EPC and to request access to
those data.

Next, we describe two different Discovery Service designs – the one considered
by EPCglobal in Section 4.1 and our alternative design, the Query Relay, in
Section 4.2. For the description of both designs, the following assumptions are
made:

– The client is pre-configured with the service location of the Discovery Service
to avoid bootstrapping related issues.

– Each information provider publishes EPC-related information to the Discov-
ery Service in advance.

– The actual access to data is managed locally at the EPCIS where the com-
pany itself determines which trading partners have access to which informa-
tion [15].

– The Discovery Service provider is a trustworthy entity that provides the
service as described and does not misuse the data.

4.1 Directory Look-Up Design

We present here the Discovery Service design currently under consideration at
EPCglobal. The description is based on the review of existing literature [2] [6] [14]
[15] [27]. Figure 1 illustrates in detail the process of retrieving information related
to a specific EPC. It is organized along the traditional client-server architecture.
The concrete steps are:

(1) A company – hereafter referred to as client or information requester – asks
for information about a specific EPC-equipped product. It sends its query
request to the Discovery Service;

(2) The Discovery Service looks up all EPCIS addresses that hold data about
the provided EPC number;

(3) The Discovery Service sends the related addresses back to the requesting
company;
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(4a) and (4b) The client queries the given EPCISs directly.
(5a) and (5b) The queried information providers A and B check the client’s

access rights;
(6) Given the client is authorized to get information, the query result is sent by

the information providers. In our example, only Company B replies.

Some key observations: unless there are access control policies at the Discov-
ery Service set by A, the information requester knows that Company A did not
deliver any information and, moreover, the identity of Company A is revealed to
the information requester. This might generally not be a desired effect. However,
if access rights are set to the Discovery Service, we run into the duplication prob-
lem. Concretely, this means that control policies are published by Company A
along with any data to the Discovery Service. Redundancies are thus created and
the complexity of the data structures within the Discovery Service significantly
increases.
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Fig. 1. Directory Look-up Design of the EPC Discovery Service. Note: initial publishing
of records omitted.

4.2 Query-Relay Design

Based on the requirements presented in the Section 3, we suggest the following
Discovery Service solution, as depicted in Figure 2. To the best of our knowledge,
this design is innovative in the context of EPCglobal Network. We proceed by
explaining every step of the querying process in detail:

(1) An information requester is asking for detailed information associated with
an EPC;

(2) The Discovery Service looks up the relevant EPCIS addresses;
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(3a and 3b) The Discovery Service forwards the complete query to the identi-
fied information providers;

(4a and 4b) The queried information providers A and B check finegrained ac-
cess rights defined for the client;

(5) If access is granted, the query is answered directly to the querying company.

Some key observations: each company defines its access rights at the EPCIS
level but does not duplicate these to the Discovery Service level. The Discovery
Service only holds a list of EPCs and related EPCIS addresses. The main purpose
of the service becomes now the routing of queries. Notice additionally, that the
information requester does not become aware that Company A denied access to
its information.
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Fig. 2. Query Relay Design of the EPC Discovery Service. Note: initial publishing of
records omitted.

5 Discussion and Evaluation

In this section we comprehensively compare the two suggested solutions. As
evaluation criteria we use the identified requirements from Section 3.

Data Ownership. In the Directory Look-up solution, any published data must
be accompanied by access rights at the Discovery Service. If companies fail to
do so, they would leave their own published data open to any random client
and, hence, lose control over it – a violation of Requirement 1. But even with
access rights maintained and stored at the Discovery Service together with the
published data, control is merely delegated to the Discovery Service provider.
In this case, companies might still find difficult to track the requests upon their
data within the Discovery Service. Besides, the access rights duplication problem
remains unresolved and thus Requirement 2 is not met.
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The Query Relay design, on the other hand, abides both Requirement 1 and 2.
It is very lightweight, avoids heavy duplication and the data published within
the Discovery Service is used for routing only. Nothing is ever returned to the
client, whose complete access to the data is controlled directly and locally at the
EPCIS of the information provider.

Security. First and foremost, the security of the Discovery Service must address
the interaction between a publisher and a client and their prospective informa-
tion exchange. For both of them, confidentiality correlated with availability and
reliability of the system are the supreme necessities.

We first address publisher confidentiality. The Directory Look-up design en-
sures publisher confidentiality if and only if access controls are enforced within
the Discovery Service. As already stated, these access rights must be adjunct to
the published data; otherwise, the published identity / EPCIS address, together
with any additional data contained in the published records for a particular
EPC, could be freely revealed. In the Query Relay design however, the condi-
tion guaranteeing publisher confidentiality is less strict. Concretely, it is only
required that the Discovery Service provider is trustworthy in the sense that
it would not further disclose the published records. Hence, the part referring to
publisher confidentiality of Requirement 3 is better satisfied by the Query Relay.

Second, we analyze client confidentiality. This mainly refers to unveiling the
query itself. The information held within a query reflects the strategic intents
of a client. This is considered sensitive information. In the Directory Look-up
design, the client query is treated confidentially by the Discovery Service, in the
sense that it is not passed further to EPCISs. This is opposed to the Query Relay
design, where the client query is straightly forwarded to EPCISs, without the
control of a client. These EPCISs might be malicious and thus the client is put at
risk. However, a similar risk could be pertinent to the Directory Look-up design
as well: once the client has received the EPCIS list, it may query potentially
malicious information services not identifiable as such by the Discovery Service.
Hence, the part referring to client confidentiality of Requirement 3 is satisfied in
approximately the same manner by both designs.

Finally, we examine availability and reliability. These two properties, forming
Requirement 4, are similarly fulfilled by both designs. More precisely, if the Dis-
covery Service is down, no response at all is given to the client. We particularly
consider the case where the client as well as the information providers have a
transient connection to the network. The problem can be overcome in the Direc-
tory Look-up design by duplicating information providers’ data to the Discovery
Service level during uptime. However, this is rather unlikely as companies want
to be in control of their data and, thus, are reluctant to duplicating data to a
third party system.

Business Relationship Independent Design. As described previously, this
requirement solicits that business relationships do not influence the way in which
companies interact with the Discovery Service. In the center of attention are here
the access rights again.
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In the Directory Look-up design, there are two levels of access control: one
on the EPCIS and another one on the Discovery Service. As the access rights
encode a company’s business relationship with its trading partners, any part-
nering changes directly trigger a modification in the access rights. Following the
Directory Look-up design, this modification must be reproduced without delay
both in the access rights on the EPCIS and on the Discovery Service. Main-
taining permissions in this dual manner creates an additional effort, increases
software complexity and even introduces a potential attack point as compared
to the Query Relay design, where there is a single point of access control – at
the EPC Information Service. Requirement 5 is consequently fulfilled only by
the Query Relay design.

Organic Growth. To launch the EPCglobal Network in terms of partakers, the
concept of clusters has been introduced. A cluster is an environment comprising
only trusted business partners of a supply chain that are serviced by their own
Discovery Service. With more and more companies interested to join the net-
work over time, it is natural to assume that two or more clusters will merge. We
now analyze how the two discussed Discovery Service models facilitate cluster
merging. In the Directory Look-up, when opening up a cluster, at least some in-
formation, like published references to sources of detailed EPC data, is revealed
to newcomers. As a consequence, before merging, there must be a unanimous and
mutual consent on granting newcomers’ permission to join from all the members
of both clusters. Yet, this might be very hard to achieve because one or more
companies within a cluster might identify competitors in the other cluster. Their
data ownership concerns are thus significantly augmented. As a result, the evo-
lution of EPCglobal Network is in fact hindered with the Directory Lookup
approach. Contrarily, the Query Relay solution makes it easier for companies to
join the EPCglobal Network anytime and, most important, companies already
taking part in the network are not affected at all. If the established companies
want to extend their network, they simply have to provide appropriate access
rights locally on the EPCIS level. Any modification to these access rights will be
immediately functional network-wide while allowing publishers to be in agree-
ment exclusively with the Discovery Service provider. Requirement 6 is, as a
consequence, much better fulfilled by the Query Relay design.

Scalability. Both designs do not address scalability directly but need to rely on
additional mechanisms. The issue of client queries is slightly more accentuated
in the Query Relay approach because queries need to be forwarded. On the other
hand, the much more significant EPC number updates are handled equally in
both design approaches and thus they are susceptible to the same scalability
issues. Forwarding client queries can be seen as routing data (i.e., the query)
based on EPC numbers contained in the queries. There exists a large body of
work on routing high volumes of structured data (e.g., queries) in internet-scale
overlay networks, particularly in the publish-subscribe and content-based rout-
ing research communities [1] [3] [5]. We believe that existing technologies suffice
to cope with forwarding queries. Likewise, for handling and storing mass updates
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of EPC numbers, suitable mechanisms exist and need to be identified. This is a
top priority for future work.

Quality of Service. As mentioned before, data quality in the context of EPC-
global Network primarily refers to the completeness and correctness of query
results. A query result might be incomplete or incorrect for either of the follow-
ing three reasons: first, not every read EPC event has been internally stored in
the information provider’s EPCIS repository; second, the information provider
has fabricated EPC events; and third, an information provider consciously denies
access because the requested information is too sensitive.

The first two cases are nothing that a Discovery Service, independent from
the chosen architecture, could combat. Achieving full supply chain visibility in
these cases is compromised anyway. In the last case however, without exposing
the information provider, the Discovery Service might assist the client with in-
formation whether the query result is complete or correct. For instance, it can
inform the client of the length of the trace, i.e. the number of nodes containing
detailed EPC information. Consider now the Directory Look-up design and, in
addition, realistically assume that the information provider did not publish its
sensitive EPC data to the Discovery Service. Unlike in Query Relay design, the
Directory Look-up might allow a client to identify the information provider who
did not answer. While this constitutes a slight advantage in regards to adjuvant
information on completeness, on the negative side, from a security standpoint,
this property breaches the confidentiality of the information provider. We can
thus conclude that Requirement 8 is better satisfied by Directory Look-up at
the expense of infringing information provider confidentiality.

6 The Complete EPCglobal Network Vision

In a competitive environment with numerous parties like the supply chain net-
works of today, cross-organizational collaboration and information sharing be-
come fundamental. To appropriately support them, very strong security must be
enforced at the level of the EPCglobal Network. Until now, the discussion within
the EPCglobal working group or any related literature along security measures
only refers to the definition of powerful access rights. The pure access rights
are, however, not sufficient for enabling companies to interact with strangers –
parties that are neither trusted nor distrusted, but just not recognized. This is
because any company would define its access rights permitting another company
to retrieve its operational data no sooner than the two of them have established
a first contact. This is counter-intuitive to the general concept of EPCglobal
Network, whose main purpose is to foster collaboration, independent of previous
business relationships. Since interaction with alien partners is often unavoid-
able, sometimes even necessary, in today’s increasingly dynamic supply chain
networks, it should by no means be obstructed.

The arguments given above clearly point to several challenges that need to be
overcome in the context of EPCglobal Network. First, all actors in the supply
chain who were custodians of a product must be located. This includes both
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known and unknown parties and lies under the responsibility of the EPC Dis-
covery Service. Second, there must be a mechanism to mediate trust between
two a priori unknown parties. For the known partners, the exchange of infor-
mation is usually mandated by a one-to-one contract. Complementarily, for the
unknown ones there should be a mechanism which negotiates the one-to-one
contract automatically. This is a truly daring and intricate pursuit. Therefore,
there must exist an incentive for this kind of dicey collaboration. In most cases,
money constitutes a reasonable argument. This brings us to the third and last
challenge, namely a system able to automatically bill the companies retrieving
information. Most naturally, the billing takes the form of pay-per-information.
To summarize, we envision the complete solution comprising the following three
components. These three building blocks together with interaction between two
companies – a client and a server – can be modeled as depicted in Figure 3.

1. EPC Discovery Service. The main purpose of the Discovery service is to
locate all actors in the trading network who own information about an EPC
of interest to the client.

2. Automated Contract Negotiation Service. The main purpose of this
service is to replace or support the conventional paper contracts and human
negotiation leading to the establishment of those contracts among the supply
chain actors.

3. Pay-per-information Pricing Model. The main purpose of this service
is to incentivize inter-organizational information sharing through financial
recompensation.

Communication
Channel

Fig. 3. Enhancements to the EPCgloblal Network at the EPCIS level: automated con-
tract negotiation and pay-per-information pricing
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The EPC Discovery Service acts as an enabler of the entire solution scope, in-
cluding automated contract negotiation and pay-per-information pricing. There
is a subtle yet significant difference between the two designs in regards to the ex-
tent a client query reaches the relevant information services holding information
for an EPC of interest. In the Directory Look-up design, due to access rights
which companies could justifiably store within the Discovery Service to avoid
openness, a client query will never reach industrial parties not known in ad-
vance. In other words, only publishers that have explicitly granted access to the
client can answer. This represents an impediment towards achieving full supply
chain visibility, as it prevents interaction with strangers. Note that storing no
access rights within the Discovery Service is not an option as it ultimately leads
to the infringement of publisher confidentiality. On the other hand, with the
Query Relay design, a client query reaches all relevant information services for
an EPC. Thus, besides known partners, companies that are nothing but merely
strangers to the client are also given the chance to provide information.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented an alternative design for the EPC Discovery Service.
This design was driven by the requirements we elicited from interviews and liter-
ature research. We identified five major requirements – data ownership, security,
business relationship independence, organic growth, and quality of service. The
discussion along these requirements showed that the originally suggested Di-
rectory Look-up Discovery Service design only partially complies. Most promi-
nently, this design does not encourage participation in the EPCglobal Network
even when clusters of trusted parties are formed and poses serious problems to
publisher confidentiality. Against this background, we proposed a lightweight
Discovery Service, the so-called Query Relay, that only stores the EPCs and
related EPCIS addresses. When querying for more information about an EPC,
the Discovery Service simply forwards the query to the relevant EPCISs. Ac-
cess rights are checked only locally at the EPCIS level and the initial query is
answered directly to the querying company. As opposed to the Directory Look-
up, no data – including access rights – need to be duplicated to the Discovery
Service level. By having such a design, companies will be in complete control
of their data. In effect, we create a significantly more secure solution, lower the
threshold for companies that want to take part in the network and, thus, sup-
port an organic growth. Above all, the Query Relay design makes it easier for a
client to deal with parties unknown a priori, which increases the chance to attain
full supply chain visibility. In this respect, we envision an automated contract
negotiation service incorporated in the EPCglobal infrastructure. Additionally,
a pay-per-information pricing model might be supported as an incentive for the
information provider to share its operational data.

We see potential for further research in several directions. First of all, in
the Query Relay model, the development of a more selective and intelligent
routing of client requests is desired. This can also have a security benefit since
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client requests are not disseminated further than necessary, compromising the
confidentiality of the client. Mechanisms to enforce the registration of accurate
routing data will be an essential research area, especially since it will be hard to
detect if an EPCIS has published correct routing data to the Discovery Service
and simply refuses to respond, or if it cannot respond because it has published
inaccurate data. Second, it is crucial to precisely assess the scalability of both
Discovery Service designs. Third, the challenges related to incompleteness of the
query result need to be examined. Finally, an equally important matter is the
standardization of EPCglobal interfaces which may need to be tailored to suit our
proposed solution, particularly addressing the automated contract negotiation.
As automated negotiations typically follow an offer-counteroffer workflow, it is
interesting to inspect what could be simple yet reliable offers / counteroffers in
our environment.
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Abstract. Inter-organizational exchange of information about physical
objects that is automatically gathered using RFID can increase the trace-
ability of goods in complex supply chains. With the EPCIS specification,
a standard for RFID-based events and respective information system in-
terfaces is available. However, it does not address access control in de-
tail, which is a prerequisite for secure information exchange. We propose
a novel rule-based, context-aware policy language for describing access
rights on large sets of EPCIS Events. Furthermore, we discuss approaches
to enforce these policies and introduce an efficient enforcement mecha-
nism based on query recomposition and its prototypical implementation.

1 Introduction

RFID is quickly becoming a key technology for novel supply chain management
applications. It enables the automatic identification (Auto-ID) of physical ob-
jects equipped with small transponder tags. In intra-organizational scenarios,
RFID’s advantages over the established bar code regarding efficiency and data
granularity have been used for several years. In inter-organizational settings, the
technology’s main potential is to increase the visibility of goods along the whole
supply chain. While gathering and exchanging object-related information does
not pose a general challenge using technology available today, several security
and incompatibility issues remain unsolved.

With the industry organization EPCglobal Inc.1, there is a strong initiative to-
wards overcoming incompatibilities between companies’ RFID-related IT infras-
tructures. EPCglobal fosters open data format and interface standards. Besides
tag data specifications, the most important standard for inter-organizational
data exchange is the EPC Information Services (EPCIS) specification [8]. Soft-
ware systems implementing this specification, called EPCIS Repositories, feature
standardized interfaces for capturing and querying EPC-related event and meta
data. Since EPCIS Repositories hold mission-critical, potentially confidential in-
formation, access to these interfaces needs to be limited. The EPCIS standard

1 http://www.epcglobalinc.org/, EPC stands for Electronic Product Code.
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explicitly leaves the details how access control is performed to the individual
EPCIS implementations [8, pp. 57–58].

In this paper, we present an approach to specify and enforce fine-grained ac-
cess rights to large quantities of EPCIS event information. Our contribution is
twofold. First, we introduce a novel access control policy language called AAL
leveraging the structure of EPCIS data. Second, we present an efficient policy
enforcement mechanism and its implementation that is based on the concept
of SQL query rewriting for relational databases. To our best knowledge, access
control for EPCIS data has not been addressed by scientific literature so far. The
remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We present the problem state-
ment, assumptions and challenges in Section 2. We give an overview of related
work in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce requirements and our concepts for a
policy definition language and an efficient enforcement mechanism. We evaluate
our results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6, giving directions for future
research.

2 Problem Statement

We investigate how access control policies for EPCIS Repositories can be defined
and enforced efficiently in order to facilitate fine-grained disclosure control for
RFID-based events.

2.1 Definitions and Assumptions

Let C = {c1, . . . , cn} be a set of companies, each of which operates an EPCIS
Repository or an EPCIS Accessing Application [27, p. 41]. We assume that ev-
ery ck ∈ C can be reliably identified and authenticated by every other company
cl ∈ C. An EPCIS Repository operated by any company cm stores only EPCIS
Events generated by this company, i.e. information gathered from remote sources
is not integrated into cm’s repository. A principal can be any participating user,
administrator, role, company, or system [2, p. 9]. In our context, a user is a prin-
cipal that belongs to a company ca and tries to access a remote EPCIS operated
by a company cb using an Accessing Application. An administrator is a principal
that is allowed to grant and revoke access rights to an EPCIS Repository. We
refer to Access Control (AC) as the process of enforcing an applicable Access
Policy. An Access Policy (policy for short) is a formal specification that states
which user or role has the right to access which EPCIS Events. An Access Con-
trol Mechanism or Enforcement Mechanism (mechanism for short) is a software
component ensuring that relevant policies are applied to all access operations
carried out by users, prohibiting or limiting disclosure if necessary.

2.2 Introduction to EPCIS

EPCIS Repositories store information about to physical objects. This informa-
tion is logically represented in the form of EPCIS Events. Generally, an event
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represents a change in state that occurs at a certain point in time. The EPCIS
specification defines four event types, namely ObjectEvent, AggregationEvent,
QuantityEvent, and TransactionEvent. They are used to express object obser-
vations, object aggregations, object quantity observations, and connections of
objects and business transactions, respectively [8, pp. 39–53]. While the internal
processing and storage details may vary from implementation to implementa-
tion, an EPCIS Repository needs to provide two interfaces: The EPCIS Capture
Interface (CI) and the EPCIS Query Interface (QI). The CI is used to submit
new events to be stored in the repository, while the QI is used to retrieve events
of interest. Both interfaces can be implemented in the form of web services. To
that end, EPCglobal specifies HTTP and SOAP bindings [8, pp. 108–126].

2.3 Use Case and Challenges

To enable certain applications such as Tracking and Tracing (determining the
current and all previous locations of an object), companies need to access events
stored in EPCIS Repositories operated by other companies. EPCIS Events are
confidential, because they can be used to infer production capacities, inventory
levels, sales figures, and business relationships, among others. This is why access
control is a prerequisite for the inter-organizational EPCIS deployment.
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Fig. 1. EPCIS Interfaces and Interactions

Fig. 1 depicts a company c2 that operates an EPCIS Repository. Via its
Capture Interface, RFID-based events gathered locally by c2 are transferred to
a component responsible for their persistent storage. This storage component
is not specified by EPCglobal and can be implemented arbitrarily, for example
using relational or XML databases. The repository’s Query Interface is exposed
to external companies. Using Accessing Applications, companies such as c1 and
c3 can use this interface. An Access Control mechanism is depicted as a logical
component between the storage component and the Query Interface. Note that
c1 and c3 might operate EPCIS Repositories and c2 might employ an Accessing
Application, too. This is not depicted for reasons of clarity.
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As different business partners need different subsets of events to get their
work done and companies usually try to disclose only a minimum amount of
data, administrators need fine-grained means to define access rights. These access
rights depend on the content of the events themselves and may also refer to data
that is not stored yet, as new events are generated continuously. Instead of
static lists defining which event can be accessed by whom, such as ACLs used in
traditional AC systems, rules that are dynamically evaluated by the enforcement
mechanism are required. Rules can refer to the content of the events and to
contextual information such as business relationships and the current time. We
introduce further requirements in Section 4.1.

3 Related Work

While security research in the context of RFID has mainly focused on privacy
aspects, authentication, and secure reader-tag-communication [17,11,21], confi-
dentiality of RFID-based data after it has been captured and stored has not
received much attention so far [1]. At a first glance, sets of EPCIS Reposito-
ries can be considered distributed or federated databases, so respective access
control models and mechanisms [6] seem to be viable starting points. However,
the characteristics of the stored data and its volume pose new challenges [4,23],
especially regarding access control [14].

A recent NIST study [15] gives an assessment of established access control
approaches. Popular models for non-military systems include Discretionary Ac-
cess Control (DAC) (as implemented in the form of Access Control Lists (ACLs)
[18] or Capabilities by popular operating systems), and Role-based Access Con-
trol [9]. The counterpart of DAC is formed by Non-Discretionary Access Control
models (NDAC) such as Mandatory Access Control (MAC) whose best-known
representative is the Bell-LaPadula model. Besides these established approaches,
that do not form a strict taxonomy and can actually be combined in a number
of ways, several application-specific security models and mechanisms have been
developed. Temporal aspects have been addressed in TRBAC [3], which focuses
on temporal availability and dependency of roles. Rule-Based Access Control
(RuBAC) is a general term to describe AC systems that grant or deny access to
resources based on rules defined by an administrator [15]. Research in the area
of context-sensitive access control, e.g. [16,12], strives to simplify access deci-
sions by using environmental sensor data or other information not intrinsic to
the system performing the AC. It is mainly focused on pervasive computing for
personal use and has not been applied extensively to supply chain management
before, even though approaches do exist [13].

Given the vast amount of data expected in future EPCIS Repositories [7,23,28],
efficiency of the enforcement mechanism is an important issue. Since for a long
time, relational databases will probably remain the dominant storage technology
for such repositories, existing approaches to performing AC at the database level
are relevant. Oracle’s Virtual Private Databases [5] and Sybase’s Row Level Se-
curity Model [25] use techniques similar to query rewriting [24], basically adding
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predicates to each query to restrict the accessible rows and columns. Hippocratic
Databases (HDB) [19] primarily aim at protecting patients’ privacy in medical
databases, but the concept can be applied to arbitrary relational databases. In-
stead of query rewriting, HDB replace the tables a query affects by prepared views.
These views reflect the desired access policies in that protected rows, columns, and
cells are removed compared to the original table. Our approach differs from all of
the above in that we use an enhanced query rewriting technique that not only
extends the original query, but recomposes it into several sub-queries in order to
achieve flexible row, column, and cell based restrictions specified by rule-based
policy definitions.

4 Efficient Access Control for EPCIS Repositories

In this section, we introduce a rule-based, content and context aware Policy Lan-
guage for describing access rights to large amounts of RFID-based events. Based
on specific requirements, the language design and its semantics are described.
Furthermore, an enforcement mechanism based on query rewriting for relational
databases is introduced.

4.1 Requirements

Based on a number of case studies [4,23,28] and previous work [14], we identified
the following access control requirements:

Fine-grained disclosure control. Besides the ability to restrict access to cer-
tain events and event types, attribute-level restrictions need to be supported.

Content and context awareness. Access rights to events may depend on
their respective content, as well as on contextual (external) information such
as business relationships and temporal constructs.

Rules, range, and condition support. Because access rights are usually not
assigned to individual events but to (continuously growing) sets of events,
rules that may refer to ranges of events fulfilling certain conditions need to
be supported.

Automatic reduction of result sets. If a user queries more information than
he is authorized to access, the EPCIS repository has to return the respective
allowed subset of events, instead of denying the whole query.

Query power restriction. To prevent information leakage due to inference,
the query interface’s flexibility needs to be restrictable per user or role.

Rapid execution. Due to the expected amount of events, efficiency of the en-
forcement mechanism in terms of memory consumption and execution time
needs to be addressed.

4.2 AAL: A Rule-Based Policy Language for Auto-ID Events

Introductory Considerations. Traditionally, each application or operating
system employs proprietary policy representations. Recently, there is a trend
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towards expressing policies using XML [29]. Besides their inherent extensibility,
XML-based policy languages promise to be easier to read and edit and to offer
better interoperability. With OASIS XACML [26,20], an open industry standard
for describing access policies using an XML-based language is available. Nonethe-
less, we decided to develop an own policy language for the following reasons.
First, XACML’s general purpose approach trades flexibility against simplicity.
In our specific context, this clearly violates the principle of the “economy of
mechanism” [22]. Second, despite its name, XACML not only specifies a lan-
guage, but also an architecture how policies shall be evaluated and enforced. It
recommends the separation of the AC mechanism by using a Policy Decision
Point (PDP) and a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). A PDP receives access
requests, evaluates them using applicable policies and returns one of four prede-
fined messages (Permit, Deny, NotApplicable, or Indeterminate). Based on such
messages, a PEP permits or denies user’s requests, issuing error messages if nec-
essary. There are two problems with this architecture. Because in our scenario,
access rights can be directly dependent on EPCIS Events’ attributes, the PDP
would have to access them in order to decide about requests. According to the
XACML specification, a Policy Information Point (PIP) provides access to such
external information. However, having to transfer large sets of events from the
storage engine via a PIP to the PDP would introduce significant overhead. Fur-
thermore, the property of XACML PDPs to only return one of four messages
would make the “automatic reduction of result sets” (cmp. 4.1) impossible.

Language Design. The main concept of our policy language called AAL (Auto-
ID Authorization Language) is the notion of Shares. Each principal is assigned
a set of Shares he is authorized to access. A Share defines a subset of EPCIS
Events of a specific event type. Within a Share, all events disclosed to a user will
contain only the attributes enumerated for this particular Share. The events of
a Share are specified using a set of Conditions. Each Condition refers to exactly
one attribute. All Conditions have to be fulfilled for an event to appear in a
Share. Conditions are specified using Values that the respective attribute may
hold. Values can be defined by enumeration (e.g. single EPCs) or using ranges
and wildcards (such as EPC ranges and EPC patterns). These concepts can be
formulated as follows:

Authorization(Principal) := Share1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sharek

Share(EventType, {Attr1, . . . , Attrl}) := Condition1 ∩ . . . ∩ Conditionm

Condition(Attribute) := V alue1 ∪ . . . ∪ V aluen

The following example defines two Shares. They are depicted as dark cells
in Fig. 2. The table illustrates a subset of all ObjectEvents in a system, with
each row representing an event (more descriptive attributes such as EPC and
eventTime as well as content for all cells were omitted for reasons of clarity).

Share1(ObjectEvent, {a, b, e, f}) = ((id ∈ {1..4}) ∩ (a ∈ {12..16}))
Share2(ObjectEvent, {b, c, d, e}) = ((id > 5) ∩ (a < 20))
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id a b c d e f g

1 11

2 12

3 13share1

share2

share1 share1

4 14

5 15

6 16

7 17
share2

Fig. 2. Visualization of Shares

Language Semantics and Properties. Our policy language is based on
whitelisting, i.e. everything that is not explicitly allowed is prohibited. This
follows the principle of “Fail-safe defaults” [22]. While not preventing unwanted
information leakage due to misconfigurations, this approach makes determining
who is allowed to access which events much easier. If Shares containing different
sets of attributes overlap (i.e. certain events are in more than one Share), the
affected events will contain the union of the respective attributes. A policy can
apply to any number of users or roles. Furthermore, policies can extend other
policies additively. The structure and semantics of the policy language are illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Policy instances can be serialized in an XML dialect we defined
using XML Schema.

Policy
hasName name
appliesTo (user|role)+
extendsPolicies (policyName)*
contains (Share

refersTo eventType
contains (visibleAttribute)+
fullfillsAll (Condition

refersTo eventAttribute|contextAttribute
matchesAny (Value)+

)*
)+

Fig. 3. Structure and semantics of the policy language

Support for Contextual Information.Using event’s attributes such as EPC,
eventTime, readPoint, or businessStep together with authorization rules allows
for the specification of flexible policies. However, in certain situations contex-
tual information extrinsic to the events is needed for authorative decisions. A
built-in function to refer to the current time is now(). Using this function,
a user can be granted temporally limited access to certain events by speci-
fying relative time intervals. For example, he might be allowed to access all
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events from a certain business location that are not older than two days. Fur-
thermore, a Condition may refer to a contextAttribute. Such attributes can
be provided by external Context Providers and can be referenced in the form
contextProvider.contextAttribute. For example, Context Providers can be
used to retrieve the current user’s identity and transactional information in order
to base access control on business relationships.

4.3 An Efficient Enforcement Mechanism Using Query Rewriting

Our enforcement mechanism is based on the assumption that EPCIS Events are
stored inside relational databases. This assumption is valid because currently
there is no alternative capable of inserting, storing and querying large amounts
of structured data with acceptable performance.

it
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Core Application 

Code

Query Interface

Client Query (Web Service request)

SQL Builder (2) Modify SQL Query Response Prepar. (6) Filter Results
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Fig. 4. Possible locations for AC mechanisms

Architectural Considerations. Policy enforcement can be done at a number
of logical locations.

First, the user’s query submitted using the EPCIS Query Interface can be
restricted to affect only the results he is allowed to access. Due to the limited
expressiveness of the EPCIS QI, this would not work in many cases. For example,
the QI does not allow addressing multiple ranges of EPC at once.

Second, when an EPCIS Application builds an SQL query based on the user’s
request, it can enrich it with additional predicates that reflect the applicable
Policy. The advantage of performing AC using modified SQL queries is that the
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performance and internal optimization mechanisms of existing databases can be
leveraged.

Third, an EPCIS Application can construct an unrestricted SQL query, and
instead of directly submitting it to the database driver, pass it through an ad-
ditional security layer. This layer would analyze the query and rewrite it ac-
cording to the respective policy. This has the advantage of encapsulating the
security-relevant application code instead of mixing it into the query generation
algorithm.

Fourth, built-in mechanisms of specific, proprietary database management
systems can be used. We discussed some candidates in Section 3.

Fifth, a security layer can filter all result sets returned by the database before
passing it on to the EPCIS application.

Sixth, this filtering can also be done by the EPCIS application itself.
Fig. 4 illustrates the six possibilities. Note that it does not depict an actual ar-

chitecture. The black boxes represent potential locations for the AC mechanisms
introduced above.

Translating Policies into Queries. Our approach is based on rewriting an
original SQL query to only refer to the events in the intersection of the set the
user queried and the set he is authorized to access. As pointed out above, it
can either be implemented inside the EPCIS, extending the SQL query building
code, or in an external query analyzer/rewriter.

A Share definition can be translated into a relational algebra term as follows
(a denotes attributes, v values):

Sharek = πa1,...,al
(σ(a1=v1∨...∨a1=vm)∧(...)∧(an=vo∨...∨an=vp)(EventType))

Similarly, it can be expressed in SQL:

SELECT a1,. . . ,al FROM EventType WHERE
(a1=v1 OR . . . OR a1=vm) AND (an=vo OR . . . OR an=vp)

The union of all Shares Authorization =
⋃n

k=1(Sharek) defines the event subset
a user is authorized to access. The intersection of QueriedSet (the set he is try-
ing to retrieve using his query) and Authorization is the resulting event set to
be returned: ResultSet = Authorization ∩ QueriedSet. This means that both
the Conditions and the attribute enumerations used to define Authorization
and QueriedSet need to be intersected.

To build actual SQL statements, separate SELECT statements reflecting these
intersections are constructed for each Share and combined using the UNION op-
erator. To keep the semantics of the events, the attributes also need to have the
same order in each SELECT statements. Upon executing the query, the database
will return the same events several times if they are contained in more than one
share. They are aggregated into one event afterwards by the application. Fig. 5
illustrates the necessary steps using pseudocode.
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query = "";
for each Share {

Attributes = intersection(UserQuery.Attributes, Share.Attributes);
Attributes = addNullColumns(Attributes);
Conditions = removeUnauthorizedConditions

(UserQuery.Conditions, Attributes);
Conditions = insertContextValues(Conditions);
Conditions = "((" + Conditions + ") AND (" + Share.Conditions + "))";
if (!isFirst(Share)) { query += " UNION ALL "; }
query += "SELECT " + Attributes + " FROM " + tableName

+ " WHERE " + Conditions;
}
resultSet = execute(query);
return filterAndMergeDuplicates(resultSet);

Fig. 5. Pseudocode for Query Construction

For example, assume the following user query and two Share definitions (also
depicted in Fig. 6:

UserQuery1(ObjectEvent, {b, c, d}) = ((id > 1) ∩ (id < 7))
Share1(ObjectEvent, {a, b, e, f}) = ((id ∈ {1..4}) ∩ (a ∈ {12..16}))
Share2(ObjectEvent, {b, c, d, e}) = ((id > 5) ∩ (a < 20))

They will result in the following SQL statement:

SELECT b, NULL AS c, NULL AS d FROM ObjectEvent WHERE
(id>1 AND id<7) AND ((id BETWEEN 1 AND 4)
AND (a BETWEEN 12 AND 16))

UNION ALL
SELECT b, c, d FROM ObjectEvent WHERE

(id>1 AND id<7) AND (id>5 AND a<20)

id a b c d e f g

1 11

2 12

3 13Share1

Share2

Share1 Share1

User query

Authorization

4 14

5 15

6 16

7 17
Share2

Result set

Fig. 6. Visualization of Shares and a user query
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5 Evaluation

To evaluate our proposed policy language and mechanism, we implemented a
prototype showcasing its applicability. Furthermore, we discuss how the require-
ments formulated in 4.1 are met and how the design principles for secure systems
of Saltzer and Schroeder are reflected.

5.1 Practical Implementation

Our prototypical implementation is based on the Accada RFID prototyping
platform [10] written in the Java programming language. The Accada EPCIS
implementation runs on an Apache Tomcat 5.5 server, exposing its interfaces
as Web Services based on the Apache Axis 1.4 library. For persistent stor-
age, a MySQL 5.0 database and the JDBC library are employed. Accada’s
Query Client allows for querying the repository and displaying the returned
events. We enhanced the Query Client’s graphical interface by a user iden-
tity selection menu. Because authentication was out of the scope of our work,
this replacement for a password or certificate mechanism is a viable simplifi-
cation. For each user in the system, the policy definition is stored in a sepa-
rate XML file named <username>.pol. To map the policy’s XML structures
to Java objects, the library Simple2 1.4 was used as a light-weighted alterna-
tive to JAXB. This way, extensions of the policy language do not entail signif-
icant updates of the program code. We modified the query generation code in
Accada’s QueryOperationsModule.createEventQuery method in the package
org.accada.epcis.repository, constructing modified SQL queries based on
the general idea presented in Section 4.3. Fig. 7 shows a screenshot of the Query
Client, a policy definition and a part of a corresponding result set.

Our experiencewith the implementationof access control intoAccada is twofold.
First, it showed the technical feasibility of our approach. Reading XML-based pol-
icy files and transforming the rules into SQL to restrict a user’s query therefore
works in practice. Accada proved to be a solid basis for EPCglobal related pro-
totyping activities. Second, the extension of Accada’s complex query generation
code turned out to be intricate. This is why architecturally, we consider placing
the query rewriting code into a separate module a better approach (cmp. 4.3).

5.2 Addressing the Challenges

Our policy language ALL and the respective enforcement mechanism supports
fine-grained Using a Share with one Condition, an individual event can be ad-
dressed (using suitable values for a simple or compound primary key). Because
for such a Share, every column can be addressed directly by enumeration, cell-
level control can be achieved.

Using our policy language, businesses can define context- and content-based
rules who is allowed to access which information. Especially the ability to define
2 http://simple.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of Query Client, policy definition and result set

relative time ranges and EPC patterns provides flexibility. At policy enforcement
time, contextual attributes can be inserted, so information that is not known at
policy design time can be included in the access decisions.

By intersecting the queried set and the authorized set, an automatic reduction
of the result sets is performed. This is very important, because using an EPCIS
compliant query interface, it is not possible for a user to tell the service that
he is not interested in certain attributes. This, if an AC mechanism rejected
all requests that refer to too many attributes, the user would not receive any
information in case of a single violated server-side attribute restriction.

Our mechanism restricts the query interface’s power by omitting user query
restrictions that refer to attributes that are not accessible for him. This is done
for each Share individually. However, this is just a basic restriction feature. To
prevent undesired information leakage in the face of malicious queries, further
investigations in the area of Inference Control would be needed.

Our query rewriting technique involves parsing the user query, resolving con-
text attributes and constructing the final SQL statement. These steps are done
once for each user request. The parsing of XML files only need to be performed
once after a policy has changed. The overhead for constructing the modified
SQL query therefore only consists of several string operations. The actual access
control is done by the database that executes the query. It can apply further
query optimizations, for example removing or combining redundant predicates.

To further evaluate our approach, we discuss the fulfillment of the seven prin-
ciples for secure systems of Saltzer and Schroeder [22]:

Economy of mechanism. Our design is simple, so this principle is fulfilled.
The policy language’s XML Schema definition comprises only 26 lines, com-
pared to 380 lines of the XACML 2.0 policy schema.
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Fail-safe defaults. We base access decisions on permission rather than exclu-
sion, so this principle is fulfilled.

Complete mediation. We check every access for authority, so this principle is
fulfilled.

Open design. Our design is not secret, so this principle is fulfilled.
Separation of privilege. We do not provide a two key mechanism, so this

principle is not fulfilled.
Least privilege. The database runs at a higher security level than necessary

in some situations, so this principle is not fulfilled.
Least common mechanism. This principle is not applicable.
Psychological acceptability. Since we do not provide a human interface, this

principle is not applicable.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Based on the access control requirements specific to Auto-ID based collaboration
scenarios, we have presented a novel policy language and an efficient enforcement
mechanism as well as their implementation. The policy language is expressed in
XML and reflects the notion that companies will most probably prefer defining
subsets of events to be shared using dynamic rules instead of static access control
lists.

We have shown that an enforcement mechanism could be implemented either
by restricting a user’s query or by filtering a result set. In order to leverage
relational databases’ optimized query execution and to avoid high memory con-
sumption, we argued that query rewriting is a viable approach. The techniques
we presented to modify queries can also be applied to the generation of database
views. These could increase query execution performance, possibly at the cost of
storage space (in the case of materialized views). We discussed that most of our
requirements can be met and that the system design reflects some “golden rules”
for secure systems. By providing a prototypical implementation, we proved the
plausibility of our approaches.

The outcome of our work are feasible means for administrators to restrict
access to single EPCIS Repositories based on the known identities or roles of
business partners. So far, this reflects the traditional paradigm of manually as-
signing rights to users of the system. However, in future dynamic supply chain
scenarios, companies who do not know each other beforehand might need to
share certain data, with restrictions such as temporal constraints. This is espe-
cially true for traceability queries, which a certain stakeholder uses to determine
all past locations and states of a given object or a class of objects. While we
have shown how the enforcement of concrete access policies can be realized, we
consider the management of such policies, including their generation, assign-
ment, revokation, and maybe delegation, a challenging and open research issue.
Considering the large amounts of both the information and the potential par-
ticipants, overcoming the need to manually define every single access policy is
highly desirable.
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In our future work, we will target these issues as well as other access control
challenges in global traceability networks such as access control for discovery ser-
vices, inter-organizational role concepts and concepts for proving and delegating
attributes and permissions.
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Abstract. On the one hand, enterprises manufacturing any kinds of
goods require agile production technology to be able to fully accommo-
date their customers’ demand for flexibility. On the other hand, Smart
Objects, such as networked intelligent machines or tagged raw materials,
exhibit ever increasing capabilities, up to the point where they offer their
smart behaviour as web services. The two trends towards higher flexibil-
ity and more capable objects will lead to a service-oriented infrastructure
where complex processes will span over all types of systems — from the
backend enterprise system down to the Smart Objects. To fully support
this, we present SOCRADES, an integration architecture that can serve
the requirements of future manufacturing. SOCRADES provides generic
components upon which sophisticated production processes can be mod-
elled. In this paper we in particular give a list of requirements, the design,
and the reference implementation of that integration architecture.

1 Introduction

In the manufacturing domain, constant improvements and innovation in the
business processes are key factors in order to keep enterprises competitive in the
market. Manufacturing businesses are standing on the brink of a new era, one
that will considerably transform the way business processes are handled.

With the introduction of ubiquitous computing in the shop floor1, an en-
tirely new dynamic network of networked devices can be created - an Internet
of Things (IoT) for manufacturing. The Internet of Things is a concept which
first appeared shortly after 2000. Until now, several approaches to describe the
IoT have been undertaken of which most have focused on RFID technologies
and their application ([5,13]).

Only recently new technologies such as Smart Embedded Devices and Sensor
Networks have entered the scene and can be considered as part of the IoT [11].

1 In manufacturing the shop floor is the location where machines are located and
products produced.

C. Floerkemeier et al. (Eds.): IOT 2008, LNCS 4952, pp. 50–67, 2008.
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Smart Embedded Devices are embedded electronic systems which can sense their
internal state and are able to communicate it through data networks. In contrast
to this, Sensor Networks not only can measure internal states of their nodes, but
also external states of the environment. We group these three technologies - RFID,
Smart Embedded Devices, and Sensor Networks - under the notion Smart Objects.

Smart Objects are the nerve cells which are interconnected through the In-
ternet and thus build the IoT. For RFID alone it has been shown that it opens
fundamentally new ways of executing business processes, and the technology has
already been adopted by several key players in the industry. Therefore the focus
of this paper lays on Smart Embedded Devices and Sensor Networks and their
effects on automatic business process execution.

Although client-server architectures still play an important role in the field
of business software systems, the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is on the
move and it is foreseeable that this architectural paradigm will be predominant
in the future. The integration of devices into the business IT-landscape through
SOA is a promising approach to digitalize physical objects and to make them
available to IT-systems. This can be achieved by running instances of web ser-
vices on these devices, which moves the integration of back end applications,
such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, with the devices one step
forward enabling them to interact and create an Internet of Services that col-
laborates and empowers the future service-based factory.

Enabling efficient collaboration between device-level SOA on the one hand
and on the other hand services and applications that constitute the enterprise
back end is a challenging task. While the introduction of web service concepts at
a level as low as that of the production device or facility automation makes this
integration significantly less complex, there are still differences between device-
level SOA and the one that is used in the back end. To name but a few of
them, device-level services are much more granular, exhibit a lower reliability
(especially if they are connected wirelessly) and higher dynamicity and are more
focused on technical issues than on business aspects.

These differences can be overcome by introducing a middleware between the
back end applications and the services that are offered by devices, service me-
diators, and gateways. This middleware adds the required reliability, provides
means to deal with services appearing and disappearing, and allows intermedi-
ate service composition to raise the technical interfaces of low-level services to
business-relevant ones.

In this paper we present the SOCRADES middleware for business integration;
an architecture focused on coupling web service enabled devices with enterprise
applications such as ERP Systems. Our approach combines existing technologies
and proposes new concepts for the management of services running on the devices.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss the current state
of the art in coupling technologies for shop floor and enterprise applications.
Section 3 presents the requirements for our approach, followed by section 4 where
we discuss our approach. We propose a prototype for evaluating our approach in
section 5 and perform an analysis in section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.
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2 Related Work

Manufacturing companies need agile production systems that can support re-
configurability and flexibility to economically manufacture products. These sys-
tems must be able to inform resource planning systems like SAP ERP in advance,
about the upcoming breakdown of whole production processes or parts of them,
so that adaptation in workflow can be elaborated.

Currently Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) are bridging the gap be-
tween the shop floor and ERP systems that run in the back end. The Inter-
national systems and automation society - 95 (ISA-95) derivative from the In-
strumentation Systems and Automation Society define the standards for this
interface [1]. Although MES systems exist as gateways between the enterprise
world and the shop floor, they have to be tailored to the individual group of
devices and protocols that exist on this shop floor.

By integrating web services on the shop floor, devices have the possibility of
interacting seamlessly with the back end system ([9,8]). Currently products like
SIMATIC WinCC Smart Access [2] from Siemens Automation use SOAP for
accessing tag based data from devices like display panels to PC’s. However, they
neither provide mechanisms to discover other web-service enabled devices, nor
mechanisms for maintaining a catalogue of discovered devices.

The domain of Holonic Manufacturing Execution Systems (HMS) [6] is also
relevant to our work. HMS are used in the context of collaborative computing,
and use web service concepts to integrate different sources and destinations in-
side a production environment. They do, however, not offer support to process
orchestration or service composition.

Amongst others, European Commission funded projects like SIRENA [4]
showed the feasibility and benefit of embedding web services in production de-
vices. However, since these were only initial efforts for proving the concept, not
much attention has been given to issues such as device supervision, device life cy-
cle management, or catalogues for maintaining the status of discovered devices,
etc. The consortium of the SOCRADES project has integrated partners, code
and concepts from SIRENA, and aims to further design and implement a more
sophisticated infrastructure of web-service enabled devices. SODA (www.soda-
itea.org) aims at creating a comprehensive, scalable, easy to deploy ecosystem
built on top of the foundations laid by the SIRENA project.

The SODA ecosystem will comprise a comprehensive tool suite and will target
industry-favourite platforms supported by wired and wireless communications.
Although EU projects like SIRENA showed the feasibility and benefit of embed-
ding web services in devices used for production, they do not offer an infrastruc-
ture or a framework for device supervision or device life cycle. They neither do
provide a catalogue for maintaining the status of discovered devices [4]. Changes
due to the current development are moving towards a more promising approach
of integrating shop floor devices and ERP systems more strongly [14].

Some authors are criticizing the use of RPC-style interaction in ubiquitous
computing [12] (we consider the smart manufacturing devices a special case
of that). We believe this does not concern our approach, since web services also
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allow for interaction with asynchronous, one-way messages and publish-subscribe
communication.

SAP xApp Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence (SAP xMII) is a manu-
facturing intelligence portal that uses a web server to extract data from multiple
sources, aggregate it at the server, transform it into business context and per-
sonalize the delivered results to the users [7]. The user community can include
existing personal computers running internet browsers, wireless PDAs or other
UIs. Using database connectivity, any legacy device can expose itself to the en-
terprise systems using this technology.

The drawback of this product is that every device has to communicate to the
system using a driver that is tailored to the database connectivity. In this way,
SAP xMII limits itself to devices or gateway solutions that support database
connectivity.

In [10], we proposed a service-oriented architecture to bridge between shop
floor devices and enterprise applications. In this paper however, building on both
our previous work and SAP xMII, we show how the already available functional-
ity of xMII can be leveraged and extended to provide an even richer integration
platform. The added functionality comprises integration of web service enabled
devices, making them accessible through xMII, and supporting the software life
cycle of embedded services. This enables real-world devices to seamlessly par-
ticipate in business processes that span over several systems from the back end
through the middleware right down to the Smart Objects.

3 System Requirements

As embedded technology advances, more functionality that currently is hosted
on powerful back end systems and intermediate supervisory devices can now be
pushed down to the shop floor level. Although this functionality can be trans-
ferred to devices that have only a fraction of the capabilities of more complex
systems, their distributed orchestration in conjunction with the fact that they
execute very task-specific processing, allows us to realise approaches that can
outperform centralised systems in means of functionality. By embedding web
services on devices, these can become part of a modern ESOA communication
infrastructure.

The first step to come closer to realize this vision, is to create a list of require-
ments. We have come up with this list through interviews with project part-
ners and customers from the application domain, as well as a series of technical
workshops with partners form the solution domain. As usually done in software
engineering, we separated it in functional and non-functional requirements.

Functional Requirements

– WS based direct access to devices: Back end services must be able to
discover and directly communicate with devices, and consume the services
they offer. This implies the capability of event notifications from the device
side, to which other services can subscribe to.
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– WS based direct access to back end services: Most efforts in the
research domain today focus on how to open the shop floor functionality to
the back end systems. The next challenge is to open back end systems to the
shop floor. E.g. devices must be able to subscribe to events and use enterprise
services. Having achieved that, business logic executing locally on shop floor
devices can now take decisions not only based on its local information, but
also on information from back end systems.

– Service discovery: Having the services on devices will not be of much use if
they can not be dynamically discovered by other entities. Automatic service
discovery will allow us to access them in a dynamic way without having
explicit task knowledge and the need of a priori binding. The last would also
prevent the system from scaling and we could not create abstract business
process models.

– Brokered access to events: Events are a fundamental pillar of a service
based infrastructure. Therefore access to these has to be eased. As many
devices are expected to be mobile, and their online status often change (in-
cluding the services they host), buffered service invocation should be in-place
to guarantee that any started process will continue when the device becomes
available again. Also, since not all applications expose web services, a pull
point should be realised that will offer access to infrastructure events by
polling.

– Service life cycle management: In future factories, various services are
expected to be installed, updated, deleted, started, and stopped. Therefore,
we need an open ways of managing their life cycle. Therefore the requirement
is to provide basic support in the infrastructure itself that can offer an open
way of handling these issues.

– Legacy device integration: Devices of older generation should be also part
of the new infrastructure. Although their role will be mostly providing (and
not consuming) information, we have to make sure that this information can
be acquired and transformed to fit in the new WS-enabled factory. Therefore
the requirement is to implement gateways and service mediators to allow
integration of the non-ws enabled devices.

– Middleware historian: In an information-rich future factory, logging of
data, events, and the history of devices is needed. The middleware historian
is needed which offers information to middleware services, especially when
an analysis of up-to-now behaviour of devices and services is needed.

– Middleware device management: Web service enabled devices, will con-
tain both, static and dynamic data. This data can now be better and more
reliably integrated to back end systems offering a more accurate view of the
shop floor state. Furthermore by checking device data and enterprise inven-
tory, incompatibilities can be discovered and tackled. Therefore we require
approaches that will effectively enable the full integration of device data and
their exploitation above the device-layer.
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Non-Functional Requirements

– Security support: Shop floors are more or less closed environments with
limited and controlled communication among their components. However,
because of open communication networks, this is fundamentally changing.
Issues like confidentiality, integrity, availability must be tackled. In a web
service mash-up - as the future factory is expected to be -, devices must
be able to a) authenticate themselves to external services and b) authenti-
cate/control access to services they offer.

– Semantic support: This requirement facilitates the basic blocks primar-
ily for service composition but also for meaningful data understanding and
integration. Support for the usage of ontologies and semantic-web concepts
will also enhance collaboration as a formal description of concepts, terms,
and relationships within a manufacturing knowledge domain.

– Service composition: In a SOA infrastructure, service composition will
allow us to build more sophisticated services on top of generic ones, there-
fore allowing thin add-ons for enhanced functionality. This implies a mixed
environment where one could compose services a) at device level b) at back
end level and c) in bidirectional cross-level way.

In the above list we have described both, functional and non-functional re-
quirements. In our architecture these requirements will be realized through com-
ponents, each one offering a unique functionality.

4 Architecture

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, we present a concrete integration architecture focusing on
leveraging the benefits of existing technologies and taking them to a next level
of integration through the use of DPWS and the SOCRADES middleware. The
architecture proposed in Figure 1 is composed of four main layers: Device Layer,
SOCRADES middleware (consisting of an application and a device services
part), xMII, and Enterprise Applications.

The Device Layer is composed of devices in the shop floor. These devices when
enabled with DPWS connect to the SOCRADES middleware for more advanced
features. Nevertheless, since they support web services, they provide the means
for a direct connection to Enterprise Applications. For the intermediate part
of the SOCRADES architecture, bridging between enterprise and device layer,
we identified an SAP product that partly covered our requirements: SAP xApp
Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence (SAP xMII). The features already
available in xMII are:

– Connectivity to non web service enabled devices via various shop floor com-
munication standards

– Graphical modelling of business rules
– Visualization Services
– Connectivity to older SAP software through SAP-specific protocols
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Fig. 1. SOCRADES Integrated Architecture

We decided not to re-implement that functionality but use it as a basis and
extend it by what we call the SOCRADES middleware. The SOCRADES mid-
dleware and xMII perform together a full integration of devices with ERP sys-
tems adding functionalities such as graphical visualization of device data and
life cycle management of services running on the devices. In this setting, xMII
provides the handling of business logic, process monitoring and visualization of
the current status of the devices.

Finally, the connection with Enterprise Applications is realized in three ways.
SAP xMII can be used to generate rich web content that can be integrated into
the GUI of an enterprise system in mash-up style. Alternatively, it can be used
to establish the connection to older SAP systems using SAP-specific protocols.

Current, web service based enterprise software can access devices either via
web services of the SOCRADES middleware, benefiting from the additional func-
tionality, or they can directly bind against the web services of DPWS-enabled
devices. The data delivered to Enterprise Applications is currently provided by
xMII. Nevertheless with the introduction of the SOCRADES middleware and
the use of DPWS, this data can be also delivered directly by the regarding de-
vices, leaving to xMII only the task of delivering processed data that requires a
global view of the shop floor and of the business process.
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4.2 Features and Components of the SOCRADES Middleware

The SOCRADES middleware is the bridging technology that enables the use
of features of existing software systems with DPWS enabled devices. Together
with SAP xMII, this middleware connects the shop floor to the top floor, provid-
ing additional functionality not available in either one of these layers. Although
direct access from an ERP system to devices is possible, the SOCRADES mid-
dleware simplifies the management of the shop floor devices. In the following,
we list this additional functionality and show how the components of the ar-
chitecture implement them. Brokered Access to Devices. Brokered access means
to have a third party mediating the communication between web service clients
and servers.

Brokered Access to Devices. Brokered access means to have an intermediate
party in the communication between web service clients and servers that adds
functionality.

Example are asynchronous invocations, a pull point for handling events, and
a publish-subscribe mechanism for events. Asynchronous invocations are useful
when dealing with devices that are occasionally connected so that invocations
have to be buffered until the device re-appears; they are implemented by the
Invoker component. Pull points enable applications to access events without
having to expose a web service interface to receive them. The application can
instruct the pull point to buffer events and can obtain them by a web service call
whenever it is ready. Alternatively, to be notified immediately, the application
can expose a web service endpoint and register it at the notification broker for
any type of event.

Service Discovery: The service discovery components carries out the ac-
tual service discovery on the shop floor level. This component is separated and
replicated at each physical site because the DPWS discovery mechanism WS-
Discovery relies on UDP multicast, a feature that may not be enabled globally
across all subsidiaries in a corporate network. All discovered devices from all
physically distributed sites and all the services that each device runs are then
in a central repository called Device Manager and Monitor, which acts as the
single access point where ERP systems can find all devices even when they have
no direct access to the shop floor network.

Device Supervision: Device Management and Monitor and DPWS Histo-
rian provide the necessary static and dynamic information about each DPWS-
enabled physical device available in the system. The device manager holds any
static device data of all on-line and off-line devices while the device monitor con-
tains information about the current state of each device. The middleware histo-
rian can be configured to log any event occurring at middleware level for later
diagnosis and analysis. Many low-level production systems feature historians,
but they are concerned with logging low-level data that might be irrelevant for
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business-level analysis. Only a middleware historian can capture high-level events
that are constructed within this architectural layer.

Service Life Cycle Management: Some hardware platforms allow exchang-
ing the embedded software running on them via the network. In a service-enabled
shop floor this means that one can update services running on devices. The
management of these installed services is handled through the use of the Service
Mapper and Services Repository. These components together make a selection
of the software that should run in each device and perform the deployment.
Cross-Layer Service Catalogue: The cross-layer service catalogue comprises two
components. One is the Composed Services Runtime that executes service com-
position descriptions, therefore realizing service composition at the middleware
layer. The second component is the DPWS device for back end services that
allows DPWS devices to discover and use a relevant set of services of the ERP
system.

Cross-Layer Service Catalogue: The cross-layer service catalogue comprises
two components. One is the Composed Services Runtime that executes service
composition descriptions, therefore realizing service composition at the middle-
ware layer. The second component is the DPWS device for back end services
that allows DPWS devices to discover and use a relevant set of services of the
ERP system.

The Composed Services Runtime is used to enrich the services offered by the
shop floor devices with business context, such as associating an ID read from
an RFID tag with the corresponding order. A compound service can deliver
this data by both invoking a service on the RFID reader, and from a warehouse
application. A Composed Services Runtime, which is an execution engine for such
service composition descriptions, e.g., BPEL [3], is placed in the middleware
because only from there, all DPWS services on the shop floor as well as all
back end services can be reached. This component can benefit from semantic
annotation of the services, both at the shop-floor and the enterprise level. Backed
by ontologies, these annotations can be used for semantic discovery of services
and for assistance in modelling and verifying processes based on them.

With the sub-component ”DPWS device for back-end services” we address the
requirement that shop floor devices must be able to access enterprise application
services, which can be achieved by making a relevant subset available through
the DPWS discovery. This way, devices that run DPWS clients can invoke back
end services in exactly the same way they invoke services on their peer devices.
Providing only the relevant back end services allows for some access control and
reduces overhead during discovery of devices. Co-locating both sub-components
in the same component has the advantage that also the composed services that
the Composed Services Runtime provides, can be made available to the devices
through the virtual DPWS device for back end services.

Security support: The (optional) security features supported by the middle-
ware are role-based access control of devices communication to middleware and
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back end services and vice versa. Event filtering based on roles is also possi-
ble. Both the devices as well as back end and middleware services have to be
authorized when they want to communicate. Access control is enforced by the
respective component. Additionally, message integrity and confidentiality is pro-
vided by the WS-Security standard.

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach and to make some first evalu-
ations, we implemented a simple manufacturing scenario. We used a first imple-
mentation of our architecture to connect two DPWS-enabled real-world devices
with an enterprise application.

5 Reference Implementation

In order to prove the feasibility of our concept, we have started realising a refer-
ence implementation. From a functional point of view it demonstrates two of the
most important incentives for the use of standardized device level web services
in manufacturing: flexibility and integration with enterprise software. Indeed,
the scenario shows DPWS-enabled devices can be combined easily to create
higher-level services and behaviours that can then be integrated into top-floor
applications.

The business benefits from adopting such an architecture are numerous:

– lower cost of information delivery
– increases flexibility and thus total cost of ownership (TCO) of machines.
– makes the whole manufacturing process as a whole more visible to the shop

floor.
– be able to model at the enterprise layer processes with only abstract view of

the underlying layer, therefore easing the creation of new applications and
services from non-domain experts.

5.1 Scenario

To support this idea we consider a simple setting with two DPWS devices:

– A robotic arm that can be operated through web service calls. Additionally
it offers status information to subscribers through the SOCRADES eventing
system.

– A wireless sensor node providing various information about the current envi-
ronment, posted as events. Furthermore, the sensor nodes provide actuators
that are accessible through standard service calls.

The manufacturing process is created on the shop floor using a simple ser-
vice composition scheme: from the atomic services offered by the arm (such
as start/stop, etc.) a simple manufacturing process p is created. The robot is
manipulates heat-sensitive chemicals. As a consequence it is identified that the
manufacturing process cannot continue if the temperature rises above 45 ℃.

The robot may not have a temperature sensor (or this is malfunctioning),
but as mentioned before the manufacturing plant is equipped with a network
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of wireless sensor nodes providing information about the environment. Thus,
in order to enforce the business rule, the chief operator uses a visual composi-
tion language to combine p with the temperature information published by the
service-enabled sensor node: t.

In pseudo code, such a rule looks like:

if (t > 45) then p.stopTransportProcess();

Furthermore, the operator instantiates a simple gauge fed with the tempera-
ture data (provided by t). For this purpose he uses a manufacturing intelligence
software and displays the gauge on a screen situated close the robot.

Finally, the sales manager can also leverage the service oriented architecture of
this factory. Indeed, the output of the business rule is connected to an ERP system
which provides up-to-date information about the execution of the current orders.
Whenever the process is stopped because the rule was triggered, an event is sent to
the ERP system through its web service interface. The ERP system then updates
the orders accordingly and informs the clients of a possible delay in the delivery.

5.2 Components

This section describes the architecture of our prototype from an abstract point of
view. Its aim is to understand the functionality whose concrete implementation
will be described within the next section.

Functional Components. The system comprises four main components as
shown on Figure 2 that we shall briefly describe:

– Smart Devices: Manufacturing devices, sensors and Smart Things (i.e.
Smart Objects) are the actors forming an Internet of Services in the factory
as well as outside of the factory. They all offer web service interfaces, ei-
ther directly or through the use of gateways or service mediators. Through
these interfaces they offer functional services (e.g. start/stop, swap to man-
ual/automatic mode) or status information (e.g. power consumption, mode
of operation, usage statistics, etc.).

– Composed Service: The component aggregates the services offered by
smart objects. Indeed, it is in charge of exposing coarse-grained services
to the upper layers. In the case of the robotic arm for instance, it will con-
sume the open(), close() and move(...), methods and use them to offer
a doTransportProcess (...) service.

– Business Logic Services and Visualisation Services: In our prototype,
the business logic services are supported by a service composition engine and
visualized using a visualization toolkit. The former component is used to
model business rules or higher-level processes, known as business logic ser-
vices in our architecture. As an example the operator can use it to create the
business rules exposed above. The latter component is used to build a plant-
floor visualisation of the devices’ status and the overall process execution.
As an example the operator can instantiate and use a set of widgets such as
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gauges and graphs to monitor the status of the machines. The production
manager can also use it to obtain real-time graphs of the process execution
and status.

– Enterprise Applications: This is the place of high-end business software
such as ERPs or PLMs. The idea at this level is to visualize processes rather
than the machines executing the processes. This layer is connected to the
plant-floor devices through the other layers. As such it can report machines
failures and plant-floor information on the process visualization and work-
flow. Furthermore, business actions (e.g. inform customers about a possible
delay) can be executed based on this information.

Fig. 2. The DPWS service bus

Cross-Component Communication. In a mash-up, the architecture is not
layered but rather flat, enabling any functional component to talk to any other.
Such architectures need a common denominator in order for the components to
be able to invoke services on one another. In our case the common denominator
is the enhanced DPWS we developed. Each component is DPWS-enabled and
thus, consumes DPWS services and exposes a DPWS interface to invoke the
operations it offers. The service invocations can be done either synchronously or
asynchronously via the web service eventing system. For instance the temper-
ature is gathered via a subscription to the temperature service (asynchronous)
whereas the transport process is stopped by invoking an operation on the process
middleware. Figure 2 depicts the architecture by representing the components
connected to a common (DPWS) ESB (Enterprise Service Bus).

5.3 Implementation

The system described in this paper is a reference implementation of concepts
described in the architecture rather than a stand-alone concept. Therefore it
uses and extends several software and hardware components rather than writing
them from scratch. In this section we will briefly describe what these components
are and how they interact together, taking a bottom up approach.

Functional Components

– Smart Devices: The wireless sensor network providing temperature in-
formation is implemented using the Sun Microsystems’ SunSPOT sensor
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Fig. 3. xMII indirect device connectivity

nodes. Since the nodes are not web services enabled, we had to imple-
ment a gateway (as described in our architecture), that would capture the
temperature readings and provide it via DPWS as services one can sub-
scribe to. The gateway component hides the communication protocol be-
tween the SunSPOTs and exposes their functionalities as device level web
services (DPWS). More concretely the SunSPOT offer services for sensing
the environment (e.g. getTemperature()) or providing output directly on
the nodes (e.g. turnLightOn(Color)). The robotic arm was implemented
as a clamp offering DPWS services for both monitoring and control. The
clamp makes these operations available as DPWS SOAP calls on a PLC
(Programmable Logic Controller) over gateway. For monitoring services (e.g.
getPowerConsumption()) the calls are issued directly on the gateway stand-
ing for the clamp. For control services the idea is slightly different.

– Composed Service: Typical operations at the clamp level are openClamp()
and closeClamp(). In order to consistently use these operations on the top-
floor we need to add some business semantics already on the shop floor. This
is the role of composed services which aggregate an number of coarse-grained
operations (e.g. openClamp()) and turn them into higher level services. This
way the start(), openClamp(), closeClamp(), move(x), stop() operations
are combined to offer the startTransportProcess() service.

– Business Logic Services and Vizualisation Services: Services offered
by both the sensors and the clamp are combined to create a business rule.
The creation of this business logic service is supported by xMII, SAP’s Man-
ufacturing Integration and Intelligence software. As mentioned before, the
aim of this software is firstly to offer a mean for gathering monitoring data
from different device aggregators on the shop floor such as MESs (Manufac-
turing Execution Systems). This functionality is depicted on Figure 3.
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Since the SOCRADES infrastructure proposes to DPWS-enable all the
devices on the plant-floor, we can enhance the model by directly connecting
the devices to xMII. Additionally, xMII offers a business intelligence tool.
Using its data visualization services we create a visualization of process-
related and monitoring data. Finally, we use the visual composition tool
offered by xMII to create the rule. Whenever this rule is triggered the
stopTransportProcess()operation is invoked on the middleware to stop
the clamp.

Fig. 4. Direct connectivity to the DPWS devices

– Enterprise Applications: Whenever the business rule is triggered, xMII
invokes the updateOrderStatus()on the ERP. As mentioned before this
latter component displays the failure and its consequences (i.e. a delay in
the production) in the orders’ list. Additionally, if the alert lasts for a while,
it informs the customer by email providing him with information about a
probable delay.

Cross-Component Communication. Figure 5 presents the communication
amongst the components whenever the business rule is triggered. At first the
SunSPOT dispatches the temperature change by placing a SOAP message on
the DPWS service bus. The xMII is subscribed to this event and thus, receives
the message and feeds it to its rules engine. Since the reported temperature
is above the threshold xMII fires the rule. As a consequence it invokes the
stopTransportProcess()operation on the Process Service middleware. This
component contacts the clamp and stops it. Furthermore, xMII triggers the
updateOrderStatus()operation on the ERP. This latter system update the
status of the concerned order accordingly and decides whether to contact the
customer to inform him by email about the delay.

6 System Analysis

In this section we will discuss the properties of our architecture and give decision
makers a framework at hand through which they can assess the concrete value of
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Fig. 5. Interactions when the business rule is triggered

our system for their organisation. Since the work we are presenting in this paper
is part of ongoing research, we think it is helpful to have such a framework, in
particular to assess future work.

In the field of Systems Management several standards exist [ref. Standards,
ITIL, etc.] which aim to support a structured dealing with IT systems. One
framework in particular helpful for central corporate functions such as produc-
tion is the ISO model FCAPS (Fault, Configuration, Administration, Perfor-
mance, Security). Although being a framework for network management, it is
relevant for our architecture because it is enabling low level networked interac-
tion between Smart Objects. Here we will give a first attempt to evaluate the
architecture.

– Fault Management: Since our system will be part of the manufacturing
IT-landscape we need to manage both, faults of particular parts of the man-
ufacturing process and faults in our system. Due to the tight integration
these types of faults inherently become the same. In particular the SOA
based approach of device integration enables the user to identify faults in
his production process, at a level never seen before. It also gives the possibil-
ity to build redundancy at system critical stages which ensures fast recovery
from local failures. Finally the flexibility given by our SOA approach lets the
user decide to what extend he wants to introduce capabilities of quick fault
recovery, depending on his individual needs.

– Configuration Management: Mainly the two components Service Lifecy-
cle Management and Cross-Layer Service Catalogue support dynamic con-
figuration management. However, at the current point of view we see code
updated to Smart Devices as a major challenge which until today has not
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been resolved sufficiently. Configuration also includes the composition of
services into higher-level services. In a future version, our Service Discovery
module will use semantic annotation of services to find appropriate service
instances for online service composition. Using ontologies to specify the be-
haviour and parameters of web services in their interface descriptions and
metadata allows flexible service composition. Especially in the very well de-
fined domain of manufacturing we can make use of existing ontologies that
describe production processes.

– Administrative Management: The Device Manager provides the neces-
sary static and dynamic information about each Smart Device. Through the
strict use of web-service interfaces, it will be possible to easily integrate de-
vices into management dash-boards. Through this technically we allow easy
and user friendly access to Smart Devices. However, taking the possibly very
large number of devices into account, we belief that our middle-ware has defi-
ciencies in offering this user friendly administration. Although this problem
is subject to other fields of research such as sensor networks, (e.g, macro
programming), we will dedicate our research efforts to the problem.

– Performance Management: Already now we can say that local compo-
nents of our system will scale well in regards to total amount of Smart
Objects and their level of interaction. This can be justified since all inter-
action occurs locally and only a limited amount of Smart Objects is needed
to fulfil a particular task. However, it is still an open question, if our system
will scale well on a global scale and to what extend it will need to be modu-
larized. For example we will need to investigate whether central components
such as device and service registries should operate on a plant level or on
a corporate level, which could mean that these parts would have to handle
several millions or even billions of devices at the same time.

– Security Management: As mentioned in the security support section of
the architecture, our system can make use of well established security fea-
tures which already are part of web-service technologies and their protocols
such as DPWS. It is most likely that we will have to take into account in-
dustry specific security requirements, and it will be interesting to see, if we
can deliver a security specification which satisfies all manufacturing setups.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented SOCRADES, a Web Service based Shop Floor
Integration Infrastructure. With SOCRADES we are offering an architecture in-
cluding a middleware which support connecting Smart Devices, i.e. intelligent
production machines from manufacturing shop floors, to high-level back-end sys-
tems such as an ERP system. Our integration strategy is to use web services
as the main connector technology. This approach is motivated by the emerg-
ing importance of Enterprise Service Oriented Architectures, which are enabled
through web services.

Our work has three main contributions: First, we elaborated and structured
a set of requirements for the integration problem. Second, we are proposing a
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concrete architecture containing components which realize the required function-
ality of the system. Our third contribution is a reference implementation of the
SOCRADES architecture. In this implementation we have demonstrated the full
integration of two Smart Devices into and enterprise system. We showed that it
is possible to connect Smart Devices to an ERP system, and describe how this
is done.

Our next steps include integrating a prototype in a bigger setup and testing
it with live production systems.
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Abstract. The emergence of machine-to-machine (M2M) technologies
as a business opportunity is based on the observation that there are many
more machines and objects in the world than people and that an everyday
object has more value when it is networked. In this paper, we describe
an M2M middleware that we have developed for a facility management
application. Facility management is a time and labour-intensive service
industry, which can greatly benefit from the use of M2M technologies for
automating business processes. The need to manage diverse facilities mo-
tivates several requirements, such as predictive maintenance, inventory
management, access control, location tracking, and remote monitoring,
for which an M2M solution would be useful. Our middleware includes
software modules for interfacing with intelligent devices that are deployed
in customer facilities to sense real-world conditions and control physical
devices; communication modules for relaying data from the devices in
the customer premises to a centralized data center; and service mod-
ules that analyze the data and trigger business events. We also present
performance results of our middleware using our testbed and show that
our middleware is capable of scalably and reliably handling concurrent
events generated by different types of M2M devices, such as RFID tags,
Zigbee sensors, and location tracking tags.

1 Introduction

Machine to Machine (M2M) is a term used to describe the technologies that
enable smart sensors, actuators, mobile devices, and back-end servers to commu-
nicate with each other, for the purposes of remotely controlling and configuring
the machines (telematics), remotely monitoring/collecting data from machines
(telemetry), and making decisions based on the collected data and sending notifi-
cations of unusual situations - often without human intervention. The emergence
of M2M technologies as a business opportunity is based on the observation that
there are many more machines - defined as things with mechanical, electrical,
or electronic properties - than people, and that not only does a machine have
more value when it is networked, but that the network becomes more valuable as
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more machines are connected. Harbor Research, a technology consultancy and
analysis firm, estimates that by 2010, at least 1.5 billion devices will be con-
nected to the Internet worldwide and this will include devices in the millions of
households across the world. Over 45 million new cars are being produced every
year and increasingly these are being built with embedded electronic networking
capabilities for diagnostics, communications and so on. If we add to this the mil-
lions of vending machines, elevators, and security systems, the potential market
resulting from M2M solutions is very appealing.

1.1 M2M Opportunities for Telecommunication Operators and
Service Providers

Industrial SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) systems [1], which
were first introduced in the 1980s as a means to remotely operate and collect
data from facility systems and equipment, all from a master computer station,
may be regarded as the predecessors of the modern day M2M solutions. While
M2M and SCADA essentially focus on the same functionality, the fundamental
approaches they use to achieve that are quite different. SCADA applications
are to a large extent targeted toward specific industries, such as, public utilities
including electricity, oil and gas, and water. When SCADA first appeared, few
communication options were available and hence, SCADA solutions primarily
use proprietary protocols designed for private, licensed radio networks, which
makes those solutions more expensive. One of the advantages of M2M-based
middleware is that it works with commonly used technologies, such as TCP/IP,
IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs, cellular communications technologies, and wired
networks such as Ethernet. Using these well-known technologies, some of which
are open-source, allows easier device interoperation in M2M systems and facil-
itates using mass produced, standards-compliant equipment, which makes the
implementation less expensive, simpler, and quicker. The recent availability of
multiple wireless data transport technologies, such as Bluetooth (for short-range
device connectivity), ZigBee (built on top of IEEE 802.15.4 for low-power mon-
itoring, sensing, and control networks), radio frequency identification (RFID)
(which uses electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling to transmit status signals
from tagged devices) has enabled M2M solutions to be applied to a wide range
of applications, such as security and tracking, remote automatic meter reading,
vending machines, elevators and escalators, industrial automation, road traffic
information, traffic control systems, and telemedicine. These recent, short-range
technologies are often used for communicating data in short hops between the
wireless devices (in peer-to-peer connections or through mesh networks) and ul-
timately to a master device that communicates with the Internet through mobile
or fixed networks, thereby reducing the power requirements and allowing remote
sensors to operate longer between battery changes. M2M nodes can operate au-
tonomously, push information to multiple systems and other nodes, and make
some decisions on their own. With SCADA, sensors and controllers are hard-
wired to the host, which limits the number of sensors the technology can serve
and the distance over which data can be transported. In contrast, by utilizing
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the latest wireless and Internet technologies, M2M is ultimately more flexible,
able to adapt to multiple business settings, more efficiently connect a more di-
verse selection of assets, perform data acquisition and control capabilities from
much farther distances.

Given the impact of communication technologies on the emergence of M2M
solutions, mobile service providers and telecommunication operators can take
advantage of this emerging market in the following ways. As many businesses
are becoming more globally based and more reliant on the electronic transfer
of data, offering an M2M platform provides an opportunity to expand the cel-
lular customer base to new segments by bundling traditional telecom services
with enterprise M2M solutions. Given the high churn rate in mobile voice mar-
ket, M2M can be useful in retaining existing customers, creating loyalty, and
increasing traffic by developing new data services. Furthermore, when the M2M
traffic has lower priority than regular voice and data traffic, network operators
can improve the network utilization by transmitting the lower priority M2M
traffic during off-peak hours.

1.2 M2M for Facility Management

Given that the recent advances in M2M technologies and modules are creating
more opportunities for their use in practical scenarios, in this paper, we describe
an M2M middleware that we have developed for a facility management applica-
tion. Facility management is a time and labour-intensive service industry, which
can greatly benefit from the use of M2M technologies for automating business
processes and predictive maintenance. The M2M middleware that we developed
was motivated by the needs of a small and medium-scale real estate service
provider that currently manages about 35000 properties, including commercial
facilities, utilities such as elevators, fire shutters, ventilators, and technical in-
frastructure that includes about 23 computer centers, 12000 network nodes and
technical buildings, 24000 radio towers, antenna masts and rooftops. The need
to manage such diverse facilities poses several requirements for the development
of an M2M solution, some of which are listed below:
Remote Monitoring: Round-the-clock fault management requires monitoring

of facilities at different frequencies, and triggering of inspection and repair
at appropriate times. In some cases, continuous monitoring is required. For
example, technical building facilities, including elevators and heating instal-
lations need to be working 24x7, as do hot-water systems, power, ventilation,
and air-conditioning systems. In certain facilities, the air quality and humid-
ity levels need to be checked continuously. Continuous monitoring of energy
consumption using sensors helps in detecting inefficient use of energy and
reducing the operating costs of a building. In certain cases, special inspec-
tions have to be triggered after adverse weather conditions, such as storm,
icing etc. Fire and safety requirements and escape routes have to be mon-
itored regularly, but perhaps not continuously. Regular monitoring is also
useful for managing older buildings where harmful substances, such as as-
bestos, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), and heavy metals may be present.
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The measurement and inspections help in reporting the presence of harmful
substances.

Predictive Maintenance: Problems caused by energy failure in computer
centers and technical buildings always involve high costs. Proactive moni-
toring and predictive maintenance is needed in such environments, in order
to minimize faults and maintain high availability of systems.

Security Services: Round the clock security of building and premises is an-
other aspect of facility management that can benefit from M2M technology.
This includes access control for critical areas, theft detection and prevention,
control, regulation and monitoring of the movement of vehicles, supplies, and
goods.

Inventory Management: Inventory taking and data collection are also impor-
tant for real-estate management, because the quality of information collected
impacts the planning accuracy and reliability of decision making.

Prioritized Notification: Since facility management involves data collection
from numerous facilities as mentioned above, it is impossible to cater to
all of the incoming data simultaneously. Hence, all of the reports from the
facility management system need to be linked to the data management center
according to priority, so that faults can be cleared according to the necessary
response time.

The above requirements illustrate that a facility management application will
benefit from an integrated M2M middleware solution that can extract data from
diverse physical devices and use that data to automate business processes to
ensure the efficient management of different facilities. We have designed and
implemented such an M2M solution for facility management and demonstrated
and evaluated our solution using a testbed consisting of different RFID technolo-
gies, (including passive low-frequency (LF), high-frequency (HF), and ultra-high
frequency (UHF) RFID tags, as well as active RFID tags), sensors that com-
municate using Zigbee radio, and location tracking tags based on Wi-Fi. This
paper describes the design, implementation, and evaluation of our M2M middle-
ware. In Section 2, we describe some of the related M2M solutions for facility
management. In Section 3, we describe the common services and the design of
the middleware. Our middleware includes software modules for interfacing with
intelligent devices that are deployed in customer facilities to sense real-world
conditions and control physical devices; communication modules for relaying
data from the devices in the customer premises to a centralized data center; and
service modules that analyze the data and trigger business events. In Section 4,
we describe our testbed and provide some details of our implementation. In Sec-
tion 5, we describe the evaluation of our middleware using our testbed. Finally,
in Section 6, we present our conclusions.

2 Related Work

We now briefly discuss some of the related M2M-based solutions for facility man-
agement. Frankfurt’s Airport (Fraport) recently implemented a new maintenance
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process replacing the paper-based process with mobile and RFID technology [2].
Fraport’s air-conditioning and ventilation system has 22,000 automatic fire shut-
ters and numerous fire doors and smoke detectors. The new system’s architecture
consists of RFID tags on the fire shutters; mobile devices bundled with an RFID
reader and mobile application; and an SAP-based middleware interconnected to
a back-end asset management system. While Fraport’s solution primarily pro-
vides an RFID-based solution for managing airport facilities, our solution is more
diverse in that it supports a broader spectrum of M2M technologies, in addition
to RFID, and provides common services that are needed for managing facilities
that are not limited to airports. Pakanen et al. [3] proposed a system where a
microprocessor device interfaced with an Air Handling Unit (AHU) transmits
sensor data from the AHU to the Internet through a Public Switch Telephony
Network (PSTN) and GSM networks. In addition, a web-based user interface was
created to enable remote control of the AHU. Watson et al. [4] applied M2M
technology to five commercial buildings in a test of Demand Responsive (DR)
energy management. The goal was to reduce electric demand when a remote
price signal rose above a predetermined price.

Some of the limitations of existing M2M solutions that we have attempted
to address in our solution include the following. Few M2M solutions offer a
tight integration with the IT infrastructure. In order to maximize the use of
the data collected, we need better integration with enterprise applications (such
as, database, ERP, CRM). We need M2M solutions that support end-to-end
automation that includes automatic billing, automatic report generation, work-
flow management, etc. Furthermore, although current technology allows various
types of terminals to access information (such as fixed and mobile devices), many
M2M solutions only support access through PCs. In order to allow information
to be accessed anytime and from anywhere, we need solutions that can easily
adapt and extend access to emerging client devices that use newer technologies.

3 Middleware Design

Based on the requirements of the facility management usage scenarios presented
in Section 1.2, we have identified some common service modules to form the
core services of our M2M middleware. We first enumerate these services and
then describe the design of the middleware to realize these services.

3.1 Common Services

– Access control: The facility management industry employs several tem-
porary maintenance workers that need to be provided access to specific fa-
cilities for the duration of their work period. Hence, access control is an
essential functionality that can benefit from M2M technology. Workers can
be equipped with tags that describe their work order. The access control
system needs to automatically authenticate their entry for the duration of
their work order. When the work order is completed, the access should be
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invalidated and the duration of the work needs to be recorded to generate
the billing and payment for the worker.

– Real-time location tracking: In certain facilities, it may be necessary
to keep track of the location of workers and critical assets within an indoor
environment. M2M technologies can be employed to enable real-time location
tracking.

– Decentralized data storage and logging: Workers may need to work in
harsh environments where long-range communication may not be possible.
Hence, the M2M solution should allow some of the information, such as op-
erating instructions, maintenance history, and troubleshooting information,
to be stored in a decentralized manner. This can be done by recording brief
information on read-write tags attached to physical devices. Equipping the
workers with portable readers will allow them to quickly read the information
off the tags when they are in the proximity of the devices. Upon completion,
workers can briefly update the information on the tags with their own work
history, in addition to providing a more detailed update when they have
access to a backend system.

– Device inventory: M2M solutions for facility management should enable
knowledge of the connected devices in a facility, their functionalities, and
attributes. Instead of scheduling inventory management as a separate task,
new inventory can be recorded when goods are brought into a facility and
management of existing inventory can be done when workers are within a
facility to perform maintenance.

– Remote monitoring: The main functionality of an M2M solution is to
sense and monitor a remote environment that houses a set of remote devices.

– Predictive maintenance: The ability to use the data collected from sensors
to perform data analytics and make proactive decisions, such as whether to
repair or buy new equipment and when it is time to schedule a maintenance
check, is useful for providing high availability of facilities.

– Device management and control: The M2M solution should support
bidirectional communication. In addition to allowing devices to transmit
the data they monitor from the facility premises to a remote data center,
the M2M solution should allow customers to remotely configure the devices
in their facilities. This remote control is necessary for centrally updating
the device software, changing the device settings, scheduling the exchange
of information, controlling the periodicity of automated tasks and alarm
thresholds. Such device interaction requires messaging protocols that support
point-to-point communication with individual devices as well as multicast
communication with a group of similar devices.

– Administration: An M2M solution needs to offer customized interfaces to
a hierarchy of system administrators, programmers, and general users that
not only allows them to administer devices in remote facilities, but also
administer the machines hosting the M2M modules themselves.

– Notification: From the data collected from the remote devices, rules should
be triggered to automatically generate reports and send notifications of
events and exceptions with varying levels of significance to recipients or
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applications, and in forms that can be customized for each situation. The
M2M solution should accommodate different notification methods, such as
email and SMS to a mobile device, and allow the recipients to choose their
preferred method of notification.

– Billing: Upon completion of a work order, the M2M solution should auto-
matically trigger the billing module to generate an invoice for paying the
worker and charging the appropriate customer for the services.

(a) Overall architecture (b) BSM architecture

Fig. 1. Middleware design

3.2 Description of the Architecture

Figure 1(a) illustrates the M2M software architecture we have implemented for
providing the services described above for a facility management application. The
architecture consists of a data acquisition manager (DAM) that is responsible for
interfacing with the physical devices in the facilities; a communication manager
(COM) that transfers data from the devices distributed across the facilities to a
remote data center and relays control messages to the devices; a business service
manager (BSM) that analyzes the data and automates the business processes;
and a control manager (CON) that provides an interface for application hosting
and administering the M2M system. These architectural modules are distributed
between the facility (customer) premises and the data center. In designing these
modules, reliability and scalability are important, so that customers can receive
the service within a specified time period. We have also attempted to address
some of the limitations of current M2M-based facility management solutions that
were mentioned in Section 2, by aiming for a flexible design across the different
M2M modules and supporting a diverse spectrum of M2M devices that use dif-
ferent sensing as well as communication technologies, closely integrating the data
from remote devices with enterprise resources (databases, business applications,
ERP), and supporting multiple forms of access that includes mobile devices. We
now provide a detailed description of each of the architectural modules and the
challenges involved in their design.
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Data Acquisition Manager(DAM): Data acquisition is responsible for inter-
facing with and acquiring data from a variety of sensors that perform automatic
identification and data collection (AIDC). These AIDC devices are programmed
to collect and aggregate data, and sometimes react to actions and conditions
such as motion, voltage, pressure, flow, or temperature. They can serve as con-
trollers and actuators for machines, such as air conditioners, elevator pumps,
and traffic lights. Some of the AIDC technologies that we have in our testbed
are listed in Table 1 and this consists of different RFID readers and tags, (pas-
sive low-frequency (LF), high-frequency (HF), and ultra-high frequency (UHF)
RFID tags, as well as active RFID tags), sensors that communicate using Zigbee,
and location tracking tags based on Wi-Fi. We associate a software module with
each AIDC hardware, in order to abstract the hardware-specific details involved
in directly interfacing with that device. These device driver modules follow an
object-oriented methodology and implement the same abstract interface and this
enables us to expose a uniform API even when our platform is extended to ac-
commodate future M2M technologies. The device driver modules send the raw
data they collect from the smart devices to their respective DAMs. The DAM
module is in charge of importing the AIDC data that it receives from the vari-
ous readers that interact with a plethora of sensors within a facility. The DAM
then preprocesses that data to filter duplicates and forwards the filtered data to
the BSM that is operating in a remote data center. The DAM also serves as an
interface for configuring various AIDC devices. We currently deploy one DAM
at each facility, although this can be extended to multiple DAMs in the case of
large facilities.

We now discuss some of the key challenges that we had to address in the
design of the DAM. First, the different AIDC technologies supply data in dis-
parate formats. Before forwarding the data to the BSM, the DAM resolves the
data heterogeneity by converting different read records into a normalized repre-
sentation, which includes the facility ID, sensor address within the facility, and
the data. Similarly, when the DAM receives control messages from the appli-
cation server to be forwarded to the AIDC devices, it needs to address them
to the respective device driver modules in the facility, which then execute the
device-specific commands. Second, the addressing formats of the AIDC devices
may vary. For example, the RFID readers have IP addresses, while the tags are
identified by a serial number. If these tags are EPC-compliant [5], they have a
globally unique ID, in accordance with the Object Naming Standard (ONS). On
the other hand, the Zigbee enabled motes have to be assigned a local identifier,
since they do not have a standard address. The device driver modules handle
these differences in address formats. Third, some events need to be processed
with a low latency. For example, in the case of an access control application, the
entry needs to be granted within a preset response time. In this case, sending
the employee credentials to a remote data center for validation may result in
long and variable response times. To process such low-latency events, the DAM
uses an event cache module, which is a small set of rules that process data lo-
cally within a facility. Fourth, in order to handle transient disruptions in the
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communication and provide reliable data transmission, the DAM locally buffers
the data it transmits to the BSM, until the BSM acknowledges the receipt of
the data.

Communication Manager (COM): The COM module extends across the
client facilities and business premises and has a dual role to play. The COM is
responsible for relaying AIDC data and configuration commands between the
DAM in the customer premises and the BSM in the data center. Additionally,
the COM module is used by the BSM to send notifications about situations
(business events) to end users and external applications. Currently, our COM
module is simple and supports wired and wireless (Wi-Fi) communications for
long and short ranges across Internet and Intranet networking infrastructures.
We have mainly focused on managing end-to-end sessions in a robust manner. In
the future, when we extend the COM to support more communication options,
we will have to deal with more challenges and we now enumerate some of those
challenges.

There are multiple network connectivity choices for a general M2M solu-
tion, including wired ethernet, wireless (802.11x, Bluetooth, 802.15 etc), cellular
(GSM/SMS, GSM/GPRS, CDMA, etc.). The use of these communication op-
tions in an M2M system for facility management has different pros and cons, with
wireless communication being more flexible for large-scale deployment across fa-
cilities. These communication options also provide different levels of security,
with the cellular transport providing higher levels of security compared to Eth-
ernet. So an important challenge that needs to be addressed when multiple com-
munication methods are involved, is to design a secure M2M solution that adapts
according to the security level provided by the underlying network. Another chal-
lenge is to choose the communication method according to the network traffic.
For example, in the case of GSM networks, GPRS is more appropriate for relay-
ing larger volume of data, while SMS is more appropriate for alerts and smaller
volume of data. In addition, when the network is shared, the COM module will
need to find ways to prioritize the traffic and improve network utilization, by
channeling the M2M traffic with lower priority during off-peak hours. Currently,
the choice of communication method and the frequency of end-user notification
is left to the user. However, in the future, such decisions can be made in the
COM module, based on the nature of the M2M traffic.

Business Service Manager (BSM): The BSM receives AIDC raw events
collected and transmitted by one or more DAMs. The goal of the BSM is to
store, process, and analyze the AIDC low-level events, thereby inferring and
generating alerts about new or changing situations (business events), such as
equipment malfunctions, transactions, and service requests. The event processing
in the BSM is consistent with EPCGlobal’s standard on Application Level Events
(ALE) [5]. The BSM architecture uses two key components for this purpose,
as shown in Figure 1(b): the complex event processor (CEP) and the event
post-processor. The CEP is a rule engine that converts low-level events from
devices to business-level events. The BSM currently uses IBM’s AMiT as the
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CEP engine [6]. When a rule is processed, it results in the triggering of an action.
In some cases, the action may determine that the event needs to undergo further
application-specific analysis, in which case it is sent to the event post-processor.
The post-processor includes modules, such as those that perform billing and
dependability modeling. We currently use the SHARPE statistical tool [7] to
perform dependability modeling, because the AMiT rule engine does not have
an advanced in-built statistical library. SHARPE is used for making decisions
related to predictive maintenance, such as whether it is better to replace or buy
new equipment based on the future likelihood of faults, and when it is time to
schedule a maintenance call proactively for a facility. Predictive analysis can also
be used in the energy management scenario to predict when it is time to initiate
load shedding based on past trends in the energy consumption within a facility.
In general, predictive maintenance is useful for facility management.

After a rule is analyzed by the rule engine and inferences are made, the action
may trigger a notification or alert. The BSM uses a publish-subscribe model in
which subscribers need to register with the BSM to receive notifications. The no-
tification can be sent to human users (such as, facility managers and technicians)
or external applications (such as, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Supply
Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), etc.).
Business events generated by the BSM may be prioritized and are distributed
according to the communication method (e.g. email, SMS etc.), as chosen by the
subscribers.

Since the BSM needs to handle large volumes of data, one of the challenges
is to design it to be scalable. The BSM has two options when it has to process
a large number of events simultaneously. It can create multiple instances of
only the AMiT CEP engine, so that unrelated events (e.g. those originating at
different DAMs) can be processed in parallel by different instances. Alternatively,
we can have multiple instances of the entire BSM module running on different
servers and assign each BSM to different DAMs. In this case, the DAM needs
to specify the address and port of the BSM server assigned to it, so that the
COM can forward the event to the appropriate BSM. Although both options can
be supported in our middleware, we currently prefer the first option, because it
requires fewer resources.

Control Manager (CON): The CON serves as the centralized administra-
tive console for managing the entire M2M system. It provides a hierarchical
classification of users into system administrators, programmers, and clients, and
presents a web-based front-end with multiple functionalities for different classes
of users. For example, system administrators of a facility have full administrative
privileges and can shutdown, restart, or reconfigure the BSM, DAM, or COM.
Programmers can use the CON to update rules or load new rules for their ap-
plication in the BSM. General clients can use the CON to query the status of
the devices, load their contact information for receiving alerts, and subscribe to
events. Figure 2 shows the web-based user interface of the control manager. The
high-level menu options appear on the left. From this menu, one can choose the
configuration options. The figure shows an example of the configuration options
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for the BSM. First, the BSM identifier needs to be chosen for configuration.
The Edit option allows reconfiguration of the settings of the chosen BSM. The
BSM module option is used to load and unload application-specific modules (e.g.
Billing). The URL shows the address of the BSM, which runs as a web service.
The status button shows the current status of the BSM. The DAM list at the
bottom shows the list of DAMs associated with that BSM and their respective
status.

Fig. 2. CON user interface

Since the CON resides in the data center and serves as a basis for hosting the
applications of different customers, one of the challenges that we need to address
in designing the CON when multiple customers are involved, is to ensure that
the customers have access only to the data pertaining to their facility. The CON
can achieve this by virtualization, which results in the separation of the three
managers (COM, BSM, DAM) of each customer facility from those of other
customers, yet allowing them to run on the same physical machine.

4 Middleware Implementation

Having described the design of the M2M middleware modules and some of the
challenges that we addressed, we now provide some implementation details of
our software. We have also developed a testbed and a prototype application that
uses the M2M middleware to realize the facility management scenarios listed in
Section 1.2. We begin this section by first briefly describing the implementation of
the middleware modules, follow that by describing the technologies that we have
selected for our testbed, and conclude this section by providing an operational
view of the middleware for some of the facility management scenarios.
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Fig. 3. UHF gate reader for inventory management

4.1 Software Implementation Details

The BSM, COM, and DAM have been implemented using Java and J2SE, be-
cause Java is portable. On the other hand, the CON, which provides a web-based
front-end with several user interface components has been written in C#, which
is part of the .NET 2.0 framework. The .NET framework provides rich and
configurable GUI components that were used for the graphical user interface.
The different components communicate with each other using web services. The
COM component is based on the Apache Tomcat HTTP server and Axis [8],
which is an implementation of the SOAP (part of web services). Currently, we
have chosen to use SOAP over HTTP for the COM implementation to improve
performance and scalability. However, if reliability is more important than scala-
bility, then a better alternative would be to use SOAP over JMS (Java Messaging
Service), which serves as a more reliable transport compared to HTTP. The BSM
is associated with a database for storing data and this database has been imple-
mented using PostgreSQL. The CON is also associated with a database that has
been implemented using Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to provide optimal perfor-
mance when working with .NET applications. In order to provide persistence,
the DAM and BSM store their configuration information in XML files, and use
that to recover their state when they restart.

4.2 M2M Technology Selection

Table 1 shows the different M2M technologies that we have included in our
testbed to realize the scenarios listed in Section 1.2. We use high-frequency

Table 1. M2M technologies supported in testbed

Scenario Technology
Access Control UHF gate (Deister); HF reader (FixedScan)

Inventory mgmt. UHF Gate (Intermec, Deister); Handheld reader (Psion)

Data logging Handheld reader with CF (HP iPAQ)

Predictive maintenance Zigbee motes (Crossbow [9])

Real Time Location Active RFID tag (ActiveWave); Wi-Fi Tag (Ekahau [10])
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(HF) RFID proximity readers and HF tags for the access control scenario; HF
RFID tags and handheld readers with compact flash (CF) for the data logging
scenario; Zigbee motes that monitor physical parameters (e.g. temperature) for
the remote monitoring and predictive maintenance scenario; UHF RFID gate
readers (setup shown in Figure 3) and UHF tags for inventory management
when metallic elements are involved and HF tags when non-metallic elements
are involved. For the real-time location-tracking scenario, we used Wi-Fi location
tracking tags from Ekahau and active RFID technology. Table 1 also shows the
vendors we used for different technologies in parentheses and in some cases, we
purchased the same technology from different vendors (e.g. UHF gate reader
from both Intermec and Deister), as this helped us to evaluate the compatibility
and compare the performance.

4.3 Operational View of the Middleware

We now show the operational view of the middleware in the context of two
prototype facility management scenarios, which were actually executed in the
server room of a technical facility. This server room had several racks with
servers, computers, and other technical equipment. In the first scenario, which
involves predictive maintenance, we used Zigbee-enabled sensor nodes [9] to
monitor the temperature of server racks and report the readings to a Star-
gate gateway node [11], which in turn forwarded the information to the DAM.
When the temperature in the racks raised above a certain threshold, it re-
sulted in a high priority event at the BSM. The event processing in the rule
engine used the SHARPE tool for predictive modeling of the likelihood of a
risk and then triggered an email notification to the technician in the facil-
ity, as shown in Figure 4(a). The notification shows the risk probability and
informs the technician that the airflow needs to be turned on. Our middle-
ware is also linked to the actuators that control the cooling unit and the rule

( ) d(a) Predictive maintenance (b) Inventory management

Fig. 4. Outcome after executing facility management scenarios
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engine in the BSM triggers an action to turn on the airflow automatically
based on the risk probability, without involving the technician. In the sec-
ond scenario, we show the use of the middleware for inventory management.
The blade servers were brought in as new inventory into the server room by
a worker. The UHF RFID tags on the packages were recorded by the UHF
gate reader at the entrance (shown in Figure 3). The event was relayed to
the BSM by the DAM, which in turn updated its database to record the in-
ventory, as shown in Figure 4(b). The remaining entries in the database show
an update of existing inventory. The inventory data includes, in order from
left to right, the identifier of the DAM to which the inventory device is regis-
tered, the type of the inventory, the inventory ID (which is obtained from the
RFID tags), the time-stamp when the last inventory update was done, the ID
of the worker who took the inventory, and some additional description of the
inventory.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present some of the results of the experiments that we con-
ducted to evaluate the performance of our middleware using our testbed equip-
ment that was listed in Table 1.

5.1 Measurement of One-Way Latency

The goal of our first experiment was to measure the end-to-end latency as well
as the hop-by-hop latency involved in transmitting data from the device to the
BSM, as this provides a measure of the overhead at each hop. The DAM and
BSM ran on different servers. We used a Wi-Fi location-tracking tag that was
attached to a moving asset as the source device to trigger events. The real-time
location (RTL) engine reported the location to the DAM, which in turn relayed
the information to the BSM. We instrumented our code to measure the latency
at each hop as well as the end-to-end latency to transmit the data from the
RTL at one end to the BSM at the other end. We repeated the experiment by
transmitting about 40 different events from the RTL. Table 2 shows the average
latency (in milliseconds) for the transmission of a single event.

The DAM processing latency is the time it took the DAM to convert the
incoming data to a normalized message format and send the event to the BSM.
The DAM → BSM includes the time for the DAM authentication and the time
for the COM to transmit the event from the the DAM to the BSM by using a

Table 2. Measurement of latency

DAM DAM→ BSM End to End
Processing BSM Processing Latency

Average latency (millisec) 23.11 177.16 4.11 204.37
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web service (basically a SOAP call implemented in AXIS). The BSM processing
latency is the amount of time it took the BSM to process the event, pass it
through the complex event processor (rule engine), and generate a business event.
From the results, we see that most of the latency is incurred at the DAM→BSM
hop and one of the reasons for this is that this hop incurs the overhead of a
socket call when the COM transmits the data to the BSM using the web service.
The DAM→BSM latency was also observed to have high variance, which may be
attributed to the network load on the wireless network that we used between the
DAM and BSM, which was a shared network. Although we have tried to improve
the performance and scalability of our middleware by choosing the option of
using SOAP over HTTP for the COM implementation, the latency between the
DAM and BSM may be further reduced by using more efficient implementations
of the web service in the future.

5.2 Measurement of Throughput

We conducted experiments to evaluate how the DAM throughput and system
throughput vary with the rate at which events are generated at the device driver.
As in the previous case, we setup the DAM and the BSM on separate servers. In
this experiment, we used the Zigbee-based sensor motes for generating events.
Each mote generated events at the rate of 10 events/second and to increase the
load, we incrementally increased the number of motes from 1 to 8. All of the
motes reported to a Stargate gateway node, which then forwarded the events
to the reader module in the DAM. Figure 5(a) shows how the throughput of
the DAM and that of the whole system (measured at the BSM) varies with the
rate at which events are read and input to the DAM by the reader module.
The graph shows that both the DAM throughput and the system throughput
follow the event generation rate closely and increase almost linearly with the
event generation rate, indicating that there is minimal bottleneck within the
middleware for the range of load we were able to generate. However, when the
event generation rate exceeds the maximum rate at which the system can handle

(a) Throughput using single DAM (b) Effect of distributing the load
across multiple DAMs

Fig. 5. Measurement of throughput
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events from the devices, we expect the throughput to reach a steady state. In
such a case, we need to ensure that the sizes of the event buffers used to store
events in the DAM and BSM are sufficient to avoid events being dropped.

5.3 Effect of Load Distribution

In the previous experiment, all of the events originated at a single DAM, which in
our case effectively translates to a single facility, because we currently use a one-
one mapping between a DAM and a facility. We now evaluate how the middleware
handles input from multiple DAMs (facilities). As in the previous case, we set up
the BSM and DAMs on different servers. We varied the DAM from 1 to 3. We
used the same set of devices (4 Wi-Fi location tracking tags and 4 Zigbee sensor
motes) in all of these experiments. When using multiple DAMs, we distributed
the devices evenly across the DAMs, thereby generating events at approximately
the same rate from each DAM. The effective load at the BSM was approximately
the same across all of the experiments. Figure 5(b) shows the DAM throughput
and the system throughput (i.e. the rate at which BSM generates business events
after processing the raw events from the DAMs), as the load is distributed across
facilities. From the results, we see that the throughput of the system improves,
as the load is distributed across multiple DAMs. So the middleware is able to
efficiently handle events originating at different physical facilities, even though
we use a single BSM and CEP to handle all of the events. As in the case of the
experiments in Figure 5(a), we see that the system throughput is comparable
to the DAM throughput, indicating that for the range of load we considered,
any overheads incurred between the DAM and BSM did not pose a significant
bottleneck and for this range, the system throughput is limited more by the rate
at which we are able to generate events at the DAM.

5.4 Effect of Heterogeneity

To study the impact of multiple types of events and sensors on the middleware
performance, we conducted experiments in three parts. In Part A, we generated
events using 5 Wi-Fi location tracking tags (RTL) and measured the system
throughput and one-way latency (from the time the event was received at the
DAM until the time it triggered an action at the BSM). We then gradually in-
creased the load by adding 5 Zigbee sensor motes to generate additional events
in Part B. In Part C, we added 5 UHF tags to the pool and effectively cre-
ated events of three different types. We used a single DAM and BSM in all
of these experiments and measured the throughput and latency. Figure 6(a)
shows the total throughput as well as the throughput based on the event type.
The total rate of incoming events (without distinguishing between the event
types) as measured by the DAM was around 103 events/second in part A, 153
events/second in part B, and 160 events/second in part C. From the plot we
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(a) Throughput by event type (b) Latency by event type

Fig. 6. Effect of heterogeneous events

see that the system throughput measured was around 102 events/sec in part
A, which is close to the event generation rate. However, the measured system
throughput was 120 events/sec in part B, and 117 events/sec in part C, which
are lower than the source event generation rate. We no longer see the linear
increase in the system throughput that we saw in the previous experiments in
Section 5.2, because our system with a single DAM and BSM reaches its maxi-
mum throughput around 120 events/sec. Further increase in the throughput may
be achieved either by distributing the load across multiple DAMs (as discussed
in the previous subsection) or by increasing the number of BSMs (deferred for
future work) after we perform more analysis to determine whether the bottleneck
is at the DAM or at the BSM.

Figure 6(b) shows the latency distribution for each event type, as well as
the average latency without distinguishing between the event types (labeled as
“Total” in the figure). In this set of experiments, all types of events had the
same priority. From Figure 6(b), we see that the latency increases as the num-
ber of events increases. However, within each part, different types of events
experience latencies of the same order of magnitude, which shows that the mid-
dleware is capable of handling different types of M2M devices and events simul-
taneously and in a similar manner, without causing an adverse impact on each
other.

5.5 Summary of Experimental Results

Based on our experiments, we conclude that most of the overhead in our system
is caused by the communication overhead resulting from the web service calls
between the DAM and the BSM. Our middleware is capable of scalably and
reliably handling multiple events of the same type as well as of different types.
Currently, with a single DAM and BSM, our system has a maximum through-
put of around 120 events/second. However, the scalability of our system can be
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further improved by distributing the load across multiple data acquisition man-
agers and business service managers.

6 Conclusions

Current M2M developments represent opportunities for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). Nevertheless, limited budgets, lack of in-house expertise,
and lack of access to the newest technologies are but a few of the significant
barriers faced by SMEs. Many entrants that are newly thrust into RFID tech-
nology assessments and selections view RFID as primarily consisting of only tags
and readers. However, the full scope of technologies often needed to complement
RFID in a domain is wider and more complex. In addition to tags and readers,
SMEs need to consider appropriate sensors, computers, middleware, database
systems, enterprise applications, networking, and business process management
tools. The key contribution of this work is that it describes the software architec-
ture and practical experience gained from developing an M2M middleware from
ground up, in order to assist SMEs in overcoming the hurdles and complexities
involved in enabling seamless interaction between diverse M2M technologies that
are relevant to the facility management domain.

We conclude by summarizing some of the issues that we learned from building
an M2M middleware from ground up, including the evaluation and acquisition
of M2M technologies from different vendors. First, the selection of right devices
to fit the different scenarios in a facility management application is particularly
challenging because some of the environments are harsh and involve metallic
elements. Issues that we had to consider for selecting the technologies are range,
read rate, positioning of tags, metallic reflections and electromagnetic interfer-
ences with the server equipment. We chose special UHF tags for dealing with
metallic elements. In some cases when an item is large, attaching multiple tags
to an item may enhance readability. Second, we were able to use multiple M2M
devices with disparate technologies, such as RFID, motes, and Wi-Fi location-
tracking tags simultaneously. Since the interfaces and protocols used by these
different technologies and vendors were often incompatible, we had to develop
a normalized format, so that the higher-level middleware modules can remain
agnostic to those differences and treat the events generated by the different un-
derlying technologies uniformly. However, this normalization did not adversely
impact the performance of our system, as shown by our experimental results.
From a software perspective, since most of the software was developed in-house,
we were able to customize it to our needs. However, the rule engine in the BSM
was third-party software and the RFID reader software from the vendors was
proprietary. Using third-party software (e.g. AMiT, Intermec, SHARPE, Active-
Wave samples) greatly reduced our development time and enabled the use of the
third party’s expertise, knowledge, resources, and experience in a specific field.
However, we were sometimes limited by their lack of easy extensibility, because
they were not open-source.
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Abstract. One of the most important challenges that need to be solved
before the “Internet of Things” becomes a reality is the lack of a scalable
model to develop and deploy applications atop such a heterogeneous
collection of ubiquitous devices. In practice, families of hardware devices
or of software platforms have intrinsic characteristics that make it very
cumbersome to write applications where arbitrary devices and platforms
interact. In this paper we explore constructing the software fabric for
the “Internet of Things” as an extension of the ideas already in use for
modular software development. In particular, we suggest to generalize
the OSGi model to turn the “Internet of Things” into a collection of
loosely coupled software modules interacting through service interfaces.
Since OSGi is Java-based, in the paper we describe how to use OSGi
concepts in other contexts and how to turn non-Java capable devices and
platforms into OSGi-like services. In doing this, the resulting software
fabric looks and feels like well known development environments and
hides the problems related to distribution and heterogeneity behind the
better understood concept of modular software design.

1 Introduction

The notion of an “Internet of Things” refers to the possibility of endowing every
day objects with the ability to identify themselves, communicate with other ob-
jects, and possibly compute. This immediately raises the possibility to exchange
information with such objects and to federate them to build complex composite
systems where the objects directly interact with each other. These composite
systems exhibit very interesting properties and can have a wide range of appli-
cations. Yet, they are complex to develop, build, and maintain in spite of the
purported spontaneity of the interactions between the objects. A crucial reason
for these difficulties is the lack of a common software fabric underlying the “In-
ternet of Things”, i.e., the lack of a model of how the software in these different
objects can be combined to build larger, composite systems.

The problem in itself is neither new nor restricted to pervasive computing.
For instance, a great deal of effort has been invested in the last decades to
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develop concepts for modular software design. There, the problem is how to build
a coherent application out of a possibly large collection of unrelated software
modules. Conceptually, it is intriguing to consider the problem of building the
software fabric for the “Internet of Things” as another version of the problem of
modular software design. Both problems are closely related, in spite of addressing
different contexts, and being able to establish a connection between them will
mean that we can bring all the experiences and tools available for one to bear
on the other.

This is the premise that we pursue in this paper. We start from OSGi [1], a
standard specification for the design and management of Java software modules.
Despite its recent success for server-side application, OSGi was originally devel-
oped for managing software modules in embedded systems. Taking advantage
of recent developments that have extended OSGi to distributed environments
(R-OSGi [2]), we show how to turn small and ubiquitous devices into OSGi-like
services.

Many aspects of the OSGi and R-OSGi model are perfectly matching the
requirements of applications on the “Internet of Things”. First, the devices in-
volved in these networks form a heterogeneous set. Different hardware platforms
and operating systems are available on the market and in use. The abstractions
provided by the Java VM dramatically simplify the development of software for
these devices. Furthermore, ubiquitous networks often involve a large quantity of
devices that have to be managed by the user. The module lifecycle management
of OSGi allows to consistently update software modules among all devices.

However, these devices are highly resource-constrained and thus often unable
to run a Java virtual machine. They also often lack a TCP/IP interface and use
other, less expensive communication protocols (e.g., Bluetooth [3], ZigBee [4]).
To accommodate these characteristics, in the paper we describe extensions to
R-OSGi that:

– make communications to and from services independent of the transport
protocol (in the paper we show this with Bluetooth and 802.15.4 [5]),

– implement an OSGi-like interface that does not require standard Java or
no Java at all (in the paper we demonstrate this for CLDC [6], embedded
Linux, and TinyOS [7]), and

– support arbitrary data streams to and from services.

Through these contributions, the resulting fabric for the “Internet of Things”
can be treated and manipulated as an OSGi framework that is also applica-
ble to small devices, alternative transport protocols, and non-Java applications.
This means that we can treat devices as composable services with a standard
interface, services can be discovered at runtime and changed dynamically, data
exchanges can use the Java types even for non-Java applications, and failures can
be masked behind service withdrawal events. Application developers see a collec-
tion of software modules with a homogeneous interface rather than a collection
of devices. In the paper we give an example of an extensible hardware platform
– commercially available – where each hardware module is treated as an OSGi
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module, thereby proving the feasibility of the premise that we are pursuing in
this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the main ideas
behind OSGi and motivate our approach. In Section 3, we discuss how to make
OSGi frameworks independent of the transport protocol. In Section 4, we de-
scribe how to provide OSGi-like services on platforms either running reduced
versions of the JVM, programmed in languages others than Java, or lacking a
full-fledged operating system. In Section 5, we present an extension to R-OSGi
to support data streams. In Section 6, we describe how all these extensions make
the OSGi model general enough to become the software fabric for the “Internet
of Things”.

2 Background on OSGi and Motivation

2.1 The OSGi Model

OSGi [1] is an open standard for developing and managing modular Java applica-
tions. Efforts around OSGi are driven by the OSGi Alliance, with contributions
from software manufacturers like IBM, BEA, or Oracle, as well as device ven-
dors like Nokia, Siemens, or Bosch. OSGi is already in use in a wide range of
systems (including the development environment Eclipse, but also in embedded
systems such as those in the BMW 3 series car).

In OSGi, software modules are called bundles. Bundles can export packages
and import shared packages of other bundles. The runtime of OSGi (called frame-
work) handles the dependencies between the bundles and allows the active con-
trol of every bundle’s lifecycle. Each bundle is loaded through a separate Java
classloader and shared code is handled by a delegation model. It is possible to
extend an application by installing new bundles at runtime as well as updating
existing bundles or unloading them. To avoid link-level dependencies between
code of bundles, which would limit the flexibility of a modular architecture, OSGi
provides a service abstraction. A service is an ordinary Java object which is pub-
lished to the framework’s service registry under the names of the interfaces it
implements. Additionally, a service can be described in more detail by attaching
properties to the service’s registration. These properties can also be dynamic,
i.e., change at runtime. Other bundles can make use of services by requesting
the implementation from the framework. Since service clients only have to know
the interface but not the actual implementation, this leads to a loose coupling
of the bundles. Use of services relies on common, published interfaces but the
implementation of each service remains a black box. It is, thus, possible to ex-
change the implementation of a service at runtime. It is also possible to have
several alternative implementations of a service which can then be matched at
a finer level through the use of properties.

Existing OSGi frameworks include commercial implementations such as IBM’s
SMF [8] as well as open source projects such as Eclipse Equinox [9], Apache

Felix [10], Concierge [11], or Knopflerfish [12].
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Fig. 1. The Bug with several modules

2.2 Example: The BUG Platform

One can question the wisdom of trying to generalize OSGi beyond module man-
agement in a centralized setting. However, this has been done already and quite
successfully. An example of a commercial device which internally uses OSGi to
utilize modular hardware is the Bug (Figure 1), developed by the New York
based company Bug Labs Inc. The device consists of a base unit (computer)
and hardware modules that allow the system to be extended. The base unit is
a handheld ARM-based GNU/Linux computer that runs the Concierge OSGi
framework on a CDC VM.

A primary feature of Bug is that it’s expandable. A dedicated 4-port bus
known as the Bug Module Interface (BMI), allows external devices (hardware
modules) to interface with the base unit. The BMI interface is hot pluggable
both in hardware and software, meaning that modules can be added to and re-
moved from the base unit without restarting the computer or manually managing
applications that depend on specific modules. The BMI interface is comprised
of eight standard interfaces such as USB, SPI, and GPIO which are all avail-
able through each connector. Each hardware module exposes via OSGi a set of
services that local or remote applications can utilize.

At the software level, BMI behaves like any other hot-pluggable bus, such as
PCI and SB. Hardware modules can be added to and removed from the Bug

base unit without restarting the device. Based on what modules are connected,
OSGi services are available that can be utilized by local and remote OSGi-based
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applications. Some examples of hardware modules are LCD screen, barcode scan-
ner, weather station, and motion detector.

In a way, the Bug device can be considered as a physical actualization of the
OSGi service model: each hardware module contains devices that, when con-
nected to a base unit, register themselves within the OSGi runtime as a service.
When a user attaches a hardware module to the base unit, one or more hardware
service bundles are started in the OSGi runtime, in addition to any application
bundles that depend on those services. Similarly, when modules are removed, the
same bundles are removed from the system. Since OSGi was designed to support
dynamic services, applications written for Bug work seamlessly with the highly
variable nature of the hardware.

The Bug implements the idea of a service-oriented platform for a collection
of hardware devices plugged to each other. The vision we want to articulate
in this paper is one in which OSGi plays a similar role but in the context of
the ”Internet of Things” rather than for hardware modules. In order to do this,
however, OSGi needs to be extended in several ways. First, it has to be able
to support distributed applications which the current specification does not [2].
Second, a framework is needed capable of running on small devices, something
that only a few of the existing frameworks can do but at a considerable perfor-
mance penalty [11]. These two points have been covered by recent developments
(see the remainder of this section). From the next section on, we tackle the rest
of the necessary extensions to make the OSGi model suitable for the “Internet
of Things”: making the distribution protocol independent, removing the depen-
dency on a regular Java Virtual Machine, removing the dependency on Java
altogether, and extending it to support continuous media streams.

2.3 R-OSGi

OSGi can only be effectively used in centralized setups where all bundles and
services reside within the same Java Virtual Machine. Not only the dependency
handling requires all modules to reside on the same machine, the service registry
is a centralized construct that is not designed for distribution.

R-OSGi [2] is an open source project designed to address these limitation and
provide a distributed version of the OSGi model. In R-OSGi, service information
is registered with a network service discovery protocol so that a node can locate
services residing on other nodes. The original implementation of R-OSGi was
targeting TCP/IP networks and used RFC 2608, the Service Location Pro-

tocol (SLP) [13,14]. The notion of services in OSGi and SLP are very close to
each other and SLP can run in both managed networks where a Directory Agent
acts as a central service broker, and in unmanaged networks by using multicast
discovery. The connection between two applications through an R-OSGi service
is called a network channel. To access remote services, R-OSGi generates a dy-
namic proxy for the service on the caller’s side, which makes the service look
like a local service. The proxy itself is implemented as an ordinary OSGi bundle.
To deal with dependencies, R-OSGi determines the minimal set of classes which
are required to make the service interface resolvable. Those classes from this set
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that do not belong to the VM classpath are additionally transmitted to the client
and injected into the proxy bundle. Method calls from the proxy to the remote
service are executed by exchanging appropriate messages between the R-OSGi
instances running in the proxy’s framework and running in the remote service’s
framework. Arguments to the remote method are serialized at the caller’s site
and sent with the call request. At the callee’s site the arguments are deserial-
ized again and the method is invoked with the deserialized arguments. If the
method returns a return value, the value is serialized and sent to the caller’s site
together with the acknowledgment of the successful method invocation. Finally,
the return value is deserialized at the caller’s site and returned to the proxy.

In addition to method calls to the remote services, R-OSGi also transparently
supports event-based interaction between services as specified in OSGi’s Event
Admin service specification [1].

R-OSGi can be effectively used to build applications from a federation of
distributed services. However, it works only with TCP/IP and requires a (at
least J2ME CDC compliant) Java VM with an OSGi framework implementation.
Finally, R-OSGi has no support for data streams such as those produced by, for
instance, RFID readers. Thus, it is not suitable for the applications we have
in mind as part of the “Internet of Things”. In what follows we show how this
general model we have just described (starting from R-OSGi) can be extended
so as to build the underlying software fabric for the ”Internet of Things”.

3 Extending R-OSGi to Other Transport Protocols

The current Internet is based on TCP/IP both for wired and wireless communi-
cation (802.11 wireless LAN). In contrast, the “Internet of Things” often involves
communication over low-power, short-range networks such as Bluetooth [3] or
ZigBee [4]. R-OSGi, however, is limited to TCP/IP and not suited well for the
context of the “Internet of Things”. Thus we have modified R-OSGi, which is
available as open source, to make it independent of the underlying transport pro-
tocol. We do this by describing the necessary extensions to support Bluetooth
and 802.15.4 protocols.

There are two design properties that prevent R-OSGi to be effectively used
with transports others than TCP/IP. First, the SLP service discovery is an
integral part of R-OSGi and pervades all the layers. For instance, remote services
are identified by their SLP service URL. The SLP protocol, however, is tightly
bound to IP networks. Second, the network channel model [2] of R-OSGi allows
to plug in alternative transports for outgoing communication but the acceptor for
incoming connections only supports TCP/IP sockets. In the model of R-OSGi,
it is assumed that alternative transports would bridge to TCP over local loop,
like the HTTP transport provided by R-OSGi. This approach works for desktop
computers with powerful and versatile operating systems but is unfeasible for
ubiquitous devices communicating over Bluetooth or ZigBee.
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3.1 Bluetooth Transport

To support R-OSGi services over Bluetooth radios, we need to separate the
service identifier from the underlying transport. Hence, instead of SLP service
URLs, we use opaque URIs. The URI of a service can use any schema and
thereby identify which transport implementation it requires. By doing this, the
address of a service now also contains information on the transport protocol
it supports. For instance, the URI of a service accessible through TCP/IP can
be: r-osgi://some.host#21. The network channel through which the service can
be accessed is identified by the URI’s schema, host, and port components (if
differing from the default port). The fragment part of the URI describes the
local identifier that the service has on the other node. The same service through
Bluetooth transport would be, e.g., btspp://0010DCE96CB8:1#21.

Bluetooth [3] is a network solution covering the lower five layers of the OSI
model [15]. In our implementation we use RFCOMM, which provides a reliable
end-to-end connection, as transport protocol. We modified the channel model of
R-OSGi so that every implementation of a transport protocol that can accept
incoming connections can natively create and register a channel endpoint for
them. Thus, messages received via Bluetooth do not have to be bridged over
TCP but can be processed directly by the corresponding channel endpoint.

To evaluate the performance of the Bluetooth implementation, we tested the
system with the JavaParty benchmark. The JavaParty benchmark was originally
developed by the University of Karlsruhe as part of the JavaParty [16] project to
test the performance of an alternative RMI implementation. In the OSGi version
of the benchmark, a test client calls different methods of a remote service with
arguments of increasing size. Figure 2 shows the results of the benchmark on
Bluetooth, compared to the baseline (first column), which is an ICMP ping over
Bluetooth PAN. The invocation of the void method with no arguments takes
only slightly more time than the ICMP ping. This shows that R-OSGi adds little
overhead. Furthermore, when the size of the arguments increases, the invocation
times scales relative to the size of the arguments.

3.2 Bluetooth Service Discovery

R-OSGi supports service discovery through SLP but only over an IP-based net-
work transport. We have changed service discovery to make it an orthogonal
concern. SLP discovery is still supported in the form of a separate and optional
service that gives hints to the application when certain services are found. Al-
ternative discovery protocols can now be used as well since the service discovery
operates behind a common discovery handler interface that is not restricted to
SLP. To match the Bluetooth transport we implemented a corresponding discov-
ery handler, which offers Bluetooth service discovery via Bluetooth’s own Service
Discovery Protocol (SDP) [3].

A major challenge of the OSGi service discovery with SDP is the granularity
mismatch. In the Bluetooth service model, R-OSGi itself is the Bluetooth service
and the OSGi services it offers are conceptually subentities of the R-OSGi service.
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However, SDP has no notion of service hierarchy. Furthermore, SDP is very
limited in the way how services can be described, which leaves a gap between
Bluetooth services and OSGi services. SDP supports queries only on UUIDs
(Universally Unique Identifiers) [17] whereas OSGi allows semantically rich and
complex LDAP filter strings [18]. In addition, SDP data types do not suffice to
express the properties of OSGi services. This can lead to problems when selecting
services as the limited expressibility in SDP will result in many more services
answering a request than is necessary.
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To provide OSGi-like service discovery over Bluetooth, we keep track of ser-
vices that are marked to be remotely accessible through SDP. The most common
form of service filter involves the service interfaces. In order to support searches
similar to those in OSGi, the UUID of every service interface is adapted so that
filters over service interfaces can be expressed as SDP service searches over the
corresponding UUID. In our implementation, the UUID is a hash over the in-
terface name. For each service, the serialized properties are stored as sequences
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of bytes in the service record. These properties are retrieved lazily and only if a
filter expression poses constraints over these particular properties. A modifica-
tion time-stamp indicates the version of the properties so that clients can cache
them for future filters and easily check if the cached version is still valid. A hash
value over all service blocks is used to detect if new services were added or some
were removed since the last search. Through this structure, OSGi services can
be fully described directly in the Bluetooth service discovery mechanisms.

3.3 802.15.4 Transport

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [5] defines PHY and MAC layers for short range,
low power radios. 802.15.4 is the basis for the lower layers of ZigBee [4], which
represents a full network solution including upper layers not defined by the
802.15.4 standard.

In contrast to TCP/IP and Bluetooth, 802.15.4 only defines the lowest two
layers of the OSI model and thus does not provide a reliable transport on its own.
While ZigBee would provide the missing layers and reliable transport, we wanted
a more lightweight solution that can even run on, e.g., TinyOS powered devices.
Hence, we have implemented a simple transport layer similar to TCP that uses
acknowledgments, timeouts, and retransmissions to provide reliable end-to-end
communication on top of 802.15.4. Our implementation of the transport layer
represents a proof of concept only as we did not optimize it in any way. Reli-
able transport over packet oriented lower layers is a research topic on its own
and we will eventually exchange our implementation with a more sophisticated
algorithm tailored to the characteristics of 802.15.4 radios.

Atop of this transport we implemented an 802.15.4 network channel for R-
OSGi, similar to the implementation for Bluetooth. Since the message format
used is compatible to TinyOS’ active messages, the URI schema for this transport
is tos. An example of a URI for this transport is tos://100#5 with tos being the
schema, 100 an example for a node address, and 5 being the service identifier
on the peer. The transport behaves like Bluetooth or TCP transports. Once a
connection of the underlying layer is detected, a logical R-OSGi channel to this
peer is established over the connection and message exchange can start.

4 OSGi-Like Services on Non-standard Java

One obvious limitation of the R-OSGi implementation is that it requires at least
a Java CDC VM and an OSGi framework to run on the participating nodes.
For small devices, we had to address this issue and come up with solutions
for devices with limited computation power and resources. This also includes
embedded systems on microcontroller architectures with no Java VM and limited
operating system support.

When two R-OSGi peers establish a connection they exchange a list of the
services they provide. Each entry in this list comprises the names of the in-
terfaces that the service implements and its properties. When a caller invokes a
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remote service, the instance of R-OSGi on the callee side sends the full interfaces
including all methods to the caller. On the caller, a proxy that implements the
interfaces of the remote service is built on the fly and registered with the local
OSGi framework like other local services. We exploit the fact that the service
is created and registered as a local proxy service on the caller side to hide non-
OSGi services behind an OSGi-like interface. The bridging between the caller –
which must be a full OSGi framework – and the callee is done at the proxy.

The first platform we adapt to running OSGi is the Java CLDC [6]. It lacks
certain properties that are required for running OSGi, for instance, user-defined
classloading. The second platform we adapt are embedded Linux devices running
services written in C or C++, thereby removing the dependency on Java. Finally,
the third implementation works on top of TinyOS running on Tmote Sky [19]
nodes featuring 10kB of RAM and 48kB of code storage, thus removing the
dependency on a full fledged operating system.

4.1 CLDC

CLDC is the smallest version of the Java Virtual Machine. It ships with almost
every mobile phone and is also used on embedded devices with very little re-
sources (minimum requirements are 160kB non-volatile memory as storage and
32kB volatile RAM). The VM for CLDC is hence called the Kilobyte Virtual
Machine (KVM) [6]. On top of the VM, different profiles can run. The profile
defines which subset of the standard Java classes is available, which CLDC-
specific classes are provided, and which packages can be optionally included. For
instance, the MIDP [20] profile is the most widespread on mobile phones and
allows to run applications packages as MIDlets.

The reason why OSGi does not run on CLDC devices is mainly the sandbox
model in the underlying KVM. For instance, in the MIDP profile, MIDlets cannot
access code of other MIDlets and no new classes can be loaded that are not part
of the MIDlet itself. For such devices, we locally run an adapter that understands
the R-OSGi protocol and communicates with the local services.

The adapter is implemented as a single MIDlet that contains a stripped-down
implementation of the R-OSGi protocol (since it only needs to deal with incom-
ing calls) and the services that the device offers. Since the KVM does not support
reflection, the dispatching of remote service invocation calls to the service meth-
ods has to be done explicitly. A further limitation of the KVM is the missing
Java serialization. This is a severe limitation because not only the arguments of
service methods might involve complex Java objects, also the R-OSGi protocol
itself has some messages that ship reference types, for instance, the properties
of the service. The solution to the problem is to generate custom serialization
and deserialization methods for every used complex type ahead of time when the
MIDlet is assembled. The generation procedure uses bytecode analysis to inspect
the classes and generates a serialization for every complex type used in a service
interface. Since the arguments of service methods are known at the time where
the MIDlet is generated, arbitrary types can be serialized. Also the customized
method calls are generated at build-time so that the service does not have to be
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changed in order to run on CLDC. Clearly, the statically assembled MIDlet does
not support all features that an OSGi service running on a framework supports.
Although it is possible to enable and disable services through a management
service, the update of a single service requires an update of the whole MIDlet.

4.2 Embedded Linux

Supporting services written in languages other than Java is mainly a problem of
adapting the data types. OSGi, that is Java, allows to use very expressive classes
which cannot be easily transformed to other languages. The usual way to invoke
native code from Java code is through the Java Native Interface (JNI) [21], an
interface that exposes an API that can be used to create and access objects and
to invoke methods.

In the R-OSGi C/C++ implementation, we developed a stand alone library
(JNI Runtime) that implements the JNI interface but without actually being
a Java VM (Figure 4). The JNI runtime library does not have the overhead
of interpreting any Java bytecode and operating on a virtual stack machine.
Instead, it implements only the JNIEnv which is normally the handle to the JNI
interface of a Java VM. The runtime library maintains internal data structures
for classes, fields, methods, and object instances. Methods are implemented by C
functions operating on the data structures. Common classes like java.lang.String
or java.lang.Integer are already implemented and part of the library. Service
implementations can register new models of Java classes through an extension
mechanism, if they require other classes.

With the help of the runtime, JNI code can run without a Java VM. The
R-OSGi protocol is implemented in the R-OSGi daemon. The daemon accepts
incoming TCP/IP connections and handles the requests. It is possible to imple-
ment R-OSGi daemons for different transports as well. JNI service implementa-
tions are registered with the R-OSGi daemon through a configuration file. In this
file, the developer also has to specify the location of a Java interface implementa-
tion of the service. This interface is not used for the execution of the JNI service
but only as a static resource exchanged in the R-OSGi protocol. Furthermore,

JNI Interface

Java Service Interface Service Functions

JNI Runtime

Service (shared library)

Runtime (shared library)

R−OSGi Daemon Serialization 

Protocol Handler

Service Registry

Fig. 4. R-OSGi for Native Code Services
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the daemon also implements the Java serialization mechanism. If the class of an
incoming object is known to the JNI runtime (either by default or provided by
the service), the R-OSGi daemon can create a corresponding instance in the JNI
runtime which can then be used by the service implementation in the same way
a corresponding Java class inside a VM would be used. Hence, arguments for
service calls can be deserialized (and return values serialized again) to preserve
the full expressiveness of Java/OSGi but without the overhead of a Java VM.

To quantify the performance of our solution, we again use the JavaParty
benchmarks. The first series of measurements were taken on two Linux note-
books using Java 5. Figure 5 shows that the native implementation of R-OSGi is
slightly faster in some cases but no significant performance gains can be observed.
This can be expected since the limiting factor on devices with huge resources
is the network bandwidth and not the processing. Furthermore, the HotSpot
VM benefits from just-in-time compilation. The picture changes when the same
experiment is repeated on a Linksys NSLU2, an embedded Linux device with a
133 MHz Intel XScale IPX420 CPU (Figure 6). This time, a JamVM [22] is used
as a reference. The native R-OSGi implementation performs significantly better
than the interpreting VM in all cases. Even the call with 32kB of arguments
completes in less than 20ms.

4.3 TinyOS

Our implementation of R-OSGi services for TinyOS [7] is based on the 802.15.4
transport presented in the preceding section and, like all TinyOS applications,
implemented in NesC [23]. NesC adds the concept of components, interfaces, and
wiring of components to the C programming language. A TinyOS application
consists of several components that are wired together. TinyOS provides a collec-
tion of ready to use components, mainly hardware drivers. The Tmote sky nodes
implement the TelosB [24] platform of TinyOS and all hardware components
that this platform is composed of are supported in the current TinyOS release
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2.0.2. Therefore and because of previous experience with Tmote sky nodes and
TinyOS, we chose to implement R-OSGi services for sensor nodes using TinyOS.

Conceptually, this implementation is more similar to the implementation for
CLDC than the implementation for embedded Linux, despite the fact that NesC
is just an extension of C and the programming languages are thus very similar.
Dynamic loading of shared libraries is not available on TinyOS and resources are
very limited. Additionally, the capabilities and therefore the services provided by
a sensor node are usually static. Therefore, the approach of emulating a full JNI
environment is not feasible for sensor nodes and TinyOS. We rather compose the
services provided by the sensor node at build time, like the MIDlet for CLDC,
and also include the appropriate interfaces and data types in advance.

The R-OSGi application for TinyOS uses the 802.15.4 transport to listen for
incoming connections. When a connection is established, the application com-
poses the lease message containing the interfaces and properties of all services
available by collecting the data from the installed services. Services implement
our (NesC) Service interface which provides commands for getting the serialized
(Java) service interfaces, getting the serialized, built-in properties of the service,
and executing a method on the service. Furthermore, it defines an event that
will be signaled upon completion of the method invocation. This way it is easily
possible to have multiple, different services installed in one node as they can be
managed uniformly by the R-OSGi application. A configuration file that is used
at compile time defines the services that are available on the node.

When a remote R-OSGi peer invokes a method, the R-OSGi application dis-
patches the call to the correct service by invoking its invoke command with the
signature of the method and the serialized method arguments as arguments.
The service then dispatches the invocation internally according to the signature.
For example, a temperature service might offer getRaw() as well as getCelsius()
and getFahrenheit(). The invocation is implemented as split-phase operation.
Once the invocation has completed, invokeDone is signaled and the return value
passed as argument. The serialized return value is then sent to the calling peer
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as response to the invocation of the method. To deserialize the arguments and
serialize the return value, services use our Serializer component.

5 Supporting Streaming Data Services

R-OSGi was designed for remote method invocation which corresponds to a
conventional request-response interaction. However, many small and ubiquitous
devices only deliver or consume data streams, e.g., a sensor node that periodically
reports the temperature. Also services offered by more powerful devices can
require the exchange of streaming data, e.g., a CCTV camera.

Typically, exchange of streaming data in Java is implemented using instances
of InputStream and OutputStream of the java.io package and its subclasses.
In the case of interaction through services, the service returns an instance of
a stream to the client and data is then transmitted between the service and
the client through the stream. However, plain remote method invocation is not
sufficient to transparently remote these services. A stream object is backed by
a file, a buffer, or a network channel. When it is returned to a remote client,
it has to be serialized and the backing is lost. Therefore, plain service remoting
with method invocation is not sufficient to deliver streaming data produced or
consumed by many ubiquitous devices. We present an extension to R-OGSi that
transparently supports streams. We also discuss quality of service issues related
to streaming data.

5.1 Transparent Streams on Java

To allow for transparent remote access to streams we make R-OSGi stream
aware by intercepting the exchange of stream objects and introducing a separate
mechanism for exchanging data remotely over streams.

When R-OSGi executes a remote method call that returns an instance of
InputStream or OutputStream, this instance is replaced by a handle in the result
message that is sent to the calling peer. There the handle is used to create a proxy
that extends InputStream or OutputStream and this proxy is returned as result
to the method invocation. Likewise, instances of InputStream or OutputStream
that are passed as arguments to remote method calls are replaced with handles
and represented by stream proxies in the same way.

Calls to the stream proxy will be converted to R-OSGi stream request mes-
sages which will be parsed and result in respective calls to the actual stream.
The data returned (in case of input streams) is sent back as R-OSGi stream
result messages and returned to the read call to the stream proxy.

This mechanism allows to transparently exchange and use streams that are
per se not serializable. Stream proxies look and feel like any input or output
stream and thus can be used like any input or output stream, e.g., attaching
a buffered stream or an object stream. Furthermore, the overhead of stream
request and stream result messages is even less than the already low overhead of
method invocation messages. This provides the best possible performance which
is crucial as streams are often used to continuously transmit significant amounts
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of data compared to method invocation which occurs sporadically and usually
with a small argument size.

5.2 Streams on Non-OSGi Devices

Similarly to the implementation of OSGi-like services in devices without OSGi,
we provide support for data streaming in such devices through the adapters.

CLDC already supports InputStream and OutputStream types. The R-OSGi
adapter for CLDC simply replaces instances of streams with handles in the same
way R-OSGi does. Incoming stream request messages result in calls to the actual
stream and the data returned is sent back as stream result messages. The same
applies for embedded Linux platforms with the only difference that the stream,
like every other object, is implemented in JNI instead of Java.

For TinyOS, the Service interface is extended with two additional commands
and two additional events for reading from and writing to streams. When a
TinyOS service returns a serialized stream handle as result, it also passes a local
handle to the R-OSGi adapter. This handle will be passed back to the service’s
commands for reading and writing when a stream request message arrives. The
service then dispatches the request internally. Once data has become available
(in case of input streams) or been processed (in case of output streams), the
corresponding events are signaled and the result is passed as argument. The
result is then sent to the service caller as response.

5.3 Quality of Service

The possibility to stream large amounts of data requires careful considerations
of the possible impact on the whole system. R-OSGi maintains one communi-
cations channel to every remote host it is connected to. Through this channel
all communication takes place in the form of messages. The data exchanged by
streams is transmitted in stream request and stream result messages which are
exchanged over the same communication channel over which all other messages
like method invocation or lease renewal are exchanged.

To ensure correct and smooth operation of R-OSGi, messages of other types
are prioritized over stream request and stream result messages to avoid clogging
of the communication channel by a burst of stream messages. On the other hand,
R-OSGi-aware applications can choose to prioritize traffic of specific streams over
other streams or even over the other message types. This is useful for real-time
streams like, e.g., audio or video streams, which are in general more time-critical
than method invocations.

6 Discussion

OSGi simplifies constructing applications out of independent software modules.
Moreover, it provides facilities for dynamically managing the insertion and with-
drawal of software modules, keeping track of the dependencies between modules,
enforcing dependencies, and interaction through loosely-coupled service inter-
faces. With the extensions to R-OSGi that we have just presented, we have
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a software fabric for the “Internet of Things” that gives us exactly the same
features but for distributed applications residing in heterogeneous devices.

Having this support implies, for instance, that spontaneous interactions be-
tween two appliances become service invocations within a distributed OSGi
framework. Switching one of the appliances off appears as a module withdrawal
and the framework – the software fabric – handles the cleanup of all dependencies
and informing users of this service. It is also possible to dynamically replace the
implementation of a service, or even the device itself, without the caller being
aware of the swap.

Service discovery can be made more precise and efficient by using the filters
provided by OSGi. That way, the amount of information exchanged during a
spontaneous interaction can be minimized, an important factor when communi-
cation is through a low bandwidth radio link. The same mechanism is helpful
to prevent that, when several devices are present, all of them have to reply to
indiscriminate broadcast looking for services.

In the software fabric we just described, all devices independently of language,
platform, or size present a uniform frontend which makes developing applications
far easier than when programmers have to cope with a wide range of technologies
and paradigms. It is also important to note that this common frontend does not re-
duce the exchanges to the minimum common functionality of all devices involved.
Finally, note that this common frontend and standardized interfaces apply not
only to software but, as the example with the Bug illustrates, also to hardware.

We are not aware of any other solution of the many that have been proposed
that is capable of bridging heterogeneity as well as the software fabric we propose.
In particular, with the very low overhead that it introduces.

7 Related Work

The idea of constructing distributed systems out of cooperating services has
been pioneered by the Jini [25,26] project. In Jini, every Java object can be
a service. The information about the services around is maintained by a cen-
tral Lookup Server which has to be initially discovered by each peer in order to
communicate. The later communication between services is point-to-point and
does not require the lookup server any more. Jini does not pose restrictions on
the protocol that this device to device communication follows. However, since
Sun’s standard implementation of Jini uses RMI for the communication be-
tween devices and the lookup server, most applications use RMI also for the
device interactions. Although spontaneity was one of the main goals of Jini, the
requirement of a lookup server restricts the applications of Jini to networks with
some management. In contrast, the approach presented in this paper does not
require a central component and also works in opportunistic networks with no
management, such as ad-hoc networks. This is crucial for applications around
the “Internet of Things”, where interaction is often driven by the momentum of
opportunity. Furthermore, Jini is tailored to TCP/IP networks and cannot be
easily run over other transports.
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Other projects that are discussing how to contruct applications from cooper-
ating services and provide specifications for design and interaction of these are
ODP [27], CORBA [28], and DCE [29].

For consumer devices, UPnP [30] is a standard for discovering and interacting
with equipment. UPnP is able to discover new devices through the multicast
protocol SSDP [31] and even includes an addressing schema derived from Ze-

roconf [32,33] for networks where no infrastructure is available which assigns
IP addresses. Devices and services are described by XML descriptors which can
be used to select devices and services based on fine-granular properties. The
communication between devices uses SOAP-based XML-RPC. Since SOAP can
basically run over any transport, UPnP is technically not restricted to TCP/IP
networks. However, the high verbosity of the XML involved requires networks
with sufficient bandwidth and limits the feasibility for low-power communica-
tion. Furthermore, UPnP limits the arguments of calls to a small set of specified
types. General type mappers for complex objects as known from web services
are not supported.

Recently, the idea of Service Oriented Device Architecture (SODA [34]) has
gained momentum. SODA tries to incorporate principles of SOA into the world
of devices to facilitate their integration into enterprise systems. The work pre-
sented in this paper can be seen as an implementation of this idea. Instead of an
enterprise bus based on web services, OSGi and R-OSGi are used for the com-
munication between services on devices. Since the R-OSGi protocol is far more
lightweight than web services, it appears to be more amenable to implement the
“Internet of Things” in resource constrained devices.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have outlined a software fabric for the “Internet of Things” that
is based on the ideas borrowed from the field of modular software design. The
next steps we intend to pursue include developing applications on this fabric to
better test its properties, continue extending the fabric to encompass a wider
range of devices and protocols, developing tools that will simplify the develop-
ment of applications that federate collections of services provided by ubiquitous
devices, and explore bridging of heterogeneous network architectures as well as
multi-hop scenarios in general.
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Abstract. The concept of autonomous cooperating processes is an approach to 
solve complex logistical planning tasks by representing each object in the 
transport chain by a separate independent software unit. In general, these 
software units or agents are applied in a server network. Technologies from the 
field of the Internet of Things like wireless communication and RFID enable 
that software execution can be shifted to deeper system layers, even at the level 
of single freight items. This article examines the ancillary conditions and 
consequences of this shift. It focuses on whether the introduction of the 
intelligent parcel or vehicle is advantageous compared to server based planning. 
The second half of this article describes transport logistic examples for 
networks of autonomous objects with embedded intelligence. 

1   Introduction 

The idea of the intelligent parcel searching the way through the supply chain by itself 
has been discussed for several years. It looks for the best transport route and reacts to 
changed traffic situations or orders. In an extended scenario a parcel equipped with 
sensors supervises its content and environment. If it detects a danger threatening the 
quality of the content, the parcel looks for a solution.  

The general technical questions are solved. Passive UHF RFID systems can 
identify items at transshipment points. Semi-passive RFID data loggers allow 
temperature recording at reasonable costs. Active tags or wireless sensor networks 
can communicate between freight, containers, warehouses and vehicles. Real time 
location systems can keep track of the location of a container.  

Despite the technical feasibility, the possibilities for the practical implementation 
are restricted to mere identification or tracing tasks. Pallets are tagged with passive 
RFID labels by the biggest food suppliers, sea containers are identified by active tags. 
However, sensor applications on palette or item level are still in the prototype state.  

1.1   Non-processing Sensors or Intelligent Objects? 

These RFID and sensor systems are essential to monitor the transport chain. So far, 
they have mostly been regarded as information providers, instead of participants in 
planning processes or decision making. But should we constrain the implementation 
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of planning processes to remote server platforms or is it more beneficial to equip the 
embedded devices with more localized computation power and intelligence?  

This idea of shifting the intelligence into networked logistic objects has been a 
tempting vision in the past years, but the real benefits have not been figured out so 
far. How can the performance of the supply chain be developed without having to 
make more effort than in case of using a centralized planning system?  

Passive RFID tags, active sensors and processing units on vehicle or container 
level will be considered as alternate platforms to realize the system intelligence. Aim 
of this contribution is to analyze the ancillary conditions and consequences of the 
transition from server based solutions to a network of distributed embedded 
processing units. 

1.2   Outline 

The first part of this paper presents a framework to classify and compare 
implementations intelligent objects on different system layers. Section 2 examines the 
idea of intelligent objects in the broader context of autonomous cooperating 
processes. Section 3 enumerates an extended set of criteria to evaluate the 
performance of a logistical planning system. The degree of decision freedom will be 
introduced in section 4 as a means to categorize the amount of intelligence of an 
embedded object. The available computation power and additional costs to implement 
intelligence on different hardware layers are also discussed in this section. The current 
costs of the complete system are mainly determined by the extent of necessary 
communication. The concept of the ‘length of the information path’ will be presented 
in section 5 in order to compare different levels of implementation in regard to the 
effectiveness of communication.  

The second part comprises several case studies and demonstration examples for 
local intelligence on vehicle, sensor or tag level. Section 6 presents the shelf life 
model as a basic approach to evaluate the effects of temperature deviation on the 
quality of the product. These models could be used by an intelligent container 
(section 7) to send automated notifications on predictable quality losses. In addition 
to the quality evaluation, parts of the route planning can be shifted onto the level of 
the means of transport (section 8).  

Finally, a case study is described in the focus of section 9 illustrating that it is not 
only economically worthwhile to invest into item level sensor supervision, but it is 
also necessary to process the sensor data in-place by intelligent objects.  

2   Autonomous Cooperation of Logistic Processes 

The autonomous cooperation of logistic processes is based on the paradigm to divide 
the solution of a complex logistical planning task into distributed processes [1]. 
Ideally, each object that participates in the supply or production chain is represented 
by its own software program, which autonomously searches a partial solution that is 
beneficial for the local object. In a transport scenario, the packages collect 
information, make decisions and negotiate with other entities to enhance the 
fulfillment of their common goal to perform all deliveries with minimal transport 
costs.  
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Autonomous Control has been defined by a workgroup of the Collaborative 
Research Centre SFB637 as processes of decentralized decision-making in 
heterarchical structures. … The objective of Autonomous Control is the achievement 
of increased robustness and positive emergence of the total system due to distributed 
and flexible coping with dynamics and complexity. [2].  

Böse and Windt compiled a catalogue of thirteen criteria to characterize logistic 
systems based on the level of autonomous control [3]. The location the decision 
making is considered as the most important criterion. Individual decision processes 
for single objects do not necessarily require that a microcontroller integrated into an 
object should be in charge of implementing the decision algorithm. The software 
entities could run on a single or on a divided multi-server platform. 

2.1   Representation of Logistical Objects by Software Agents 

A common approach to represent autonomous objects is the implementation by 
software agents, which are a concept to run independent program units in a distributed 
network. These units autonomously perform a task on behalf of their owner. A more 
detailed description of software agents can be found in [4] and [5]. The most common 
environment to test and implement agents is the JavaAgentDEvelopment [6] 
framework (JADE). Each participant of the supply chain, like freight items, vehicles, 
sensors, traffic and logistic broker services can be represented by an agent [7].  

3   Criteria for Performance Evaluation 

In order to be able to benefit from embedded autonomous objects, it is necessary to 
provide dynamic planning. If everything is already determined before transportation is 
begun, there is no need for intelligence. But most complex transport optimization 
tasks need dynamic re-planning of route and freight allocation because of changes in 
traffic, unexpected delays or new incoming orders. A developed transport planning 
would also handle freight damage that occurs during transportation or predictable 
quality losses.  

The second precondition is rather psychological: The freight owner has to yield 
control. Decisions are not made in a controlling room under the direct supervision of a 
human operator, but in the real world, on the road itself.  

Furthermore, the criteria to evaluate the performance of a planning process have to 
be extended. Good planning cannot only be assessed in terms of finding the shortest 
route, the least transportation costs or the highest number of punctually delivered 
orders.  

• The system should be flexible enough to react immediately to sudden situation 
changes.  

• The network and the organization of planning entities should be robust to continue 
to work even in case of a communication failure.  

• The privacy of internal planning strategies has to be kept. It should be kept 
confidential which customers are served first, and which are the ones whose 
deliveries are postponed in case of a shortage.  
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• Most information has to be transmitted over mobile networks. The communication 
costs should be kept low.  

• A thorough search for the optimal route to deliver a great deal of items to several 
costumers could take hours or days. The computation time should also be taken 
into account. An optimal solution might quickly become obsolete due to changes in 
the traffic situation; therefore a recalculation should be possible with minimal 
computation by heuristic algorithms. In many cases it is possible to split up 
heuristic algorithm into independent distributed processes without the need for 
central collection of all the information. 

The increase of robustness and ability to react to sudden changes overlaps with the 
goals of autonomous control [3], the criteria privacy, communication costs and 
computation time result from the implementation of embedded systems. 

4   The Implementation Level of Decision Instances 

Several factors should be taken into consideration in order to be able to decide on 
which hardware level the autonomy of the system should be implemented. The first 
one is the extent of intelligence that should be assigned to the embedded objects. As 
an alternative to the fuzzy term ‘intelligence’ possible solutions are classified on the 
basis of how much freedom an object has to make decisions by itself. Secondly, 
restrictions have to be taken into account in regard to computation power of the 
decision platforms and related costs. Effects on communication are examined in a 
separate section. 

4.1   Degree of Decision Freedom 

The objects in the supply chain can be equipped with a certain degree of decision 
freedom (Table 1). In a server based or central approach objects are only seen as 
sources of information, they only execute decisions of the central planning instance. 
On the next level of autonomy, freight items handle incoming data by local pre-
processing. They observe and evaluate the conditions of their surroundings and decide 
when it is necessary to send an alarm notification to the planning system.  

Table 1. Degree of decision freedom for mobile logistical objects 

Class Decision scope Example 
No freedom None Objects only executes centrally made decisions 

Drawing conclu-
sions from data 

Evaluation of local 
sensor information 

Object observes its environment and decides 
whether measured deviations  form a risk for the 
freight quality 

Adjust solution Adaptive route 
planning

Freight might change transport route or swap ve-
hicle by own decision 

Adjust goal Order management Freight might changes its destination, according to 
new orders or changed quality state 
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In case of an adaptive route planning system a freight item or its software 
representation could additionally decide to alter the transport route or vehicle if 
necessary. If the freight item might also change its destination, triggered by new 
orders or an unexpected quality loss, the maximum degree of decision freedom for an 
autonomous freight item is reached.  

4.2   System Layers 

Shifting the autonomy into the network does not necessarily mean to add new 
hardware layers to the system, but rather equipping an existing layer with enhanced 
computation facilities so that it will be able to implement decision algorithms. 
Therefore, cost calculations should be based on the extra costs of additional 
processing power rather than on the basic costs of the related layer. The possible 
hardware layers range from item-level tags to powerful servers. The available 
computation power on the lower levels could be less than 0.1% compared to a PC. 
Table 2 gives a summary of these factors as well as the current and future 
applications on different hardware levels.  

In current solutions all information is collected on server level. An Object Name 
Server (ONS) links the Electronic Product Code (EPC) to a related data base. This 
data base contains an XLM description of the object or ideally even a web-page 
depicting the object properties and user instructions. Routing problems are commonly 
also handled at server level as well. A lot of research is being carried out in order to 
solve vehicle routing problems by multiple agent systems [8], [9].  

Several telemetric systems can be currently found on the level of the means of 
transport. Equipped with mobile communication and GPS they measure the 
temperature, tire pressure and trigger an alarm if the doors are opened outside a 
specified area where it is allowed.  

Supposing that the truck or container is already equipped with sensors and 
communication, the extra hardware costs for intelligence are about 100 Euro for an 
embedded processing module. The ARM processor used in our demonstrator for an 
intelligent container with a clock rate of 400 MHz reaches about 2% of the 
performance of a PC. An autonomous system on this level could pre-process sensor 
data or participate in the transport planning process. 

Systems below the level of the means of transport have to operate without a fixed 
energy source; therefore, they are mostly battery powered. One main design goal is to 
reduce energy consumption in order to extend their lifetime, while communication 
can be active or passive.  

Active devices usually use the ZigBee or the directly the basic IEEE 802.15.4 
protocol in the 2.4 GHz range. Alternate proprietary protocols operate at 866 MHz or 
433 MHz. This group of devices is comprised by the Auto-ID Labs as EPC class 4 
active tags, which can communicate peer-to-peer with other active tags [10]. Tags for 
container identification, which are partly equipped with an additional temperature 
sensor, are a common example for the application of active devices.  

Other research groups examine small battery powered devices with active 
communication under the term of wireless sensor networks. The focus lays on 
automated (Ad-hoc) networking and forwarding messages in order to extend the range 
of communication. The sensor nodes are equipped with an ultra-low-power 
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microcontroller, typically the MSP430 from Texas Instruments. In combination with 
additional memory resources this processor might also be used as decision platform. 
Future wireless sensors could provide a spatial supervision of the cargo space so that 
local deviations of environmental parameters can be detected in time. Because of the 
components required for active communication and batteries, prices below 10 Euro 
will be hard to achieve.  

Devices with passive RFID communication are not restricted to mere 
identification tasks. Semi-passive tags to record the temperature during transportation 
are already available on the market [11]. To operate in the absence of the reader field 
a small battery is required to power the device. The currently available RFID data 
loggers use the 13.56 MHz HF frequency range with limited reading distance. But 
UHF devices are expected to be available on the market in 2008. Future intelligent 
RFID will pre-process sensor data in the chip. The computation power will be even 
more restricted than in active devices due to the smaller energy budget. Because of 
the necessary extra components like sensors, processor and battery in addition to 
passive standard RFID tags, the price cannot go below 1 Euro. 

Table 2. System layers as platform for decision processes 

Location Current applica-
tion

Future applications Computa-
tion power 

Basic
costs 

Extra 
costs 

Server net-
works

Objects re-
presentation by 
global database 

Multi agent vehicle 
routing 100% > 1000 € low

Means of 
transport

Telemetric su-
pervision,
GPS

Intelligent Con-
tainer ~2 % < 1000 € ~ 100 € 

Active com-
munication de-
vices 

Active tags at-
tached to con-
tainers 

Spatial supervision 
by wireless sensors 
networks

~0.1 % > 10 € ~ 1 € 

(semi-) passive 
RFID tags 

Identification / 
temperature log-
ging

Intelligent RFID << 0.1 % > 1 € ~ 1 € 

 

5   Communication as a Limiting Factor 

Wireless communication is one major pre-condition for the ‘internet of things’. 
Whereas stationary servers can use internet connection almost free of charge, the 
wireless communication of battery powered devices is restricted in terms of data rate, 
volume and accessibility. Table 3 summarizes different types and their limiting 
factors. Shifting the decision making system from a server level solution into the 
network of autonomous objects could largely reduce the amount of communication, 
as well as related risks and costs. Implementation on different hardware layers can be 
compared by the resulting ‘length of the communication path’. 
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Passive RFID is the type of communication that is the most sensitive to 
interferences. Studies on the reading rate of tags mounted on single boxes inside a 
palette show a high dependency on the product type [12]. Because of the damping of 
UHF electromagnetically fields by liquids and metals, passive tags could be hardly 
read inside a palette or container that is packed with foodstuff. Access is only possible 
offline, at the end of transport. The items are typically scanned by a gate reader during 
the transshipment of the goods. The RFID tags are only visible for the second that a 
forklift needs to pass the reader gate during the unloading of the container. 

Active devices allow higher reading range and data sizes. But the total volume of 
communication is limited by the energy budget. Commercial global mobile networks 
allow almost unlimited transmission of data at the price of higher energy and volume 
costs. 

Table 3. Types and limits of wireless communication for battery powered devices 

Type Range Limiting factor Access 

Passive RFID ~3 m Access only during passage through 
reader gate 

Offline 

Active Wireless ~ 100 m Volume limited by energy budget Permanent 

Commercial 
Networks 

Global Mobile connections costs (GPRS, UMTS, 
Satellite) 

Permanent 

 
The energy consumption of networked objects comprises the following three 

components: thinking, sensing and communication. Communication is normally the 
costliest factor; an example calculation for the TmoteSky wireless sensor node [13] 
shows that sending a message usually uses 16.5 mJ of energy, whereas reading 
temperature and humidity sensors requires 0.1 mJ and 200 ms of thinking costs 1 mJ 
[14]. The first aim in system design should be the reduction of communication by data 
pre-processing. If the costs for batteries and service are taken into account, embedded 
intelligence could even reduce the hardware costs.  

5.1   Communication Sources and Sinks 

To be able to compare the advantages of different implementation levels of 
intelligence in a logistical setting, it is necessary to asses how the shift of data 
processing to embedded devices affects the communication costs. The whole 
information path has to be taken into consideration: Which system component 
provides the data (source), who processes them and who needs the results (data sink) 
to execute an appropriate action.  

Information sources can be a GPS module, sensors attached to the freight, RFID 
readers for object identification and traffic or order taking services. The data size 
ranges from 8 Bytes for a GPS position to several Kbyte (Table 4). To evaluate the 
costs, the data size has to be multiplied by the update rate.  
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Table 4. Information sources 

Type of informa-
tion

Location of data provision Data size Updates 
per hour 

Vehicle location GPS at truck or container 8 Byte > 1 

Influences to 
freight quality 

Wireless sensors attached to freight or 
cargo space 

~ 10 Bytes per 
object

>> 1 

Object identifica-
tion

Reader at vehicle or loading platform 16 Byte per ob-
ject 

<< 1 

Traffic informa-
tion

Global or regional information service ~ 1000 Byte ~ 1 

New orders Central or regional order taking service ~ 1000 Byte per 
order

~ 1 

 

In case of RFID identification, the data is provided on the reader, not on the tag 
side. The warehouse knows what goods are delivered, but the tag does not know 
where it is. But it would be possible by some protocol extension to provide the tag 
with an additional reader identification number or location code. 

After assessing dynamic changes in the supply network it could be advisable to 
change the route of a vehicle or to re-load a freight item to another truck or container. 
Because an intelligent parcel has no wheels it cannot carry out the recommended 
action itself. The results of the decision process have to be communicated to the 
driver of the vehicle, a forklift or the warehouse staff as data destination or sink.  

5.2   Length of the Information Path 

Most of the criteria to evaluate the performance of the planning process depend 
directly on the length of the information path from data source over processing to the 
execution unit: 

• Some communication channels could be temporarily unavailable. A short 
information path increases the robustness of the system. The shortest possible path 
is found by integrating the decision system into the platform of the information 
source, its destination or inside an existing network hub between data source and 
sink. The autonomy of the system is increased if the decision task is divided into 
sub-tasks that can continue to operate independently if one of the information 
sources cannot be contacted.  

• The outcome of a decision process can be communicated with few Bytes, whereas 
the required information could comprise the tenth of a Kbyte, e.g. the temperature 
history of a product combined with traffic information. By shifting the data 
processing close to the beginning of the information path the total volume and 
communication cost can be reduced. Data can be pre-processed directly at their point 
of origin if the related task is separated from the remainder of the decision system.  

• The above mentioned points are also important in terms of the flexibility of the 
system. New information should be quickly communicated through short channels. 

• A short information path also increases the level of privacy. The transmission of 
data over third party networks should be avoided.  
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The shift of the decision making system onto embedded hardware layers could either 
shorten or extend the length of the communication path, as the following example shows.  

Adaptive planning according to new orders and traffic factors  
As first example a transport planning system is considered that is responsible for 
processing information about new orders and traffic disruptions. Other source of 
information is the GPS position, available in the vehicle and RFID identification at 
loading or unloading, available at a door reader mounted inside the vehicle or at the 
warehouse gate. As data sink the vehicle driver has to be informed about necessary 
detours. Splitting the decision system into single entities per freight item leads to the 
idea of the intelligent parcel. It searches at each transshipment point for the next ‘lift’ 
by a vehicle that brings it nearer to its final destination. Following principles of 
existing routing protocols from internet data communication, packages and vehicles 
decide about the best route only on the basis of information provided by the local and 
neighboring hubs [15].  

The implementation layer of these decision systems could be either inside the 
vehicle or on servers at the distribution centre or transshipment points. A system on 
vehicle level has to query traffic and order information from a global service provider, 
whereas a central decision system can get direct access to traffic and order 
information. However, it has to contact the vehicle to obtain freight identification and 
to send the results of the decision. The freight item itself is neither data source nor 
sink; the implementation of autonomy on this layer would add an additional edge to 
the information path. In this example the shift of the decision system directly into an 
intelligent parcel would result in total costs that are even higher than the ones 
generated by applying the central solution. 

Supervision of sensitive goods 
If the freight item produces information by itself, the situation is different from the 
previously described example. The supervision of sensitive goods as in the food 
sector, for instance produces high amount of data for monitoring deviations of the 
environmental parameters with local sensors. Even small differences of the 
temperature can have a major effect on the quality of the product. 

Sensor-tags on item level or wireless sensor networks for monitoring the cargo 
space provide an information source in addition to the example above. The decision 
system consists of two sub-tasks: Sensor data evaluation and route adaptation. The 
information path for this scenario is depicted in figure 1. 

 

Freight
object

Vehicle
( data 

collection )

Traffic 
information 

and planning 
service

Vehicle
( change of 

route )
 

Fig. 1. Information path for the supervision of sensitive goods 

The direct pre-processing of the sensor data at their origin by an intelligent parcel 
could largely reduce communication volume and costs. In another setting the vehicle 
assesses the data provided by a wireless sensor network. The following second part of 
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this article presents several case studies for the implementation of transport 
supervision and planning systems for this sensor supervision scenario. 

6   The Supervision of Quality Changes 

The assessment of quality changes is the most important task for an intelligent freight 
object in the transportation of sensitive goods. Unfortunately, quality parameters like 
firmness or taste of fruits cannot directly be measured during transportation. Quality 
losses can be predicted only by taking the changes in the environmental conditions 
into account.  

6.1   Ubiquitous Sensors 

An intelligent object has to measure these conditions with appropriate sensors. Only 
few sensor types are suitable for integration into ubiquitous devices. The limiting 
factors are not only costs, but mainly the energy consumption. Temperature and 
humidity sensors consume the least energy; measurements have only to be taken in 
intervals of several minutes. Proper ventilation of cooling air can be checked with 
miniaturized thermoelectric flow sensors. Shock or acceleration sensors are more 
demanding, they have to operate with a duty cycle of 100%; otherwise they might 
miss a shock event. Typical metal oxide gas sensors consume the most energy, 
because heating for several minutes above 300 °C is required until all chemical 
reactions are balanced. 

6.2   Shelf Life Modeling 

The quality that is lost by a deviation from the recommended transport conditions 
depends on its duration and magnitude as well as the individual sensitivity of the 
product type. Among other parameters like humidity, light and atmosphere the 
temperature has the largest effect on the quality of food products. These effects are 
well examined especially in agricultural science.  

The ‘keeping quality’ or ‘remaining shelf life’ model [16] is based on the 
Arrhenius law of reaction kinetics. The sensitiveness of some fruits to chilling injuries 
can be modeled by adding a second Arrhenius function with negative activation 
energy. The original static model was transferred into a form to calculate the curse of 
a quality index for fluctuating temperature conditions. 

Figure 2 provides the acceleration factor for decay processes as a function of 
temperature related to a standard temperature (TSt = 15 °C). This value indicates how 
many days of shelf life have to be subtracted from the initial value Q0 per day of 
transport at a certain temperature. The description of the quality curve can be 
compressed into a set of five parameters and stored on an item level tag as additional 
information. The curves in figure 2 are based on the parameters estimated by Tijskens 
[16] and Schouten [17]. 

In cases where the temperature sensitivity cannot be approximated by an Arrhenius 
type model, the quality changes can be estimated by interpolation of reverence curves 
[18]. The curse of certain quality conditions has to be recorded under laboratory 
conditions for several temperatures. To upload the model, the complete curves have to 
be transmitted to the evaluation device. 
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Fig. 2. Relative loss in shelf life in relation to a standard temperature 

6.3   The Advantages of Local Sensor Data Evaluation 

The major advantage of the localized evaluation of the environmental parameters by 
shelf life modeling is the minimal data update rate. The processing instance only has 
to submit a warning message if the quality falls below an acceptance limit or if it 
foresees a pending quality loss [14]. Instead of the sensor raw data, which needs 
several updates per hour, only one message has to be sent in case a problem arises. 
Furthermore, the robustness of the system is increased. The permanent quality 
supervision can continue during periods when external communication is not 
available.  

7   Processing on Vehicle Level 

The first implementation study shows how the pre-processing of sensor data can be 
realized on the level of the means of transport. Our demonstrator of this ‘intelligent 
container’ has been described in detail in earlier papers [19], [20]; this section gives a 
brief summary and relates it to the previous defined criteria to assess the benefits of 
embedded intelligence. 

One key feature is the automatic adaptation of the supervision system to new 
freight items and their related quality models for specific kinds of goods. In contrast 
to common solutions the description of freight objects is not stored on a fixed server, 
but travels in parallel to the physical object through the supply chain. A mobile 
software agent carries out the individual supervision program on the computation 
platform of the current means of transport or warehouse.  

The hardware of the reduced scale prototype consists of an RFID reader used to 
scan for new loaded items, a wireless sensor network for spatial supervision of the 
cargo space, a module for external communication and an embedded processor 
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module as agent platform. If a new freight item is detected, a request is sent through 
the communication network to receive the corresponding freight agent.  

7.1   Communication Path and Costs 

The wireless sensor nodes provide as data source the temperature and humidity 
measurements by active communication. The limiting factor is the battery reserves of 
the sensor nodes. The processing unit on vehicle or container level compresses this 
data to single ‘change of quality’ notifications and sends it thorough an external 
network to the route and transport planning service as data sink.  

The system costs mainly comprise single investments into the infrastructure like 
the processing unit and the wireless sensors belonging to the truck or container. This 
investment reduces the amount of constant expenses for communication and increases 
robustness. The additional hardware costs per transport unit consist only of one 
disposable standard RFID tag per freight item.  

7.2   Future Research 

One bottleneck is the transmission of the complete sensor raw data from the sensor 
nodes to the processing unit. Shifting the pre-processing into the sensor network could 
extend the battery lifetime. The related quality model has to be transmitted to all 
sensors in the surrounding of the freight item under supervision. Furthermore, the 
measurement period of the sensors could be adapted to the current situation: if a 
sensor node detects that it provides exactly the same information as its neighbors, it 
could set itself into sleep mode.  

Another limiting factor is the performance of the agent platform on embedded 
systems. Although additional optimizations have been carried out on the JADE LEAP 
(Lightweight Extensible Agent Platform) [21], the transmission of one mobile 
software agent still takes several seconds. The performance of the supervision 
software might be increased by switching to another framework like OSGi, formerly 
known as the ‘Open Services Gateway initiative’ [22], which was developed for 
industrial applications. Special services for new kinds of products can be remotely 
installed, started, stopped or updated on the embedded Java runtime of the processing 
unit of the vehicle or container in form of software bundles.  

8   Dividing the Route Planning Process 

This section serves as an example for a setting with a higher degree of decision 
freedom by presenting an approach to how the route planning can be gradually shifted 
to vehicle level. The vehicle does not only draw conclusions about quality changes by 
the sensor data but also adjusts its solution for the goal to deliver as many items in 
proper quality as possible.  

This approach depicts a further important aspect of distributed planning processes. 
Local entities often do not have full access to all information. The following software 
simulation shows how a processing unit at vehicle level could make best use of 
limited traveling information provided by a remote server. The route planning process 
is divided into two instances: 
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• A remote server holds information about distances and traveling speed based on 
the current traffic situation. This information is public, because it does not contain 
any confidential data. 

• The vehicle assesses the current quality of the loaded items. In case of 
unexpected quality loss the originally planned route has to be modified. This 
freight state data has to be handled as a confidential piece of information.  

Considered for a single vehicle the common task can be categorized as Traveling 
Salesman Problem with Time Window (TSPTW). The time window for each product 
starts with zero for immediate delivery and ends with its expiration of shelf life.  

For a test case to deliver N0 perishable items to N0 different destination towns the 
route is modified on the basis of the following principle: During the stopovers at the 
customers the vehicle evaluates for the N undelivered items their remaining shelf life. 
The vehicle sends a request for a short round trip to cover the N missing towns. The 
remote traffic information server generates a round trip without accessing product 
quality data. Based on this proposal the vehicle generates 2*N route suggestions, 
which enter the round trip at different points and follow it clockwise or counter-
clockwise. The route suggestions are assessed based on the degree to which they have 
fulfilled their goal to minimize the total driving time and strongly avoid zero shelf life 
products. A first performance test has shown that it is feasible to organize to route 
planning by this divided planning approach [23]. 

8.1   Reaction to Dynamic Quality and Traffic Changes 

To test the ability to react to sudden quality and traffic changes the test setting has 
been expanded. Before leaving the depot the freight items are assigned to the vehicles. 
This first multi-vehicle optimization step can be done by a server at the depot. After 
leaving the depot the vehicles cannot swap freight items any longer. The traffic 
information server can only be contacted over mobile communication. After the first 
two deliveries the shelf life of the remaining items is reduced by an unexpected event. 
This could be either a change in temperature or a delay by traffic disruptions. The 
ability of different algorithms to find alternative routes which avoid late deliveries has 
been tested in software experiments (Table 5) for a setting with N0 = 20 customers.  

Table 5. Performance of different planning strategies (500 software experiments) 

Method Delivered Packages Driving time Improvement 

Full re-planning 16.41 76.81 hours 100% 

Local vehicle planning 15.66 76.82 hours 64.5% 

Repeated vehicle planning 15.75 75.80 hours 68.6% 

Unchanged route 14.30 74.68 hours 0% 

 
Without changing the route 14.3 packages in average could be delivered in proper 

quality. The divided planning approach slightly increases the driving time because of 
the necessary detours. The number of average delivered items has increased to 15.66 
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packages. An extensive server based search for the best route gives a result of 16.41 
packages. According to these figures the divided planning approach achieved 64.5 % 
of the possible improvement of the number of properly delivered packages. By 
allowing the vehicle planner to repeat the route request up to three times in the first 
step after a disruption, the performance has improved to 68.6 %. 

8.2   Evaluation of the Communication Path 

Freight quality information is kept completely confidential inside the vehicle. For this 
kind of data the vehicle is information source, sink and processing unit at the same 
time. The only piece of external communication is a route request per stop and the 
server’s answer. The size of the answer is about 100 Bytes to transmit the sorted list 
of towns and the driving distances along a round trip. In case of a communication 
failure the vehicle can continue its planning based on already known round trips.  

Although the performance of the above presented simple algorithm is not fully 
satisfying, this example depicts typical obstacles and questions of autonomous 
objects. In cases where the local object does not find an acceptable solution, the 
object would re-delegate the problem together with all relevant quality information to 
a server, which has direct access to all traffic data, at the price of higher 
communication costs and reduced privacy. Limits in communication bandwidth, 
availability and allowed response time make it in most supply chain application 
impossible to achieve the same performance as the ideal solution. However, it needs 
to be questioned whether the object makes use of the available information to the 
greatest extent. Failures to deliver orders in time should be assessed in the light of 
certain aspects like flexibility towards dynamic situation changes, robustness against 
communication failures, hardware and communications costs.  

9   Data Processing on Item Level 

The idea of data processing on item level is introduced by a study on potential cost 
saving achieved by extended temperature and quality monitoring. A new approach to 
warehouse management implements the following principle: Items with low remaining 
shelf life are sent to nearby stores for immediate sale, whereas items with longer usage 
expectancy are used for export or distant retail stores. By replacing the standard ‘First In 
First Out’ (FIFO) policy with this ‘First Expires First Out’ (FEFO) approach the amount 
of waste due to product expiration before delivery is reduced [24].  

9.1   Case Study on Strawberries 

A case study carried out by Ingersoll-Rand Climate Control and the University of 
Florida [25] has estimated how much less waste is produced when the above 
described FEFO approach is used. 24 pallets of strawberries were equipped with 
temperature loggers. The shelf life was calculated before and after the transport based 
on the temperature history of each palette. Two palettes were rejected before transport 
because of their bad temperature history. The remaining 22 palettes had a predicted 
shelf life between 0 and 3 days at the end of transport (Table 6). 
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Table 6. Waste with and without FEFO approach. Figures according to Emond [26], [18] 

Number of 
palettes 

Waste on ran-
dom retail 

Estimated 
shelf life 

FEFO recommendation Resulting waste 

2 100% - Reject immediately (rejected) 

2 91.7% 0 Reject at arrival (rejected) 

5 53 % 1 Sell immediately (25%) 

8 36.7% 2 Nearby stores (13.3%) 

7 10% 3 Remote stores (10%) 
 

 
After arrival, the truck-load was divided and sent to retail stores with different 
transport distances. The pallets were opened in the shops; boxes with strawberries of 
low quality were sorted out. Column 2 of table 6 reports the measured waste grouped 
by the predicted palette shelf life. The current solution without quality based 
assignment results in a loss rate between 10% and 91.7% per palette. Column 5 gives 
the results of a thought experiment: If the palettes were assigned according to a FEFO 
recommendation to match driving distance and remaining shelf life for each retail 
shop, the waste could be reduced to 25 % at most. Considered for the whole truck 
load a loss of 2300 $ could be turned into a profit of 13000 $. If we assume a price of 
10 $ per recording unit, the investment for additional hardware is still less than 10% 
of the profit, even if 4 loggers are attached to each palette.  

9.2   Necessity and Feasibility of Data Processing on Tag Level 

The above described study has been carried out by manual handling of the data 
loggers at end of delivery. But this handling has to be converted into an automated 
process before this approach can be applied in practice. The interface of the data 
loggers is restricted to passive RFID to enable low cost solutions. But due to the very 
limited data rate of RFID transmission, it is not possible to transmit the full 
temperature protocols of several measurement points during unloading. The tags are 
only visible to the reader for less than a second while the pallets are passed through 
the gate. 

Because of this communication bottleneck, an automated evaluation of the 
temperature data can be achieved only if the system intelligence is shifted into the 
network. By on-chip pre-processing the data volume can be compressed into one Byte 
per item to transmit either the current quality state or just on state bit discerning 
between ‘green’ as ‘quality state ok’ and ‘red’ as ‘item needs further checking’.  

The crucial point in the integration of the shelf life modeling into a semi-passive 
RFID data logger is the required computation power. The model has to be updated 
after each temperature measurement. The required calculation time for different shelf 
life modeling approaches was measured for the low power microcontroller MSP430 
from Texas Instruments [18]. For all model types the required CPU time per model 
step was below 1.2 ms equivalent to an energy consumption of 7µJ per step or 20 mJ 
per month at an update period of 15 minutes. Compared with the capacity of 80 J for a 
miniature zinc oxide battery as used in the Turbo-Tag data loggers the energy for 
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model calculation can be neglected. As a CPU facility only a 16 bit integer 
multiplication is required. The shelf life modeling will add only very low processing 
requirements to an RFID chip that already contains temperature sensor, clock and data 
storage. For demonstration purposes the modeling has been programmed into the 
processor of existing wireless sensor nodes, although this platform is too expensive 
for commercial applications. The sensor node has been programmed to behave as 
RFID: on request it transmits its identification code and the current shelf life state.  

But future research will enable tags with integrated shelf live modeling as semi-
passive devices at reasonable costs and surely reach the business case. 

10   Summary and Conclusions 

The aim of this paper was to analyze the boundary conditions and consequences of 
the shift of intelligence to ubiquitous devices. There are already many applications 
where RFID are used in a beneficial way, but the business opportunities for 
ubiquitous sensors in logistical applications have not been clearly figured out so far. 
There are only very few studies available on this topic, but the one quoted in the 
previous sections indicates that sensing on box or palette level can make a high return 
on investment.  

The central question of this article was to determine in which of the above 
mentioned cases with a need for ubiquitous sensors and RFID it is worth, to make the 
additional investment for local intelligence. The implementation of local data 
analyzes and decision making needs extra computation power. However, the increase 
in hardware costs for additional CPU resources is still moderate in comparison to the 
primary costs of active wireless sensors and telemetric units. But communications 
restrictions related to costs and bandwidth are the major obstacle of the 
implementation of embedded intelligence. The concept of the ‘length of the 
communication path’ between information source and sink was introduced as a means 
to compare the effectiveness of different implementation levels.  

The application field of the ‘intelligent parcel’ is mainly limited to settings where a 
high amount of local information has to be processed, like in the supervision of 
perishable products. In other applications it needs to be questioned whether it is worth 
extending the communication path by exchanging information and the results of the 
decision process with the parcel. This might be only the case when company 
information should be kept confidential inside the processing unit of the parcel. Other 
tasks, for instance parts of the route planning, can be better performed on the level of 
the means of transport. 

The implementation of embedded intelligence is most beneficial in cases, where 
the object not only provides identification but also additional sensor information. 
Furthermore, there are also cases in which an automated supervision of the transport 
chain is only feasible if the sensor data is processed by an embedded system as in the 
example of the intelligent RFID. A share of the processing power, which is required 
to implement a logistical planning system, was shifted onto objects that are parts of 
the network. The equipment of logistical objects with embedded intelligence brings 
advantages in terms of reduced communication costs, higher robustness against 
communication failures and flexibility to react to unforeseen events. 
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